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CHAPTER О 
GENERAL INTRODUCTION 
'The superconductive state raises questions of fundamental interest for 
the theory of quanta, which in the last three years has taken a 
prominent place in very different departments of physics" 
(Kamerhngh Onnes1, 1913) 
Superconductivity has been a part of condensed matter physics that fascinated 
experimentalists and theorists since the very first time that extremely low 
temperatures of -270° С could be reached in the Leiden laboratory in 1911 and 
the phenomenon of superconductivity was discovered This fascination has 
remained until the present days, due to the wide range of phenomena that may 
occur as a result of the delicate interplay between the Cooper-pairs, the excited 
electron- and holelike quasiparticles and the phonons As already envisioned by 
Kamerhngh Onnes in the citation above, the detailed understanding of 
superconductivity is closely linked with quantum mechanics This became 
particularly clear with the advent of the microscopic theory of Bardeen, Cooper 
and Schneffer2 (BCS) in 1957 
The state of the art at present is that nearly all the equilibrium properties of 
superconductivity, such as the transition temperature T
c
, the energy gap Ω„ and 
the critical magnetic field H
c
 are well understood Also, deviations from 
equilibrium, as induced by a strong current or by a magnetic field, can be 
understood in terms of the Ginzburg-Landau3 (GL) theory On a more 
microscopic level, pairbreaking effects of a magnetic field can be completely 
understood in terms of the Abrikosov-Gor'kov4 theory An essential feature of 
these early theories of nonequilibnum phenomena is that the properties of the 
superconductive state, such as /
c
, H
c
, coherence length ξ and penetration depth 
λ, can be described in terms of a single parameter Δ, the orderparameter 
However, when the quasiparticles and phonons are no longer in quasi-
equilibnum (i e the energy distribution of the quasiparticles can be described by 
a simple Fermi function) then fundamentally new phenomena may occur, such 
1 
as enhanced superconductivity above Г
с
, phase transitions to inhomogeneous 
states with a normal superconducting stratification or with multiple solutions of 
the gap parameter. 
In this thesis, we will study some old and some highly fashionable topics in 
nonequilibrium superconductivity with both traditional and with more advanced 
experimental techniques. 
In Chapter 1 we will use Far Infrared (FIR) spectroscopy to study one of the 
long standing problems in superconductivity: the enhancement of 
superconductive properties in ultrathin films. Chapter 2 deals with one of the 
fundamental assumptions of the BCS theory, the anti-parallel spin pairing in the 
groundstate. We will present the first spectroscopic measurements of the 
detailed excitation spectrum of a superconducting film with a Zeeman spin-
splillcd density of states for the excited quasiparticles. In Chapter 3 we present 
tunneling measurements of the nonequilibrium distribution function of 
quasiparticles, induced by optical and by far infrared laser irradiation. The 
influence of microwave radiation on thin superconducting films is studied in 
Chapter 4. We will present observations of a phase transition into a new, 
inhomogeneous state, which is interpreted in terms of a generalized phase-slip 
model. Finally, in Chapter 5, we will present measurements of the interaction 
of a microwave field with the tunneling current between two superconducting 
films, in the presence of a magnetic field. 
In the remaining part of this introductory Chapter 0, we will review some of the 
theoretical concepts that are relevant for the discussion of the experiments that 
follow. 
2 
Electromagnetic absorption 
One of the triumphs of the BCS theory2 was that it could describe the existence 
of a gap in the excitation spectrum. This gap was measured in detail by Tinkham 
and collaborators5 in the far infrared (FIR), and by Biondi and Garfunkel6 in 
the mm wavelength regime. A full analysis of the electromagnetic response was 
given by Mattis and Bardccn7. They evaluated the expressions for the complex 
conductivity, using the BCS results for the density of states and incorporating 
explicitly the coherent nature of the elementary excitations from the 
groundstate. A detailed discussion at an elementary level can be found in Ref. 
8. The effect of electromagnetic radiation can be described by introducing a 
perturbation Hamiltonian: 
H
 = Σ β*'.σ·.*.<Α+.σ'<*.σ 0 Л 
к ,а,к',σ' 
where the Bk· σ.¿ α are the elements of the interaction matrix and c ^ and с^  π 
are the creation and annihilation operators of the one electron states with wave 
vector к and spin σ. In a superconductor we have a strong correlation between 
the electron states (ко) and (-Ar—σ). The elementary excitations from the 
groundstate now involve the simultaneous creation and annihilation of electron 
states both above and below the Fermi level. The elementary excitations, 
induced by the incident photons, are now expressed in terms of the Bogoliubov9 
operators: 
Y*+o = u * V t - vkc-k i 
+ * + . . 0.2 
Yu = ukcîkl +
 к
с
к
^ 
\
 к
\2 is the probability that the paired state (A:o,-Ac-o) is occupied and 
| и
л
| 2 = 1 - | ^ | 2 . Because of the pair correlation between the Ac f and -Ac [ 
states, the summation in Eq. 0.1 must be done coherently. 
Let us now consider the case of absorption of electromagnetic radiation of 
energy hü). The final expression for the transition probability is in this case: 
- ^ i M = (\M\2F(b,E,E+fuo)Ns(E)Ns(E+1ua) 
σ
η
 J 
x[f(E)-f(E+^)]dE 0 · 3 
3 
where E is the excitation energy (£' = ' \/ξ | + Δ2 and ξ
λ
. is the kinetic energy, 
relative to the Fermi energy), /^(Δ,Ε',ί'+ίιω) is the so called coherence factor, 
which accounts for the coherent summation, ЛГ!І(£') = |£І(Е 2 -Д 2 )" '/2 is the BCS 
density of states for the quasiparticles and ƒ(£) is the Fermi-Dirac energy 
distribution function. For the case of electromagnetic absorption this expression 
for the transition rate is equivalent with the real part of the frequency 
dependent conductivity (σ(ω)=σ1(ω)-ίσ2(ω)). The expression for the 
coherence factor F depends on the nature of the external perturbation. For 
electromagnetic absorption the elements of the interaction matrix M are 
dominated by a term ρ .A and are therefore antisymmetric upon interchange of 
к and -k (so-called 'type ΙΓ). In the semiconductor model, where the 
excitation energies are taken relative to the Fermi energy and the excitation 
energy for holes is negative, the coherence factor for both electron- and holelike 
excitations is: F(A,£,£+tico) = '/¿(l-l- Δ2[£(£+1ιω)] - 1). At zero temperature, 
the minimum energy frQg to break up a Cooperpair is equal to 2Δ(7 ,=0)=2Δ
ο
. 
For tuo slightly above 2Δ0 the transition probability rises only very slowly; this is 
due to the fact that, despite the large singularity in the density of states, nearly 
all transitions are blocked because of the coherence effects: £(A,£,£+tuo)~0. 
For very high frequencies, the conductivity is real and approaches to the notmal 
state value σ
η
. 
The oscillator-strength sum rule10 requires that the integral of σ^ω) over all 
frequencies should have the same value in the superconducting state as in the 
normal state. However, because of the coherence effects, the value of σ1 is 
lower than σ
η
 over a large frequency range. This leads to the appearance of a 
delta function of σ^ω) at zero frequency. Roughly speaking, one may state that 
the zero dc resistance is a consequence of the 'missing' area under the ai curve 
at frequencies near the gap. 
Pauli spin paramagnetism 
In 1962, Clogston11 and Chandrasekhar12 pointed out that within the BCS 
framework one expects an upper limit to the critical field given by 
Η
ρ
=Δ 0 /(μ 0 μ Β V2). This is a consequence of the fact that the free energy of 
the normal state F
n
 is lowered in a magnetic field due to the aligning of the 
electron spins13. 
4 
F
n
(H) = F
n
(0) - μΜΝ(0)Η2 0.4 
where F
n
 denotes the free energy of the normal state and /V(0) is the density of 
states at the Fermi level In the BCS condensate no spin aligning is allowed and 
the free energy depends only on the effect of the magnetic field on the electron 
orbits. Bulk superconductors are known to be perfectly diamagnetic (Meissner 
effect). However for thin film samples, the penetration depth of the magnetic 
field becomes comparable with the thickness and the Meissner effect is 
incomplete. The pairbreaking critical field can be considerably enhanced for 
very thin films (H
c
<^d~2). For ultrathin films the pairbreaking effect becomes 
negligible, and the critical field rises to values where the spin-paramagnetic 
lowering of the normal state free energy becomes comparable to the 
condensation energy of the superconductive state A first order transition to the 
AF о 
2 
о 
0-5 10 
\ 
s 
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Figure 0-1 Change in free energy of the normal (n) and of the 
superconducting state (s) as a function of the magnetic field 
h =μ
ο
μ
Β
Η/Α0 for a film in the paramagnetic limit 
normal state occurs when F
s
(tf) = F
n
(0) at H=Hp (see Fig. 0-1). For a 
magnetic field below Hp, the only effect of the field on the superconductor is a 
spin-sphttmg m the excitation energy for spin-up and for spin-down 
quasiparticles: 
5 
Ει
(Ι() = £ί + Αψ-μ0μΒΗ Ü · 5 
where ξ
Α
 is the kinetic energy, taken relative to the Fermi energy. 
The density of states for the different spin directions follows directly from the 
relation Ν(Ε) = 3ς/ΒΕ: 
І^-ЦоЦв^1 
[(£-μ 0 μΒ//) 2 -Δ 2 ] ' / : 
\Ε + μ0μΒΗ\ 
\(Ε + μ0μΒΗ)2-Αψ 
The magnetic field thus induces a Zeeman spin-splitting of the density of states 
into separate branches for spin-up and spin-down quasiparticles. This simple 
BCS picture is only applicable when the spin can be considered as a good 
quantum number, that is the case when the spin-orbit coupling is small. For 
most superconductors (except Al, Be, Ga and V) this is not true and the critical 
magnetic field may exceed Hp considerably. 
Excess quasiparticles 
An interesting situation occurs when an excess number of quasiparticles is 
created by tunneling injection or by photon absorption. One usually makes a 
distinction between 'wide' and 'narrow' sources14. 'Wide' sources create excess 
quasiparticles at energies that are very high compared with the gap energy. 
These quasiparticles relax very fast and create a cascade of nonequilibrium 
quasiparticles and phonons at more or less random energies. The final 
distribution function of the excess quasiparticles can usually be described by 
quasi-phenomenological theories. Parker15, and Chang, Lai and Scalapino16 
suggested a T* model, where the quasiparticles were still distributed according 
to a Fermi function ƒ(£)=[!+exp(E/kΓ*)]"1 at an effective temperature T* 
above that of the lattice. At high values of the pump power, one expects a 
smooth depression of the orderparameter Δ, and finally a second order 
transition to the normal state will occur when Δ becomes zero. 
У
 Т
(Е) = 
Nl(E) = 
6 
In a subsequent anahsis Owen and Scalapino17 suggested a μ model, based on 
the assumption that the quasiparticles remain at an ettectively higher chemical 
potential due to the 'bottleneck of the slow recombination process of two 
quasiparticles into a Cooper pair In this case one expects a first order transition 
to some inhomogeneous slate or to the normal state However, these quasi-
phenomenological models do not predict the exact nature of the resulting 
nonequihbnum states In addition, it is not clear whether the μ model leads to 
a stationary inhomogeneous state 
A more elaborate approach was chosen by Elcsin18, who solved the coupled 
kinetic equations for the quasiparticles and phonons Except for a very specific 
set of parameters he predicts a transition to the normal state He finds that an 
inhomogeneous state is possible, but this state is not stationary and can only be 
observed under dynamic experimental conditions 
In the other limit of the so-called 'narrow sources, excess quasiparticles are 
created at energies close to the gap In that case the detailed nature of the 
external perturbation will be important The sharp structures in the distribution 
function may give rise to new instabilities or phase transitions Unfortunately, 
detailed calculations have only been performed for some limiting cases 
A more detailed discussion of the radiation induced instabilities may be found in 
some recent review papers1 4 i y 
Stimulated superconductivity 
The situation is quite different when the energy of the incident photons (or 
phonons) is not high enough to break up Cooperpairs Then only the thermally 
excited quasiparticles can absorb eneigy and will as a result be redistributed to 
higher effective energies Especially close to Г
с
 this redistribution ma> lead to 
some appealing phenomena The critical current of superconducting strips may 
be enhanced by more than an order of magnitude when thev are irradiated with 
microwaves Even the transition temperature itself may be enhanced bv the 
microwave radiation I his stimulation of the superconductive properties can be 
understood in terms of the BCS gap equation2 
7 
- v — = Σ - И - 0.7 
^ D C S A· *-* 
where V B ( S is the interaction potential, /A. the occupation number of the states 
with wave vector к and £¿ the excitation energy. Close to Tc one can rewrite 
this expression to obtain the Ginzburg-Landau expression20: 
where f'(E) is the deviation from the equilibrium distribution function: 
ƒ (£)=ƒ„(£)+ƒ ' (£ ) , and ζ(3) a constant. From this equation it is clear that 
any change in ƒ(£) affects both the orderparameter and the critical 
temperature. The quasiparticles near the gap edge (£~Δ) are most effective in 
reducing the gap, because in that case the denominator in the integral becomes 
small. A redistribution of quasiparticles to higher energies therefore leads to an 
enhancement of the orderparameter, of T
c
 and of /
c
. Chang and Scalapino21 
showed that the faster recombination rate of these quasiparticles at higher 
energies provides an additional mechanism for the enhancement of the 
superconductive properties. 
Ivlev22, and Ginzburg and Spivak23 analysed the possible instabilities at high 
values of the microwave pump power. They find, that for large microwave 
radiation intensities the superconductor may become instable against small 
fluctuations of the orderparameter, and a first order transition to the normal 
state or to some inhomogeneous state will result. Unfortunately, the nature of 
this inhomogeneous state is not known. In general one finds that these 
instabilities eventually lead to a transition to the normal state. Despite the 
rather extensive theoretical work done, there still remains an appreciable 
discrepancy between theory and experiment. 
Charge imbalance 
In a superconductor which is subject to an external perturbation, one finds in 
general two types of nonequilibrium24,25. The most familiar type is the so-called 
longitudinal mode, in which the external perturbation produces an equal number 
8 
of electron- and holelike quasiparticles with an energy distribution symmetric 
around the Fermi energy. This 'even' mode of excitation is produced e.g. by 
electromagnetic radiation or phonons. In Fig. Ü-2 a) we have indicated a 
longitudinal noncquilibrium distribution of quasiparticles as may be produced by 
an external light source, which breaks up Coopcrpairs and creates excess 
quasiparticles above the gap. In the other case of the so-called 'odd' or 
transverse mode nonequilibrium, as shown f.i. in Fig. 0-2 b), the number of 
0 Sk 
Figure 0-2 a). Schematic representation of the energy dnttibution of 
electron- and holelike quasiparticles for a typical longitudinal mode 
disequilibrium b) Schematic representation of the quastpmttcle 
distribution of a typical transverse mode disequilibrium. 
electronlike quasiparticles exceeds that of the holelike quasiparticles. An odd 
mode nonequilibrium can also occur when the energy distribution of the 
quasiparticles is nonsymmetric around the Fermi energy. Because of the fact 
that the 'electron' branch and the 'hole' branch of the excitation spectrum arc 
no longer equally occupied, the odd mode nonequilibrium is usually called the 
'branch imbalance' mode. This kind of nonequilibrium can only be produced by 
charged perturbations, for example quasiparticle injection through a tunnel 
9 
junction or directly through an interface with a noi mal metal In general, branch 
imbalance also leads to charge imbalance since the effective charge of a 
quasiparticle is eneigy-depcndent The basic features of this charge imbalance 
can be understood it one evaluates the total charge of the system within the 
BCS framework26 The expectation value of the total charge can be written as. 
Ö,o, = -e Σ < ^ Α > = -e Σ [ " A 2 / A + V T ( 1 - / J ] 0 9 
ko ka 
where σ is the spin and к the wave vector of the quasiparticle, f<¿ and ν
λ
 arc 
the BCS coherence factors and fk denotes the fraction of occupied quasiparticle 
states of wave vector к From this expression, it is clear that the addition of one 
quasiparticle (increase of Д ) will increase the total charge by qk=-c'(ii^ — v^) 
and Eq 0 9 can be rewritten as: 
οίοι = -2€Ση- + 2^qkfk 
= "θ, Λ
 0IÜ 
Because vA2 is the probability that the pair state (k f .—к | ) is occupied Qc is in 
fact equal to the total charge in the condensate of Cooper pairs Any charge 
imbalance Q must be compensated by a corresponding change of Q
c
 to restore 
overall charge neutrality. It can be shown that this leads to a change μ
ρ
 in the 
chemical potential of the condensate, and one gets: 
Q = -2ЛГ(0)<?|Ар 0.11 
For a simple longitudinal mode disequilibrium the charge imbalance Q is zero 
and the total charge equals that of the condensate. 
Charge imbalance relaxation 
As is clear from Eq. 0 10, the charge imbalance may decay either by changes in 
the occupation number fk or by changes in the energy dependent charge q^26. 
A relaxation of Q can occur either by spatial diffusion of the nonequihbnum 
quasiparticles, or by inelastic scattering of quasiparticles to a state with a 
10 
different qk. In addition, a lowering of the chemical potential μρ will increase 
the value of q^ for all quasiparticlcs. For a steady state homogeneous 
disequilibrium, it can be shown that near T
c
 the charge imbalance relaxation 
time can be written as: 
4А:вГ 
V = — τ , 0.12 
where т
с
 is the inelastic scattering time, roughly of the order of 10" "'s. (Zn: 
т
с
=9.3 l()-8s, Al: 1.3 lO^s, In: 9.5 lO" 1 ^ Sn : 2.7 10-ш5, Nb: 1.8 К Г ' М · 
For comparison the longitudinal relaxation time τ^ 1 ' is given by: 
^
l ) = 7ë)^ = 2 · 9 ^ ()13 
As shown by Kadin et.al.27, the general equations for the relaxation of charge 
imbalance are: 
T0is - Jn = ο ν ρ . 
. , 4*
Β
7 . Ü · 1 4 
Q = - ^ | - [ ( - е A(?*)-v . j
n
i 
where 0 = νρτ/7> is the electronic diffusion constant of the normal metal, 
T0~ma/nse
2
 is the supercurrent response time, J
n
 is the normal current density 
carried by the quasiparticlcs and 7S is the supercurrent density carried by the 
condensate. These differential equations are isomorphic with the well known 
'Telegraph equations' for an electrical transmission line. An electrical analogue 
of a superconducting strip is plotted in Fig. 0-3, where the elements of the 
electronic circuit correspond to the properties of the superconductor according 
to: 
R = I/o A G = 2/ (0)е 2 ЛД 0 ' = оЛ/Л2 
L = TJOA С = (оА/А2)т
г
(ІЕ 0Л5 
where A is the cross section of the strip, σ is the normal state conductivity, N(0) 
is the electronic density of states at the Fermi level and A = ' \ / £ ) T Q * is the 
quasiparticle diffusion length. The equations for the space dependent amplitude 
of the normal current /
n
 and the supercurrent І
ъ
 in the electrical analogue of 
11 
R Jn 
G =bC 
o ^ J » — l — O i ï l · -
L 
-аз—ι—cn-
-W—'—W-
HZZI—ι—0 
Г 
-w ' - w—Ι—o 
Figure 0-3· Elei trie al analogue of a superconducting strip For more 
details see text. 
Fig. 0-3 are: 
iL· 
Эх 
+ Сф + Сф = о 
t^»- 0.16 LA = 0 
where φ = ( μ
η
— ц
ч
)/е is the potential difference between the upper and lower 
line. The physical analogue with the superconductor is quite straightforward: 
The lower line represents the inductive part of the complex conductivity of the 
superconductor -102· corresponding to the current flow in the condensate. For dc 
currents, the inductance is zero and the total current flows without dissipation. 
The upper line represents the current that is carried by the quasiparticles. The 
coupling between the two current lines is given by the conductance 1/G and the 
capacitance С The current flow through G represents the decay of the 
capacitively stored charge imbalance Q* according to the term Q^/XQ*. The 
magnetic energy stored inductively in the lower line is equivalent with the 
kinetic energy stored in the condensate. From this model it also becomes clear 
that a low frequency charge imbalance generated at some point in the 
superconductor will decay exponentially over a distance of order Л, while high 
frequency charge imbalance waves decay somewhat faster, over a distance 
Л
а с
 = 2A(xJxE)'/2. 
12 
The charge imbalance plays a dominant role in for example the excess boundary 
resistance across a normal-superconductor interface, and in the resistance 
observed in a superconducting strip with phase-slip centers 
Phase slip centers 
A fascinating phenomenon, which was first observed by Webb and Warburton28 
and by Meyer and ν Minnegerode29, is the appearance of curiously regular 
steplike structures in the I-V characteristics of narrow strips and one-
dimensional whiskers. In Fig 0-4 we have reproduced the results of Meyer et al 
k -
Sn(IOI) / 
Ж 
ί,Ο I l j i A ) 
Figure 0-4 Current-voltage characteristic for a one-dimensional tin 
whisker, showing the nucleation of a series of phase slip centers 
(reproduced from Ref 29) 
for a one dimensional tin whisker. 
An appealing interpretation of this phenomenon was given by Skocpol, Bcasley 
and Tinkham10 (SBT). The solution of the GL equations for the macroscopic 
wavefunction Ψ of a superconductor in the presence of a large current can be 
written as: Ψ = Ψ 0 e"?*, where | Ψ 0 | 2 = |Ψχ|2(1-«?2ξ2) and Ψ χ is the solution 
for zero current. When ψ2^2/3 Ψ 2 , the solution is not stable and the 
orderparameter will collapse. This collapse occurs most rapidly on a length scale 
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of order ξ. The SBT model shows that when the orderparameter collapses at 
some weak spot of the strip, a Joscphson oscillation center will be formed where 
the local orderparameter oscillates between the limits indicated in Fig. 0-5 a), at 
a frequency determined by the Josephson relation ν=2Δμ),/Λ, where Δμρ is the 
® 
Ι ψ Ι
2 
Figure 0-5 Schematic representation of the SBT model of a phase slip 
center a) Oscillation process of the orderpaiameter m the core of a phase 
slip center b) Iime-u\eraged values of the chemical poiennal of the 
Cooper pairs (μ^) and of the quasiparticles (μ) с) Time-averaged value 
of the supercurrent density m the vicinin of the phase slip center 
potential drop across the phase slip center. Every time the orderparameter 
becomes zero, the macroscopic phase difference between the two parts of the 
superconducting strip will 'slip' by 2π. The time averaged values of the chemical 
potentials for both the normal quasiparticles (μ) and for the pairs {μΖ) are 
indicated in Fig. 0-5 b). The nonzero electric field ά\α/άχ drives a normal 
current which, at the heart of the phase slip center, contributes approximately 
50% to the total current. In the superconducting banks of the strip this normal 
current is slowly converted into a supercurrent according to the charge 
imbalance equations 0.14. In a steady state experiment, this transfer takes place 
over a distance of order Λ, as indicated schematically in Fig. 0-5 c). The total 
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voltage across a single phase slip center is now given by 
V = 2AQ(I-fiI^)/A 0.17 
where ρ is the normal state resistivity of the strip, A the cross sectional area and 
β a constant of order 0 5 
Equation 0 17 gives a good description of the experimental I — V characteristics 
shown in Fig 0-4 The series of steps can be readily explained by successive 
introduction of additional phase slip centers in the strip Inversely, the regular 
increase of the dynamic resistance can be used to determine the charge 
imbalance decay length 
Photon assisted tunneling 
Dayem and Martin1 1 were the first to observe a series of equidistant voltage 
steps in the I—V characteristics of superconductive tunnel junctions irradiated 
with microwaves The voltage spacing of these steps was equal to tito/e, where 
ftco was the microwave photon energy. A simple and appealing model to explain 
these steps was constructed by Tien and Gordon 1 2 'I hey suggested that the 
microwave field induces a modulation eVrí of the potential difference between 
the two superconductors, thereby also modulating the energy levels of the 
electronic slates in one film with respect to the states in the other film, so that 
the Hamiltonian will be of the fornv 
Η = tf0 + eVrf costai 0 18 
Because the Hamiltonian has no explicit spatial dependence, the single particle 
wave functions can be factorized into a time- and spatial dependent part and 
written as. 
4 ' ( r , í ) = Ψ 0 (Γ)ε " 0.19 
The exponential can be expanded in a series of Bessel functions, and one finally 
obtains: 
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Ψ ( Γ , 0 = 4 Ό ( Γ ) Σ ^η(α)ε"" / , , < £ + " , , ω ) 0.20 
where a=eV
r{Діш and Jn is the n
t h
 order Bessel function of the first kind. 
The tunnel current is proportional to |Ψ| 2, this gives: 
*&)= Σ JÏ(a)Io(V+nhu/e) 0.21 
where I0{V) is the tunnel current in the absence of the microwave field. Since 
the current step in the tunnel characteristic is very sharp at V=2A/e (sometimes 
called 'the strongest nonlinearity in nature'), Eq. 0.21 represents a current-
voltage characteristic that consists of a series of distinct current steps at constant 
voltage intervals of nhw/e. 
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CHAPTER 1 
FAR INFRARED ABSORPTION 
AND TRANSMISSION OF ULTRATHIN 
SUPERCONDUCTING Al FILMS 
Abstract 
The FIR absorption and transmission have been measured of ultrathin 
superconducting Al films The absorption of films with a thickness of the order 
of 10 nm is in excellent agreement with weak-coupling calculations Ultrathin 
films with a thickness less than 5 nm show interesting deviations from the weak-
coupling theory which are interpreted in terms of an enhanced clectron-phonon 
coupling induced by a softening of the lattice 
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1.1 Introduction 
Ultrathin superconducting films have a number of interesting properties that are 
different from the properties of bulk materials. For a number of weak-coupling 
superconductors one finds that the critical temperature may be enhanced by 
more than a factor of two, with decreasing thickness of the film1. The Meissner 
effect for very thin films is incomplete, thereby reducing the pairbreaking effect 
of a parallel magnetic field, and this gives the possibility to study several 
interesting spin dependent properties of the superconductor2. In general, very 
thin films or small particles show various new effects, such as quantum size 
effects3, topological excitations4 and localization effects5. 
The question why very thin or granular films of a weak-coupling superconductor 
such as Al, Zn, Cd and In show an increased value of the energy gap and of the 
critical temperature, constitutes a longstanding problem in superconductivity. In 
the literature6 it is now generally accepted that a thickness dependent 
modification of the vibrational properties of the lattice can account for these 
effects. The principal change in the phonon spectrum is the appearance of low 
frequency modes due to the presence of loosely bound atoms at surfaces or 
grain boundaries7. An experimental confirmation of this lattice softening can be 
obtained by specific heat measurements or by tunneling experiments. Although 
there are some indications of a decrease of the phonon frequencies8, no 
indisputable proof has yet been given. 
Far infrared (FIR) spectroscopy has proved to be a valuable tool in 
understanding basic phenomena in superconductivity. As early as 1959 Biondi 
and Garfunkel9 measured the microwave surface resistance of bulk Al samples 
and found very good agreement with BCS theory. Tinkham and collaborators 
successfully used FIR spectroscopy to study the energy gap in strong and 
intermediate-coupling superconductors10. 
Recently there has been a renewed interest in using FIR spectroscopy to study 
possible size effects in diluted small particles and granular films. Several authors 
reported an anomalously large FIR absorption, which moreover rises 
quadratically as a function of frequency1112. 
In this paper, we report on a number of FIR absorption and transmission 
experiments performed on thin and ultrathin superconducting Al films. We will 
show that the results on films with an intermediate thickness (d~lO nm) are in 
good agreement with the Mattis and Bardeen calculations13 of the complex 
conductivity of a weak-coupling BCS superconductor. 
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In contrast, ultrathin films appear to have a different absorption spectrum, 
which will be discussed in terms of existing theories. 
The set up of this paper is as follows: After a brief description of the 
experimental set-up, we will present the experimental results for films with 
different thicknesses. In Section 1.4 we will discuss the electrodynamics of thin 
films and derive the expressions describing the absorption and transmission of 
ultrathin films. In Section 1.5 we will finally compare the experimental results 
with theory. 
1.2 Experimental 
1.2a Cryogenics 
In order to do FIR spectroscopy on thin superconducting Al films, we must 
satisfy the following experimental requirements: First, we have to work in the 
more difficult pumped He3 region to reach a low enough reduced temperature 
(f = Г/7
С
^0.3). Secondly, we should be able to measure the absorption and 
transmission simultaneously in a frequency region between about 2 and 10 cm'1. 
Because the power output of the FIR source in a conventional interferometer 
decreases rapidly for lower frequencies, we must pay special attention to the 
detection sensitivity. At the energy gap of Al ( = 3 cm"1) the power output per 
unit wavenumber is typically only 1% of the power at the energy gap of Pb 
(~21 cm 1). The signal to noise ratio of both the absorption and transmission 
must therefore be improved considerably compared with previous experiments 
on strong-coupling superconductors. A third requirement is the need for high 
magnetic fields, in order to be able to normalize the spectra with respect to the 
normal state. 
The cryogenic set-up used in this experiment was to a large extent based on 
those used in Refs. 14 and 15. In Fig. 1-1 we show the lower part of the 
cryogenic system. 
The outermost He4 bath at 4.2 К cools the 8 Tesla superconducting magnet. The 
innermost He4 bath is pumped to 1.2 К and cools the measurement insert. A 
small He3 bath is pumped with a zeolite pump to about 0.35 К and cools the 
sample and the detection system. A thin Au wire (0.1 mm) soldered to the 
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Figure I-I: Loner part of the cryogénie '.et up. 
sample forms a (weak) thermal link to the He-' bath. In this way we were able 
to measure the absorption using calorimetrie methods. The radiation was fed to 
the sample, using oversized waveguides of circular cross section. The absorption 
thermometer was located outside this waveguide. In this configuration, a 
constant sample temperature of 0.4 К could be maintained for about 24 hours, 
before the next refill of the He4 baths. A lot of attention has been paid to 
optimize the signal to noise figures of the detectors. Good results were obtained 
using doped Si bolometers, with diffused Ag contacts. A serious problem with 
these semiconductor bolometers is the large magneto-resistance, which makes 
the normalization procedure rather delicate. In the final runs, we used carbon 
bolometers. These consisted of very thin slices, cut out of a commercial Allen 
& Bradley resistor, and on which we deposited electroplated Au contacts. The 
overall performance of these bolometers was comparable to that of the Si 
bolometers, but the rather large heat capacity of the carbon precluded 
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modulation frequencies for phase sensitive detection above 10 Hz. We 
normalized all spectra to the normal state spectrum, measured in a magnetic 
field above H
c
. 
As the FIR source, we used a conventional Michelson interferometer, as 
described in Ref. 16. In order to optimize its performance in the extreme low 
frequency limit, we used a 250 micron Mylar beamsplitter, a rather extreme 
modulation amplitude of the mirror and optimized Yoshinaga filters cooled to 
liquid He temperature. The reliability of the FIR Michelson spectrometer in the 
extreme low frequency regime was checked at discrete points, using the 
radiation generated by a frequency multiplication technique as described in Rcf. 
17. 
1.2b Sample preparation 
The samples were prepared by evaporating Al onto wedge-shaped silicon or 
quartz substrates. Initially we used silicon because its low heat capacity allows 
the use of calorimetrie methods at moderately high modulation frequencies. 
These substrates were disk shaped, with a diameter of 9 mm and with a 
thickness varying from 0.1 to 0.2 mm. However, with this wedge angle, we still 
observed a pronounced interference pattern in both absorption and transmission. 
In the final runs we used quartz substrates with a thickness varying from 0.1 to 
0.3 mm. These substrates were optically polished. A molybdenum contact film 
was evaporated onto the cylindrical side of the substrate and the thermal leads 
were attached to it with InPb solder. On the surface of the substrate we also 
evaporated small Mo contacts for the electrical measurements. 
The Al films, with a thickness between 3 and 30 nm, were evaporated with a 
rate of 2 - 3 nm/s in a vacuum better than IO6 Torr. The resistance of the film 
could be monitored during the evaporation process. 
The resistance of a typical 5 nm film was found to increase by roughly a factor 
of two in the first hour after the vacuum chamber was vented, probably due to 
oxidation processes at the grain boundaries. In order to prevent this oxidation, 
we covered the thinnest films with about 50 nm of SiO. No differences were 
observed in the FIR properties between samples that were covered with a 
protective layer and others that were not. The evaporation of films thinner than 
5 nm was performed with the substrate cooled to 70 К to ensure a good 
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continuity of the film Despite these precautions, we still observed an increase in 
resistance of about 10 to 50% during the mounting procedure, which lasted for 
about 1 hour When kept below 70 К in the cryostat the samples showed no 
further deterioration over a period of several weeks 
In Table 1-1 we summarize the non infrared properties of the films For the dc 
sheet resistance of the films we chose the value measured immediately after 
evaporation This dc- value is only a rough indication of the ac- resistivity, due 
to the fact that we measured the resistance in a 2-point geometry in order to 
minimize the contact area on the surface of the substrate Also, we did not trim 
the sides of the film 
film no 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
d 
270 nm 
5 
3 
8 
11 
4 
3 
5 
Rn 
0 2 Ω 
560 
2 1 kQ 
22 Ω 
125 
112 
57 
31 
т
с 
1 21 К 
1 51 
2 03 
1 52 
-
1 96 
2 10 
-
Ω
8 
3 45 cm ' 
4 45 
3 25 
3 41 
4 85 
5 20 
5 20 
Qjk 
-
1
 3 21 
3 16 
3 08 
-
3 53 
3 56 
-
T
c 
Substr 
Si 
F/ 
" 
Quartz 
II 
" 
II 
II 
SiO 
η 
η 
η 
У 
η 
У 
У 
η 
Table I 1 General properties of the thm Al filmi in this experiment Ωρ іч the 
spectroscopic gap, which, at T=0, equals 2Δ(7"=ϋ) = 2Δ,,, where Δ is the 
superconductive orderparameter In the Ian two columns we have indicated the substrate 
material and whether or not the film was covered with a protective SiO layer 
1.3 Results 
1.3a Absorption 
In Fig. 1-2 we have plotted the absorption spectrum of film 6, in the normal and 
superconducting state The normal state spectrum was measured in a magnetic 
field larger than H
c
 The spectra were calculated by Fourier transforming the 
measured interferograms It shows the overall performance of the experimental 
configuration The signal to noise ratio rises above unity at 1 8 cm"1, is 25 at 3 
cm
 1
 and reaches an optimum at 7 cm"1 with a signal to noise ratio of 220 
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Figure 1-2: Absorption spectra of the 4 nm thick Al film 6 in the normal 
Mcxpn ) at,<i m 'he superconducting state {A^XVJ, after Fourier 
transformation, showing the overall performance of the spectrometer. 
From this result, we conclude that the absorption spectra are reliable for 
frequencies above 2 cm"1. In Fig 1-3 we have plotted the absorption spectrum 
of film 4 in the superconducting state at W=0, divided by the normal state 
absorption spectrum. These spectra were obtained in two steps using a 250 
micron mylar beamsplitter for the frequency range between 2 and 10 cm"1 and a 
50 micron beamsplitter for the range between 10 and 30 cm*1. 
The overall shape of this normalized absorption spectrum appears to be in 
qualitative agreement with the BCS theory, except for the nonvanishing 
absorption below the gap. This background absorption was observed for all 
samples and was always of the order of 5% of the incoming radiation. Only film 
4, which was covered with a protective SiO layer, showed a slightly stronger 
background signal equivalent with 8% of the incoming radiation. The ratio of 
the background absorption below the gap to the normal state absorption of the 
film varied between 45% for the thickest films to less than 20% for the thinnest 
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Figure 1-3- Normalized absorption spectrum Α,,^,^/Α^,,, of the 8 nm 
thick Al film 4. (o) Measured values of Л
с ч р S/Acxp „ at discrete 
frequencies, using the higher harmonics of a set of microwave klystrons. 
films. This reflects the improved impedance matching of very thin films to the 
vacuum, as will be discussed below. 
In order to check for instrumental errors we measured the low frequency 
absorption at several discrete frequencies using a harmonic generator as a FIR 
source. These measurements are indicated by open circles in Fig. 1-3. The 
scatter is somewhat larger than the uncertainty in the interferometer results, 
probably due to standing wave effects in the oversized light pipes. This is most 
prominent in the ultra low frequency range, where the wavelength of the 
incoming radiation is of the same order of magnitude as the dimensions of the 
quasi-optical system. We conclude that the experimental configuration is 
reliable, except at frequencies below 2 cm"1, where one should use single mode 
microwave techniques rather than the present oversized quasi-optical technique. 
08 
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At frequencies above 2 cm ', the harmonic generator results are in good 
agreement with the interferometer results and, more specifically, the 
nonvamshing absorption signal below the gap is reproduced 
There are several mechanisms which might cause this background absorption. 
First, the superconducting film might be responsible, and the absorption may be 
due to the presence of thermally excited quasiparticles, normal inclusions, or 
vortices But the number of thermally excited quasiparticles can be neglected at 
the operating temperature of 0 4 - 0 45 К (t = 'I/T
c
 < 0 3) and we have no 
reasons to assume an extraordinarily large nonequihbrium quasiparticle density. 
The possibility of an anomalous absorption due to normal inclusions in the film 
has been proposed by Garner and Stroud l s. However, as will be shown in 
Section 1 5e, this would lead to a strongly frequency dependent absorption in 
contradiction with the present observations. In addition, one would expect the 
concentration of normal inclusions to increase when reducing the thickness of 
the films, but we found the background signal to be largest for the thickest 
films. We are therefore led to the conclusion that the observed background 
signal bears no relation to the superconducting film itself, but is probably due to 
external absorption processes The most probable cause for this spurious 
background is sought in either the absorption of the Mo contact films onto 
which the electrical and thermal joints were soldered, or in direct absorption of 
the bolometer due to radiation leaks A first check was to measure the 
absorption of the substrate assembly before evaporation of the Al film We 
found an appreciable absorption of about 4% of the incoming radiation, 
independent of frequency. Since this absorption did not change substantially 
when using Si or quartz substrates, we do not suspect the substrate material 
itself. 
Fortunately, because of the fact that the measured background absorption A0 of 
the sample without film was constant and independent of frequency, or magnetic 
field, we can correct the data in a straightforward way. 
AjA
n
 =C ^ e x p s / A ^ p n - A 0 ^ 
1 / i 0 
where A0 is a constant, which is adjusted so that on the average As/An = 0 
below the gap, and where С is a renormahzation constant to obtain AjA
n
 = 1 
at frequencies far above the gap 
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Figure 1-4. Experimental result for the absorption AjA
n
 of film 4 after 
subtracting the constant background signal A„ (o) and (Δ) 
Measurements with different beamsplitters. The solid line is a calculation 
according to the weak-coupling theory and using the values shown in the 
inset 
It can be argued that this background absorption has no effect on the 
transmission spectrum, and a correction procedure is not necessary for the 
transmission. After the straightforward data manipulation described above we 
finally obtain the experimental absorption spectra, such as the one shown in Fig. 
1-4. The triangles indicate the spectrum obtained with the 50 micron 
beamsplitter, while the circles represent the results for the 250 micron 
beamsplitter. The solid line is a theoretical fit which will be discussed below. 
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1.3b Transmission 
A relatively more cumbersome part of the experiment is the determination of 
the transmission data. The transmitted power is generally much smaller than the 
absorbed power, so that the signal to noise ratio in the transmission spectra is 
lower than m the absorption spectra. For relatively thick films (d~ 10 nm) with 
a normal state sheet resistance less than 15 Ω the transmission is even smaller 
than 1%. Especially below 3 cm"1, where the output of the interferometer is 
almost negligible, the low signal to noise ratio in the transmission data precludes 
reliable measurements. 
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Figure 1-5 Experimental result for the transmission TjT„ of film 4 (o 
and Δ.), measured simultaneously with the absorption data shown in Fig 
1-4 The solid line is a calculation according to the weak coupling theory 
and using the same parameters as in Fig 1-4 
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In Fig. 1-5 we show the normalized transmission data of film 4 which was 
recorded simultaneously with the absorption data shown in Fig 1-4 above 
These data are obtained by dividing the transmission at /ƒ=() by the normal 
state transmission at H>HL The only data manipulation involved is a 
normalization by a constant factor to account for the small magnetoresistivity of 
the transmission bolometer This normalization constant was chosen to yield 
TjT
n
 = 1 at high frequencies Again, the circles and triangles correspond 
respectively with the 250 and 50 micron beamsplitter. The solid line is again a 
theoretical fit which will be discussed below 
1.4 Electrodynamics of thin films 
In this section, we will summarize the expressions for the transmission and 
absorption of a thin film on a wedge shaped substrate Let us first consider the 
elementary electrodynamic problem of a film with conductivity σ = al -lOj on 
the rear side of an infinitely thick substrate 1 9 2 0 . The transmission and 
absorption of a film at the interface between two semi-infinite media, the 
vacuum on one side and a substrate with retractive index η on the other side, 
can be evaluated by solving Maxwell's equations with the appropriate boundary 
conditions We finally get: 
( ( z a , / o
n
) + " + l ) 2 + ( W o
n
) 2 
A = 4MZO|/o n 
f
 ((zoJoJ+n + lYHzoi/oJ2 
and the reflection follows from Rf=l-Af-Tf With this notation all factors 
are dimensionless. The constant ζ defined by ζ = μ 0 ^ σ η represents the vacuum 
impedance μ 0 ί divided by the normal state sheet resistance Rn = l/don of the 
film (z = 377/7?
n
 in practical units, μ0 is the permeability of the vacuum, с is 
the speed of light and d is the thickness of the film). 
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The equations above were derived assuming local electrodynamics and the 
electromagnetic Ε-field parallel to the surface, and are valid in the limit when 
μ 0 ω < ί
2
« 1 , a condition which is satisfied rigorously for the thin films described 
in this report. The appearance of the normal state sheet resistance in these 
equations reflects the impedance matching with the vacuum. 
In order to calculate the total absorption A, transmission Τ and reflection R of 
a sample consisting of a film located on the rear side of a finite wedge shaped 
substrate with absorptivity α and thickness L, one has to include absorption and 
multiple reflection inside the substrate. In general these effects have to be 
computed numerically, using: 
T T -«/. 
T = — r - p 1.4 
l - ^ Ä f C - 2 ^ 
TrRfe-aL 
R = R, + — =-=- 1.5 
1
 ì-RlR(e-2aL 
and again, A=l—R — T. With Ti and R^, we have denoted the transmission 
and reflection of the substrate/ vacuum interface given by: 
4л .
 D ( H - 1 ) 2 and Ri = ± ^ 
(rt + 1)2 (л + 1)2 
Г, = - ^  l ^ ^ r 1.6 1
 ' - « 4 2 ' („ j . 1 \ 2 
However, a very useful analytical expression can be derived from these 
equations for the usual experimental configuration of a film located on the rear 
side of a nonabsorbing (a=0) wedge-shaped substrate: 
4nzaJa
n A = ÍLJl ι η 
( ζ σ ] / σ η ) 2 + ( 2 σ 2 / σ η ) 2 + ( / ι 2 + 3 ) 2 σ 1 / σ η + 2 η 2 + 2 
τ· _ 4л j о 
( ζ σ ] / σ η ) 2 + ( 2 σ 2 / σ π ) 2 + ( Μ 2 + 3 ) 2 σ 1 / σ η + 2 л 2 + 2 
and again: R = \-A-T. 
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For the complex conductivity of Al one can use the weak-coupling results given 
by Mattis and Bardeen13 (MB): 
DC ~ - j 
« А = : r - Í — (£-±^±Щ±-—-{ƒ(£)-ƒ(£+M}rf£ 1.9 
17 n
 tío) ¿ ( ^ - Δ ^ ' ^ α Ε + Μ — Δ 2 ) 1 ' 2 
Λω
 Δ 4 ο (£ 2 -Δ 2 ) 1 / 2 ((£+Ϊιω) 2 -Δ 2 ) 1 / 2 Χ 
At zero temperature, a similar equation for σ^  yields:: 
* *
ω
 д - і - д (Δ 2 -£ 2 ) 1 / 2 ((£+ίιω) 2 -Δ 2 ) 1 / 2 
where Δ denotes the orderparameter at the ambient temperature, and ƒ(£) is 
the density of occupied quasiparticle states at energy E. 
The effect of impedance matching is shown in Fig. 1-6, where we have 
calculated the absorption and transmission of a normal film on a wedge shaped 
substrate with a refractive index η =2.1, as a function of the sheet resistance of 
the film (solid line). For comparison, we have also indicated the absorption and 
transmission of the substrate/ film/ vacuum interface, using Eqs. 1.2 and 1.3 
(dashed line). The optimum impedance matching ( maximum absorption in the 
film) is obtained for R
n
 = ЪПІ 2п2-\2. In Fig. 1-7 we show the influence of 
the impedance matching on the normalized absorption of a superconducting film 
for various values of the normal state sheet resistance. For all curves we 
calculated the absorption using the same conductivity σ/σ
η
 from the MB 
expression for Γ=0. 
In the limit of thick films (Λ
η
«377Ω) we regain the more familiar result 
obtained by Tinkham24: 
^sMn = — , ; "
 ; — τ 1.11 
(σ1/ση)2+(ο2/οη)2 
But for films with /?
n
>377/V2n2+2, the maximum in the absorption disappears 
and in the limiting case of a very high sheet resistance one fihds: 
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Figure 1-6 Theoretical result for the absorption A
n
 and the transmission 
T
n
 of a normal film on the rear side of a wedge shaped quartz substrate 
(n=2 1), as a function of the sheet resistance of the film. The dashed 
lines indicate the corresponding values o) A f and l'i of a film on an 
infinitely thick substrate 
AjAn=V\Jvn 1.12 
which is indicated in Fig. 1-7 with a dashed line. Fig. 1-8 shows the total 
transmission of the sample Γ, together with the transmission T
n
 of a 
superconducting film on a semi infinite refractive medium, for three 
representative values of the normal state sheet resistance, and for a substrate 
with refractive index «=3.4 (Si). From these plots it is clear that by neglecting 
multiple reflections inside the substrate one may overestimate the energy gap by 
as much as 10%. 
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Figure 1-7 Theoretical result for the normalized absorption AjA„ of a 
superconducting film on the rear side of a quartz substrate for different 
values of the normal state sheet resistance and 7=0 1 R
n
=0 1 Ω, 2 
10Ω, 3 50 Ω, 4 100 Ω, 5 250 Ω. 6 /000 Ω, and 7 2000 Ω The 
dashed line indicates the high resistance limit and coincides with the real 
part of the weak-coupling conductivity σΜ Β. 
In most cases it is preferable to extract the physically more fundamental 
complex conductivity from the spectroscopic measurements, since this can be 
compared directly with the microscopic theory as expressed in the MB 
equations. 
The expressions for the absorption and transmission (Eqs. 1.7 and 1.8) can 
easily be inverted. A very comfortable result is obtained for the real part of the 
conductivity: 
σι/ση = 
Λ,/Α
η 
TjT
n 
1.13 
This expression has a very general validity, even in the case of a plane parallel 
substrate, as can be seen by evaluating Maxwell's equations at the film/ vacuum 
interface. 
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Figure 1-8 Fheoretical result for the normalized transmission TjT
n
 of a 
superconducting film at the rear side of a wedge shaped silicon substrate 
for different values of the normal state sheet resistance and at Т=0, a ) 
Λ
η
=50Ω> b) 100 Ω, and c) 240 Ω The dashed lines indicate the 
transmission of a film on an infinitely thick substrate for the same sheet 
resistances 
The expression obtained for the imaginary part of the conductivity is: 
<Vo
n
 - j - j " f ( r /T ) — ( τ IT ) 2n
2+2 
I'/2 
TjT
n TjTn 1.14 
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1.5 Discussion 
1.5a Thick films 
Let us now turn to a more quantitative comparison between the experimental 
results presented in Section 1 3 and the weak-coupling theory summarized in 
Section 1.4. 
In principle, if /?
n
, л and Qg are known, there are no adjustable parameters in 
Eqs 1 7 and 1.8 However, a dc measurement of the normal state sheet 
resistance is not very accurate In fact, the conductivity that enters the equations 
for absorption and transmission at FIR frequencies is the local conductivity. The 
local R„ is less sensitive to contact problems, oxidation at grain boundaries etc. 
Therefore we will treat the sheet resistance as a free parameter and adjust it to 
obtain the best overall fit to the measured absorption curves 
Let us first discuss the experimental results obtained for the moderately thick 
film 4. The solid curve drawn in Fig 1-4 was calculated from Eq 1.7, where wc 
used: Q g = 3.25cm~1 and Rn = 6 Ω, and the conductivity 0,-102 was 
calculated from the weak-coupling MB equations at a reduced temperature 
i=0.3. The shape of the calculated absorption is not very sensitive for the 
actual choice of R
n
 for this relatively thick film. This reflects the fact that in 
the thick limit, we may approximate the absorption by Eq 1.11, which is 
independent of R
n
. Except for a small difference near 10 cm"1, where the 
results obtained with the two beamsplitters were linked, we find excellent 
agreement between experiment and the weak-coupling theory 
With the same parameters used to fit the absorption data wc can also calculate 
the transmission spectrum, using Eq I 8. The result is indicated with a solid line 
in Fig. 1-5. Although the experimental accuracy is not good enough to test the 
theory in all details, we still find a good general agreement with theory. 
The signal to noise ratio of the transmission data for this him is not good 
enough to extract reliable values for Oj and 02 using the inversion process 
described by Eqs. 1.13 and 1 14 However, one can extract the complex 
conductivity from the absorption data alone, using the self consistency expressed 
by the Kramers-Kromg21 (KK) relations: 
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Figure 1-9- Experimental result for the complex conductivity 
σ/σ
η
=σ1/σπ-ίσ:/σ„ calculated from the absorption data %hown in Fig 1-
4, using an iteration procedure as described in the text. (Δ) and (Á) 
Iteration results for a¡ respectively Oi (o) Direct calculation of σ? 
according to Eq I 7, using the measured absorption (Fig 1-4) and the 
iteration result for a^ (A). The solid lines are the weak-coupling results 
according to Mattis and Bordeen 
0 2 2 } , , ,. σ 1
 ч
 , 2ω } , , 1 
—=- = dia' (1 ) + — du) — 
σ
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 0Λ ση 
" ι (ω ' ) 
ω
2
- ω '
2 1.15 
The problem boils down to the question to find a combination of σ^ω) and 
02(cü), which is consistent with the KK relations and which gives the 
experimentally observed absorption. An iteration procedure which converges 
rather rapidly to a self consistent solution is the following: we start with a trial 
function for 02 (for example a London approximation 02/on~Qg/ot>); we find a 
numerical solution of ax such that Eq. 1.7 gives the best fit to the experimentally 
observed absorption; we then use this result of σ, to calculate 02 using the KK 
relations, and the process repeats itself. Although this iteration process is rather 
tricky, and we are forced to make certain assumptions on the behavior of a
x
 at 
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very high frequencies, we need only bother about the final result. As long as we 
find a combination of O] and σ? which, when inserted in Eq. 1.7, gives the 
experimental absorption spectrum and which is consistent with the KK relations, 
we know that this is a unique solution. 
The result after three iteration steps is indicated in Fig. 1-9. With the iteration 
result of θ! and 02 we can reproduce the experimental data within 1%, except 
for the small frequency interval near 10 c m 1 , where the two spectra were 
linked. 
The last step in the iteration procedure, which produced the solid triangles for 
the 02 curve, was a KK transformation of the al curve (indicated with open 
triangles). Because we can calculate 02 in an independent way, using Eq. 1.7 , 
the experimental value for the absorption, and the iteration result for 0|, we 
have an independent check of the consistency of this procedure. The result of 
this direct inversion of 03 is indicated in Fig. 1-9 with open circles. Insertion of 
this solution for 02 and the iteration result for θ! now reproduces the absorption 
curve. The agreement with the KK transformation of Oy is almost exact, except 
again for the frequencies around 10 c m 1 . The solid lines in Fig. 1-9 represent 
the complex conductivity as calculated from the MB equations 1.9 and 1.10. A 
very good agreement is found over the entire frequency range, this demonstrates 
that Al films with a thickness of the order of 10 nm can still be considered as 
weak-coupling superconductors. 
However, one should keep in mind that this iterative procedure leans heavily on 
the choice of the value for R
n
. The same procedure that uses the electrically 
determined value of the dc resistance does not converge to a strictly self 
consistent solution. 
1.5b Ultrathin films 
The agreement between the weak-coupling MB equations and the experimental 
data becomes worse when the thickness of the film is reduced. For example in 
Fig. 1-10 we have plotted the best weak-coupling fit according to Eq. 1.7 to the 
experimental absorption of film no 8. This film had a thickness of 5 nm, the 
other parameters used in this plot were: Q g = 5 . 2 c m - 1 and Rn = 40 Ω. Except 
for the fact that the gap changes considerably, when reducing the thickness, we 
find no strong additional structure in the absorption. Although the agreement is 
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Figure 1-10 Normalized absotplion spectrum of the 5 nm thiLk 
superconducting Al film 8 (A) The wild Ime /ν a calculation according 
to weak-coupling theorv, using the values mdicaied m the imet 
acceptable, we find an experimentally significant excess absorption near co=2Qg 
The disagreement becomes even worse for film 6, which had a thickness of 4 
nm In Fig 1-11 we have plotted the experimental absorption AjA
n
 of film 6 
and a theoretical weak-coupling fit (solid line b ) using R
n
= 30 Ω and 
Ω =4 85cm - 1 With this fit we observe a comparable deviation from the 
experimental data as was observed for film 8 The sheet resistance R
n
 was again 
treated as a free parameter The present fit value is substantially different from 
the experimentally determined dc value R
n
 = 112 Ω This low value of the fit 
parameter R
n
 seems rather unrealistic for a film, which is only 20 atomic layers 
thick Since the resistance of this particular film did not change very much 
during the mounting procedure we believe that the experimental dc value is in 
fact rather accurate The solid line a) in Fig 1-11 represents a fit to the low 
frequency part of the absorption spectrum but now with R
n
 = 110 Ω Note that 
this fit required such a renormahzation of the experimental data that 
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Figure l-ll Normalized absorption spectrum of the 4 nm thick 
superconducting Al film 6 measured mth two different beamsplitters (A) 
and (o) Curve a) is a weak-couplwg calculation wung the expenmenlalh 
determined /ί
π
 = 110Ω Curve b) /t a best neak coupling fit to the high 
frequency data ίιω>4Δ0 Rn=4)Q Note that the vertical чийе of curve 
a) and b) is different 
А
 5/Дп(ехр)<1 at the highest frequencies The agreement is quite good for 
frequencies up to ω=2Ω6 Unfortunately, we can not discriminate between the 
two fits because we do not know the absolute scale of the normalized 
experimental absorption sufficiently well, due to small changes in the detector 
sensitivity caused by the magneto-resistance, long term temperature drifts, etc 
A similar discrepancy is found for the transmission spectrum of this particular 
ultrathin film, as is shown in Fig 1-12 The signal to noise ratio of the spectrum 
is highest between 4 and 10 cm 1 because we optimized the spectrometer for the 
frequency range near the gap frequency The signal to noise ratio for the low 
frequency part (obtained with the 250 μιη beamsplitter) was further improved by 
averaging two consecutively measured spectra With the dc resistance R
n
 = 110 
Ω, we find that the theoretical peak value of the transmission curve near Qg is 
too small If we use a much lower value of R
n
 as an independent fit parameter, 
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Figure 1-12• Normalized transmission spectrum of the 4 nm thick 
superconducting Al film 6, measured with two different beamsplitters (Δ.) 
and (o)). Upper solid line: Calculation of TjT
n
 using a = o M B and 
R
n
= 110 Ώ. Lower curve: Calculation of TJT„ using R
n
 - 30 Ω and 
„ .MB 
we are able to reproduce the peak height better for R
n
= 30 Ω but the overall 
shape of the experimental transmission is still not very well reproduced. A 
possible clue for the explanation of the anomalous behavior of the spectra for 
this film can be found in the normal state absorption spectrum. In Fig. 1-13 we 
have plotted the normal state absorption of the ultrathin film 6 divided by the 
normal absorption of the moderately thick film 4. The sharp structures at low 
frequencies are probably due to resonances in the optical system that may have 
been slightly different. The oscillations with the longer period of about 8 cm"1 
are probably due to a nonvanishing interference inside the substrate. But the 
most interesting feature of this plot is the gradually increasing absorption at 
higher frequencies. The dashed line represents a quadratic fit 
A
 n
 (4nm )/A
 n
 (8nm )~C 0 + Qco2. 
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Figure 1-13: Normal state absorption of film 6 (d=4 nm) divided by the 
normal state absorption of film 4 (d—8 nm) The dashed Ime indicates a 
quadratic fit to the data A
n
/A
n
· = Ci + CjO)2, where Ci and Ci are fit 
parameters. 
This quadratically increasing absorption was also reported in a number of 
experiments on small particles and on granular films1112. It seems reasonable to 
assume that the anomalous absorption of the superconducting film and the 
anomalous normal state absorption both have the same cause. An obvious 
approach to understand the physical process underlying the anomalous FIR 
behavior is to extract the complex conductivity from the experimental data using 
the inversion procedure described earlier in Section 1.4. Using Eqs. 1.13 and 
1.14, we can determine the conductivity in a straightforward way. Above the 
gap, both absorption and transmission are largely determined by c1, therefore 
the inversion process is most accurate for σ,. In Fig. 1-14 we show the result of 
the inversion of the experimental data shown in Figs. 1-11 and 1-12, using R
n
 = 
110 Ω. The result for Ö! in Fig. 1.14 a) is in good agreement with the MB 
calculations (solid curve) for frequencies between Δ 0 and 4Д0. 
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Figure 1-14 a) (A) and (о) Experimental result for the real part of the 
conductivity 0 | of film 6, using Eq 1 13 b) (o) Experimental result for 
the imaginary part of the conductivity tij of film 6 according to Eq 1 14, 
using R„ = 110Ω The solid curves are calculated according to the 
weak-coupling theory The dashed line in Fig 1-14 b) represents an ad 
hoc fit to the experimental points σ^ = О 7o2MB 
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In Fig. 1-14 b), στ is considerably reduced compared with the MB calculations. 
Above the gap the agreement is better, but these data are not very accurate due 
to the weak dependence of both absorption and transmission on От. Fig. 1-14 b) 
suggests an ad hoc fit based on a renormalization of 02- A reasonable fit to the 
experimental 02 data was obtained with a reduced MB-curve given by Oj = 0.7 
02(MB) as shown with a dashed line in Fig. 1.14 b). In Fig. 1-15 we compare 
the experimental absorption and transmission of this film, with a theoretical 
calculation Oj = o^MB) and 02 = 02(MB)x 0.7 and indeed find a good 
agreement. 
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Figure 1-15· Normalized absorption AjA
n
 (¿\) and transmission TjT„ 
(o) of film 6, together with a calculation using R„ = 110Ω , σ, = σ^18 
and σ2 = 0 7σ.
ΜΒ 
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The reduction of 03 happens to be of the same magnitude as was calculated for 
the strong-coupling superconductor Pb by Nam 2 3 . It is therefore tempting to 
assume that the increase of 7"
c
 and Δ of ultrathin films is due to an increased 
electron-phonon coupling. This enhanced electron-phonon coupling may induce 
a small increase of σι over a large frequency interval. Because of the Tinkham-
Ferrell sum rule2 4, the total area under the O] curve must remain constant. This 
is only possible if the delta function at zero frequency decreases. The imaginary 
part of the conductivity От then decreases by virtue of the Kramers Kronig 
relations. 
In the last part of this Section we will discuss some of the possible processes 
which might explain the observed anomalies. 
1.5c Electron-phonon coupling 
Several authors have pointed out that the large increase of Г
с
 for thin films can 
be explained theoretically by an enhanced electron phonon coupling. Dickey and 
Paskin7 have shown that the phonon density of states at low frequencies 
increases for very small sample dimensions, due to the fact that atoms at the 
surface or at grain boundaries are bound more loosely than in the bulk. In view 
of the McMillan theory2 5 such a change in the phonon spectrum will change the 
effective electron-phonon coupling constant λ. For weak-coupling 
superconductors an increase in λ will lead to an increase of the critical 
temperature Г
с
. A convincing experimental confirmation of this picture is not 
available, although 2A0/kBTc values of quench condensed Al films seem to 
indicate an enhanced electron-phonon coupling for ultrathin films1. 
In the following we will develop a qualitative picture to analyze the possible 
effect of changes in the phonon spectrum on the superconducting properties in 
the FIR. 
The strong-coupling theory was developed to solve the Eliashberg gap equation 
with the explicit inclusion of the retarded nature of the electron-phonon 
interaction. The result is a complex and frequency dependent orderparametcr2 6: 
Δ(ω)=Δι(ω)+ίΔ2(ω). This frequency dependent orderparameter was 
subsequently used by Nam 2 3 and Shaw and Swihart27 to calculate the complex 
conductivity for Pb and for Sn. 
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We are interested only in the low frequency range ( tm>«t iQ D ) , where Ω 0 is 
the Dcbije frequency, and we assume that the orderparamcler is nearly constant 
and real. This enables us to use an approximate procedure originally proposed 
by Joyce and Richards2 8. In addition to the direct absorption process, which 
creates two quasiparticles, we will consider an additional process involving the 
creation of a phonon. Let us consider a transition from an initial state of a 
photon tico to a final state consisting of a holelike quasiparticle at energy £ , an 
electronlike quasiparticle at an energy £+1αω-1ιΩ and a phonon \\Ω. We will 
assume that the matrix elements are constant, except for a factor VoT, arising 
from the initial photon state. The transition probability for this process at Γ = 0 
will then be proportional to: 
of _ a?0 
- Δ £+fi(i)-A , · 1 - ' 
+ ~ Í d £ [ d(tiQ) {£(£,£',A)yV s(£)^(£')a2£(Q)} 
fto)
 Δ-tu,> о 
where Ε' =£+ϊκι>-ΛΩ, £ ( £ , £ ' , Δ ) = (1- Δ2/ΕΕ')Λ is the coherence factor 
connecting the quasiparticle states at £ and £ ' , ¿Vs(£) is the quasiparticle 
density of states and o r f (Ω) is the electron-phonon interaction function, roughly 
equivalent with the phonon density of states £(Ω) times the energy-dependent 
squared electron-phonon interaction constant α 2 (Ω). A similar expression for 
the normal state is: 
a
p h
 N<()\2 " £ + f K " 
-
J!
~ = 1 + - ^ - ' J - Í d £ í díftQ) α 2 £(Ω) 1.16 
As a check of the validity of this oversimplified golden rule approach, we have 
calculated the real part of the conductivity for Pb, using a Lorentzian 
approximation of α 2 £(ω), proposed by Scalapino23. The result of this 
calculation is indicated in Fig. 1-16. We find a good qualitative agreement with 
the full strong-coupling calculations of Nam2-1, which gives us some confidence in 
the applicability of Eq. 1.15 for Al. 
Dickey and Paskin7 have calculated the phonon properties of very small 
particles, using a molecular dynamics technique. They find that the phonon 
density £(Ω) for very thin films (of the order of 5 atomic layers) is considerably 
enhanced at low frequencies, due to surface modes. As an approximation of 
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Figure 1-16: Calculation of the real part of the conductivity for Pb. Solid 
curve: 'Golden rule' calculation (see text), using a Lorentzian 
approximation for a2F(Q) (see inset). Dashed line: full strong coupling 
result of Nam2*. Dash-dotted line, weak-coupling result 0|MB. 
these calculations, we have used a linear fit to the low frequency data ( 
Ω « Ω 0 ) of Dickey and Paskin. Assuming further that the electron-phonon 
matrix element α is independent of the frequency, wc find as an approximation 
for the electron-phonon coupling function: 
a
2 F ( Q ) = λΩ 
Ωπ 
Ω « Ω Γ 1.17 
In Fig. 1-17 we have drawn the resulting conductivity according to Eq. 1.15, 
where we used the BCS density of states for N(E) and the bulk values λ=0.4 
and 0 D = 4 2 8 K. We indeed find a decrease of of
h(œ)/aPh(œ) for frequencies 
near 1αω=4Δ, when compared with the Mattis-Bardeen result. For frequencies 
above 5Δ, however, the situation is reversed and ofh (a>)/oPh (ω) is larger than 
σ
ι / σ η 1 Β · This increase of Oj leads to a decrease of the 'missing area' between a^ 
and σ
η
 and therefore also to a decrease of σ,, in agreement with the 
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Figure 1-17: 'Golden Rule' calculation of the real part of the conductivity 
assuming a linear dependence of a2F(Q) = λΩ/Ω
η
, where λ = 0 4 and 
Q D = 120Δο = ЗООсти"1. а^и indicates the conductivity m the normal 
state, afh the real part of the conductivity in the superconducting state. 
The dashed line indicates the weak-coupling result aja^. 
experimental observations. In the analysis so far, we assumed that σ
η
 was 
independent of frequency. Since this is no longer true in the case of second 
order phonon emission, we can no longer divide the normalized absorption and 
transmission to obtain th real part of the conductivity. A quantitative 
comparison of this simple model with the experimental data is therefore not very 
useful. 
The fact that the kink in the experimental result for σ, occurs at ω=2Ω„ 
suggests that recombination phonons at ίιΩ=2Δ play an important role in the 
enhanced electron-phonon coupling. A peak in the electron-phonon coupling 
function a2F(Q) at ΐιΩ=2Δ would indeed lead to an initially lower value of σ1 at 
frequencies just above ΐιω=4Δ, and a lower value of 02 over the entire 
frequency range. 
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It is not clear, whether the present model also explains the anomalous 
absorption in the normal state The dashed line in Fig. 1-17 indicates the 
normal state conductivity, calculated according to Eq 1 16 and gives a quadratic 
increase as a function of frequency However, the normal state absorption of a 
thin film, with R
n
 ~ 110 Ω, is nearly independent of the exact value of R
n
. A 
clear quadratic increase of the normal state absorption, of the size shown in Fig 
1-13, is predicted only for films with a much larger sheet resistance 
(Л
п
»377/(л + 1)) 
Possibly also direct excitation of surface phonon modes by the electromagnetic 
radiation has to be taken into account In that case we expect an additional 
absorption, which is directly proportional to \a2F(Q) dii. 
1.5d Finite scattering time 
A possible explanation of the anomalously high maximum in the transmission of 
superconducting films might be based on the effects of a finite scattering time. 
In a simple Drude model, a nonzero scattering time leads to a frequency 
dependent complex conductivity of the normal metal. This approach is due to 
Leplae29, and used by several authors1 0 1 1 to explain an anomalous transmission 
of thin granular films However, for our ultrathin Al films we find scattering 
times that are at least an order of magnitude too short For example, for film 6 
we find a mean free path l~d=4 nm, τ=2 lO'^s and Ω„τ=2 IO"3. In order to 
find an appreciable increase m the transmission maximum one needs a value for 
QgT which is at least 50 times higher. (A similar conclusion holds for the films 
investigated by Tinkham and Palmer10) 
Recent transmission measurements32 on thin NbN films showed a deviation from 
MB calculations, which was interpreted in terms of a finite scattering time. 
However, an equally good fit to the data can be obtained by explicitly including 
multiple reflection effects as expressed in Eqs 1 4 and 1.5. In Fig 1-18 we have 
reproduced a transmission spectrum from Ref. 32 for a NbN film with a normal 
state resistance of 240 Ω and on a sapphire substrate (/7=3 1). The solid curve 
was calculated according to Eq. 15 with no adjustable parameters and σ = σ Μ Β . 
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Figure 1-18: Normalized Iransmission of a NbN film (o) (Ref. 32), 
together with a theoretical calculation of TjTn according to Eq. 1.8 with 
no adjustable parameters (upper curve). Rn = 24()Ω n-3.1 and T=0. 
For comparison we have also calculated TjT
n
 according to Eq 1.2 
(lower curve). 
1.5e Normal inclusions 
In an attempt to explain the anomalous FIR transmission of granular NbN films 
observed in Ref. 32, Garner and Stroud18 proposed a model based on the 
presence of normal inclusions in the film. With the use of an effective medium 
approach one can evaluate the effective amplitude of the electromagnetic field in 
this inhomogeneous medium. If one assumes that the volume fraction of normal 
metal is small, then one finds for thin films that the field inside the normal 
inclusions is homogeneous and related to the field in the superconducting 
regions by: 
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En = £ s 
2α 
1.17 
By integrating the dissipation over the whole area, we will define an effective 
conductivity: 
. 2 , „2ч 
(σι+σ
η
)- + (σ2)- 1.18 
where ρ is the volume fraction of superconducting metal and o{ and σ2 are the 
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Figure 1-19 Absorption (Δ.) and transmission (о) of film 6, together 
with a mean field calculation of the complex conductivity (solid curves in 
the inset) and of the absorption and transmission (solid curves) for the 
case of normal inclusions in the film The dashed lines represent the 
results according to Mattis and Bordeen. 
real and imaginary parts of the Mattis-Bardeen conductivity. offf Describes a 
homogeneous film which has the same dissipation as the inhomogeneous 
superconducting film with normal inclusions. The imaginary part of the effective 
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conductivity can now be calculated using the Kramers Kronig relations. In the 
inset of Fig. 1-19 we have plotted the resulting conductivity for a 5% volume 
fraction of normal material. At low reduced temperatures and at frequencies 
just below the gap we find an almost constant value of σ^ The imaginary part 
of the conductivity is reduced over the entire frequency region due to the 
decrease of the 'missing area' underneath the Oi/o
n
-curve. In Fig. 1-19 we have 
calculated the resulting absorption and transmission of a film with a normal state 
sheet resistance of ΙΙΟΩ and 5% normal inclusions. The absorption is 
characterized by a nonvanishing value below the gap. This structure is in good 
qualitative agreement with the results obtained by Martin and Tinkham7 for a 
film with frozen-in vortices. Also, the transmission is characterized by a more 
pronounced maximum near the gap frequency. Although a slightly better fit can 
be made by choosing a lower value for the normal state resistance, it remains 
rather unsatisfactory. 
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1.6 Conclusions 
We have measured the absorption and transmission of thin superconducting Al 
films with a thickness ranging from 30 to 3 nm We find a background 
absorption which is probably due to radiation leaks or due to absorption in the 
substrate and which is of the same order of magnitude as found in a reference 
measurement on a sample without Al film After a straightforward correction 
procedure, we find a good quantitative agreement of the absorption 
measurements on moderately thick films (d~10 nm) with a simple theory using 
the weak-coupling conductivity calculated by Mattis and Bardeen Qualitative 
agreement was observed for all films, although the energy gap increased by 
more than 50% with reduced film thickness 
For the thinnest films (d~3-5 nm) we find significant deviations in the 
absorption and transmission The enhanced peak in the transmission data 
indicates a strong reduction of the imaginary part of the conductivity In 
addition, we find deviations in the real part of the conductivity tor frequencies 
above 4Δ, when compared with the weak-coupling Mattis-Bardeen theory We 
believe that the observed anomalies can be accounted for either by an 
enhancement electron-phonon coupling as induced by a softening of the lattice 
or by an enhanced coupling with recombination 2A-phonons 
Other mechanisms such as finite scattering times or normal inclusions in the film 
do not give a satisfactory description of the observed anomalies It is not clear 
whether an enhanced electron-electron interaction caused by the unscreened 
Coulomb potential in ultrathin films could also be responsible for the observed 
effects. 
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CHAPTER 2 
FAR INFRARED ABSORPTION 
OF THIN SUPERCONDUCTING AL FILMS 
IN THE PAIRBREAKING 
AND PARAMAGNETIC LIMIT 
Abstract 
Measurements are presented of the FIR absorption of thin superconducting Al 
films in a parallel magnetic field. The results for moderately thick films (d~lu 
nm) are in reasonable agreement with the Abrikosov-Gor'kov theory of 
pairbreaking. The experimental results for ultrathin films (i/=s5 nm) in the 
paramagnetic limit show that the spectroscopic gap Qg shifts linearly with the 
magnetic field H, according to: ίιΩ8=2Δ-2μ0μΒ/Υ. This shift of the gap is 
attributed to a photon absorption process, where the quasiparticle spin is flipped 
with respect to the static field. Within the BCS framework or in the more 
general Green's function formalism it is possible to calculate the complex 
conductivity of a paramagnetically limited film in a parallel magnetic field, with 
the inclusion of spin-orbit and (magnetic) spin-flip scattering. A good 
quantitative agreement between theory and experiment is found for a spin-orbit 
coupling li/TsoA~0-l and a reduced value of the imaginary part of the 
conductivity, probably due to strong electron-phonon coupling effects. 
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2.1 Introduction 
The microscopic BCS theory' of superconductivity assumes a simple anti 
parallel spin pairing. This gives rise to a number of interesting spin dependent 
properties: a vanishing (magnetic) spin susceptibility at low temperatures 2, a 
Zeeman splitting in the density of states of the quasiparticles for a thin film in a 
parallel magnetic field3 and a first order transition4 to the normal stale in a 
parallel magnetic field given by the Clogston value: H
c p = λ/2~Δ/μ0μΒ. In 
spite of the success of the BCS theory, at the earlier times none of the predicted 
spin dependent effects were unambiguously confirmed by experiments. 
Therefore, Bardeen and Schrieffer5 proposed measurements on aluminium to 
test the theory and to resolve this problem. Not only is Al a classic example of a 
weak coupling superconductor, also its low atomic mass is expected to lead to a 
negligible spin-orbit coupling. Subsequent experiments on Λ1 indeed have 
provided convincing evidence for an anti parallel spin pairing of the 
superconducting ground state. Hammond and Kelly6 and Fine, Lipsicas and 
Strongin7 showed that the magnetic susceptibility did approach zero by carefully 
measuring the Knight shift in Al. Critical field measurements by Strongin and 
Kammcrer8 and by Meservey, Tedrow and Schwartz9 demonstrated the 
existence of paramagnetic limiting of the critical field H
c
. The existence of a 
first order transition was deduced from a depression of the fluctuation effects at 
the resistive transition10 near the critical temperature Г
с
. By far the most 
convincing evidence was produced in a series of tunneling measurements by 
Tedrow and Meservey11. These experiments proved not only the existence of a 
Zeeman splitting in the density of slates, but gave also detailed information on 
the strength of the spin-orbit coupling. The Zeeman splitting in the density of 
states has by now proved to be a valuable tool to study the spin polarization in 
various ferromagnetic materials12. 
In the present experiment we have studied the spin dependent properties of thin 
Al films, using FIR spectroscopic techniques. Our primary aim was to obtain an 
independent verification of the Zeeman splitting in the density of states. In 
addition, FIR measurements might provide information on the spin pairing in 
the BCS ground state by virtue of the fact that the coherent nature of the 
superconducting state is explicitly involved in electromagnetic absorption. 
(These coherence factors are in principle also involved in the tunneling process, 
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but they cancel again after summation over the various tunnel channels to obtain 
the total current13 ) 
When studying the effect of a parallel magnetic field on a superconductor one is 
confronted with two competing effects of the field. For thick films, the Meissner 
effect is incomplete but the effect on the electron orbits still leads to the well 
known pairbreaking effect. Only in the extreme thin limit (d^5 nm) the 
Meissner effect is nearly absent, and the effect of the field on the electron spin 
becomes dominant. We have measured the far infrared absorption on thin films 
in both regimes to be able to discriminate the typical spin dependent properties. 
In Section 2 3 we will present the experimental results for moderately thick films 
(d~lu nm), where the pairbreaking effect of the field still dominates. The 
absorption spectra will be compared with calculations based on the Abnkosov-
Gor'kov (AG) theory14. In Section 2.4 we will describe the experimental 
results of the FIR absorption of ultra thin films (d~4 nm) in the paramagnetic 
limit We will develop a theoretical analysis to calculate the complex 
conductivity in the paramagnetic regime and compare this with the 
measurements. 
2.2 Experimental set up 
Far infrared spectroscopy, in the hands of Tinkham and collaborators15·16·17, has 
proved to be a powerful tool to study most of the important properties of 
superconductivity. Yet, despite the early predictions of spin dependent 
properties, no far infrared experiments were initiated to tackle this field. This is 
probably due to the fact that the experimental requirements are rather extreme 
First, superconductors with a small spin-orbit interaction such as Al have an 
energy gap which is located in a rather unaccessible part of the electromagnetic 
spectrum The energy gap of bulk Al is 0 34 meV (2.74 cm"1 or 82 3 GHz), for 
thin films, one expects an enhancement of the energy gap up to the order of 0 6 
meV (~4 cm"1 or 120 GHz). This energy is more or less intermediate between 
the microwave and the far infrared region. Not only are there no strong 
radiation sources available for this region, one also has to use spectroscopic 
techniques that are some sort of a hybrid between optical and single mode 
microwave techniques. Secondly, in order to reach a low enough reduced 
temperature T/Tc one has to cool the samples to He3 temperatures. Thirdly, m 
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order to study paramagnetic effects one must suppress the pairbreakmg 
(diamagnetic) effect of the induced Meissner currents. This can be achieved by 
using very thin films (d^5 nm), carefully aligned (within 0.1° ) parallel to the 
field. In order to reach the critical field, which is typically of the order of 5 
Tesla, one needs a large superconducting or Bitter magnet. 
In our experiment, the thin film samples were produced by standard evaporation 
techniques. These films covered the entire surface of a disk shaped quartz or 
silicon substrate with a diameter of 9 mm. The electrical and thermal contacts 
were soldered onto predeposited contacts on the cylindrical sides of the 
substrates. To prevent oxidation of the films, we covered the thinnest films 
(d~3-4 nm) with an evaporated silicon layer. The samples were mounted inside 
an oversized cylindrical waveguide system. The lower part of the optical system 
could be accurately oriented relative to the magnetic field from the top of the 
cryostat, using a spindle (see Fig. 2-1). 
MICROMETER SPINDLE 
PULLING ROD 
LIGHTPIPE 
BELLOWS 
SUBSTRATE+FILM 1 
J AucnDDTinu Dm flUCTCD ƒ U 4 R ABSORPTION BOLOMETER 
- V A C U U M CAN I 1 2 K ) 
TRANSMISSION-
BOLOMETER 
Figure 2-1 • Lower part of the cryogenic 
set up. All part!, are cooled to 1.2 К 
except for the sample and bolometers 
which are cooled to 0.4 K. The sample 
holder can be aligned with respect to the 
direction of the magnetic field by 
adjusting the setting of a micrometer 
spindle on top of the cryostat. 
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We aligned the film parallel to the field by maximizing the critical field value 
The accuracy of this procedure guaranteed an alignment within 0 05 " parallel to 
the magnetic field. 
The sample was connected to a pumped He 1 bath with a 0.1 mm gold wire and 
to a carbon thermometer placed outside the light path In this set up wc could 
determine the absorption of the film by monitoring the intimtesimally small 
temperature variations due to the modulated FIR beam We used a standard 
phase modulated Michelson interferometer, which was optimized tor the ultra 
low frequency range (~ 2-10 cm '). For more experimental details we refer to 
Ref. 18. 
In Table 2.1 we have summarized the non-infrared properties ol the films 
studied in the present experiment. From the comparison ol the experimentally 
observed critical fields and the theoretical Ginzburg-Landau (GL) and Clogston 
values, we conclude that all films with a thickness less than ~ 5 nm are in the 
paramagnetic limit 
film R, T, Ω, H, H 
cp 
Substr 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
27 nm 
5 
3 
8 
11 
4 
3 
5 
0 2 Ω 
560 
2 IkQ 
22 Ω 
125 
112 
57 
31 
1 21 К 
1 51 
2 03 
1 52 
-
1 96 
2 10 
. 
- cm' 
3 45 
4 45 
3 25 
3 41 
4 85 
5 20 
5 20 
0 85 Τ 
1 84 
3 80 
1 05 
-
3 45 
3 56 
_ 
2 23 Τ 
2 78 
3 74 
2 80 
-
3 61 
3 86 
_ 
Si 
Si 
Si 
Quartz 
» 
" 
" 
" 
Table 2 1 General properties of the measured films, where d is the 
thickness, R„ the normal state sheet resistance, TL the critical 
temperature, Qt the measuied spectroscopic energy gap, Ht the 
experimentally determined value of the parallel critical field at the lowest 
temperature (1~()4K), and Hip the theoretical result for the Clogston 
field, calculated from the measured gap In the last column we have 
indicated the substrate material 
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2.3 FIR Absorption in the pairbrcaking limit 
2.3a Introduction 
The most familiar impact of a magnetic field on a superconducting film is a 
depairing of the groundstatc, because it breaks the time reversal symmetry of 
the BCS pairing scheme As shown by Maki and Fulde19, all depairing effects 
can be described in terms of the AG theory, which was originally de\ eloped to 
explain the depairing effects induced by paramagnetic impurities This theory 
was extended by Skalski, Betbeder-Matibel and Weiss20 and applied to calculate 
the complex conductivity 0=0,-102 in a pairbrcaking situation The predictions 
of the AG theory have been confirmed m detail by electron tunneling21 and by 
FIR absorption measurements22 on thin Pb films containing magnetic Gd 
impurities Similar films with Mn impurities, however, showed a considerable 
deviation from theory, characterized by a nonvanishing value of the real part of 
the conductivity below the gap frequency. Despite the fact that all pairbrcaking 
phenomena have essentially the same effect, it is still ot some interest to study 
the effect of a parallel magnetic field on the complex conductivity This is 
related to the fact that the interaction of a Cooperpair with a magnetic impurity 
is due to a spin exchange rather than to the local magnetic field21 Early FIR 
experiments17 on Pb films in a parallel magnetic field were in considerable 
disagreement with the AG theory This was explained by the authors by 
assuming a non-negligible perpendicular component ot the field, which would 
create strongly absorbing vortices. Despite the fact that several experiments 
were undertaken to clarity this point2"1, one must conclude that the question is 
still not completely settled More specifically, no other FIR experiments have 
been performed to investigate the pairbrcaking effect of a parallel magnetic field 
in other (weak coupling) superconductors. 
2.3b Experimental results and discussion 
Skalski et al 20 showed that the main effect of the magnetic field is a strong 
reduction of the minimum excitation energy Qg and a less prominent decrease 
of the orderparameter They also showed that the smearing out of the 
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singularity in the density of states will lead to a much more gradual increase of 
θ! above the gap frequency. 
In the following we will assume that the measured spectroscopic gap at T=QA К 
is to a very good approximation equal to 2Δ 0, where Δ 0 denotes the 
orderparameter at T=0. In Fig. 2-2 we present the absorption spectra 
Л
ч
((.о)/Л
п
((о) of the 8 nm thick Al film 4 for various values of the magnetic 
zo 
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Figure 2-2· Absorption А^(Н)ІА
Ц
 of film 4 (d=8nm) as a function of 
frequency for different values of the magnetic field h = H/H<:. 
field. The data processing included a Fourier transformation of the 
interferograms, division of the obtained spectrum by the absorption spectrum in 
the normal state (H>HC), subtraction of a constant background signal, due to 
radiation leaks and absorption of the substrate, and finally a renormalization to 
obtain A
s
/A
n
 =1 at frequencies far above the gap. This procedure is described 
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in more detail in Rcf 18 
Qualitatively, it is clear that we do not find any indication ot the presence of 
vortices, as reported in Rcf 17 Our experimental results of Fig 2-2 illustrate 
clearly that the most important effect of the magnetic held is indeed a 
depression of the gap and a reduction of the steepness ot the absorption edge 
A more quantitative comparison with the AG theory can be provided using the 
calculations of Skalski et al 2 0, valid for films in the dirty limit ι e. small mean 
free path /. Their final result for the conductivity can be summarized by the 
equation. 
/~i \ —Ω.+(ι> 
0
ι ( 2 ω ) ] Lr 
= — do)' {η(ω'+ω)/ϊ(ω'-ω) + /Μ(ω'+ω)/Μ(ω'—ω)} 2 1 
σ„ ω o-i,., 
where the functions η and m are defined by; 
( ω > Ω 8 ) 
л (ω) = Re — — 2.2 
/η(ω) = Re — j - 2.3 ("2-lf 
and и is the solution of the self consistent equation: 
fiu) . „ и 
и = — - + ι Γ — — 2.4 
Δ ( и 2 - 1 ) ' Л 
The constant Γ is the famous pairbreaking parameter. In a parallel magnetic 
field this Γ is simply 
Γ = у (/ƒ//ƒC(GL>)2 2 5 
where H^ G L ) is the Ginzburg-Landau critical field given by 
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ял
01
-) = ^ 4 λΗ d i 2.6 
for a penetration depth λ, a film thickness d and a bulk critical field H
c b . The 
penetration depth λ is a function of temperature T/T
c
 and mean free path /, 
and can be calculated in a straightforward way from the GL-theory. 
CONDUaiVITY σ 
IS 
¡. s e 
FREQUENCY l L t o 0 ) 
Figure 2-3 Complex conductivity σ 4 0 = σ | - ι σ ι m a pairbreaking 
magnetic field H/H
c
 = 0.36 and at T=0, calculated accotdmg to the 
result by Skalski et al (solid Ime). The dashed Ime indicates the zero 
field weak coupling result of Mattis and Bardeen 
In Fig. 2-3 we have plotted the results for the complex conductivity according to 
Eq. 2.1 for a depairing parameter Γ = 0.06. The imaginary part of the 
conductivity 02 was calculated using the Kramers Kronig relations. The dashed 
curves represent the Mattis Bardeen2 5 (MB) result, which is equivalent with the 
Skalski result for Γ=0. 
For an 8 nm thick film one may assume that l~ d, which gives a critical field 
ЦоЯ^'
1
-' of 1.45 T. Experimentally we find a critical field, extrapolated to 
T = 0 , of 1.18 Tesla, which is in reasonable agreement. 
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The paramagnetic Clogston limit is given by 
" c p = - ^ 2.27 
V2 μ0μΒ 
which gives a value of 2.42 Τ for this particular film. This indicates that this film 
is still in the AG pairbreaking limit, although some paramagnetic effects might 
be visible. 
The gapfrequency can be determined in a straightforward way from the 
ENERGY GAP 1)Од/2До 
0 2 4 6 β 10 
MAGNETIC FIELD ( H / H c ) 
Figure 2-4- Spectroscopic gap Qg as a function of the parallel magnetic 
field for film 4 (dots) The ¡olid line indicates the result of the AG 
pairbreaking theory. 
experimental absorption for small values of the magnetic field. In Fig. 2-4 we 
have plotted the experimental gap values, which were determined by 
extrapolating the linear part of the absorption curve to zero absorption. This 
procedure might give a slight overestimate of Ω6, since it ignores a possible 
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small tail near the absorption edge. An accurate determination of the gap value 
was possible only for the lowest values of the field, because of the very low 
power output of the interferometer below 2 cm"1. The solid curve in Fig. 2-4 
represents the theoretical calculation by Skalski et al. 2 0 of the gap as a function 
of the depairing magnetic field H/H
c
. As can be seen from the figures, we find 
a reasonable agreement between experiment and theory. Using the conductivity 
as calculated according to Eq. 2.1 we can make a further more quantitative 
comparison with the AG theory. The absorption of a thin film with conductivity 
0 = 0 ! - i o 2 on the rear side of a wedge shaped substrate with refractive index η 
is given by1 8: 
As/A
n
 = 
4«ζσ 1 /σ η 
z 2 of/On + z202/On + ( « 2 + 3 ) ζ σ 1 / σ η + 2л2-І-2 
2.8 
where z=377/7?
n
 is the vacuum impedance divided by the normal state sheet 
resistance of the film. 
ABSORPTION A/An 
15 
Ь 6 
FREQUENCY l U M g l 
Figure 2-5. a). Absorption А
Ъ
(Н)/А„ of film 4 for H/H, = 0.36 and 
T/T
c
=0.2 compared with a theoretical calculation using aAtt ( Г=0 06J, 
R
n
 = 6 Ω and n=2.1 (dashed line). For comparison we have plotted the 
zero field absorption (curve b), together with a weak coupling calculation 
using σΜ δ, R
n
 = 6 ii and n=2.1 (dash-dotted line). 
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As discussed in great length in Ref 18 we find an excellent agreement between 
the experimental absorption at H =0 (solid curve b in Fig 2-5) and a theoretical 
calculation, using the weak coupling MB conductivity and treating the constant 
ζ as a fitparameter (dash dotted line in Fig 2-5) For ///Я
с
 = 0 36 we have 
calculated the absorption using Eqs 2 1 and 2 8 with the same value for ζ This 
result is indicated in Fig 2-5 with a dashed line, together with the experimental 
result (solid curve a) 
The general agreement between the experimental curves and the AG-Skalski 
theory is reasonable However, there are some distinct deviations The most 
obvious difference is that the onset of the absorption edge is more linear than 
predicted from theory The origin of this effect is not clear, although one might 
think of an additional spin-orbit scattering, which docs not reduce the 
orderparameter, but which does smear out the singularity in the BCS density of 
states We also may expect some spin paramagnetic effects for this particular 
film, since μ 0 μ Β # / Δ is not completely negligible For example, at Я / Я с - 0 36 
we find μ 0 μ Β Η / Δ ~ 0 10 which shows that paramagnetic effects might play a 
role. 
2.4 FIR absorption of ultrathin Al films in the paramagnetic limit 
In this section we will examine the spin paramagnetic effect on the FIR 
absorption in more detail We will first present the experimental results for 
some ultra thin films As the field dependent complex conductivity of a tilm in 
the paramagnetic limit has never been calculated, we will summarize the 
concepts relevant tor a theory of the complex conductivity of a superconductor 
with a Zeeman splitted density of states within the framework of the BCS 
theory. In the last part of this section we will also allow for spin-orbit coupling 
and (magnetic) spin-flip scattering In particular, we will concentrate on the 
possibility of photon induced spin-flip excitations 'I he agreement between 
theory and experiment will be discussed 
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2.4a Experimental 
The absorption measurements were performed with the same set-up as described 
in Section 2.3. Due to the better impedance matching of the ultrathin films to 
the vacuum impedance, we obtain a larger absorption signal. A second 
advantage is the fact that the gap for these films is shifted to a higher frequency, 
which allows us to follow the field dependent effects for larger values of the 
parallel magnetic field. 
In an attempt to determine if a first order phase transition takes place at H
c
, we 
measured the microwave absorption of film 6 as a function of the field. If the 
transition is of first order, we expect an almost zero absorption below Я
с
 and a 
ABSORPTION A s M n 
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Figure 2-6 Microwave absorption of film 6 Αιω«=Δ0/2) as a function of 
the parallel magnetic field, (curve a) The resistive transition (RAJ is 
shifted horizontally by 0.1 div. for clarity 
sudden discontinuous jump to the normal state absorption at the Clogston field. 
In Fig. 2-6 we have plotted the microwave absorption of film 6 as a function of 
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the field The frequency of the radiation was 38 GHz, equivalent with 
htû = 0 25Qg This curve appears to be in reasonable agreement with theoretical 
predictions Below # c , the absorption rises slowly as a function of the field, 
which indicates that the number of quasiparticles is enhanced by the 
pairbreaking effect of the field. What is interesting, however, is the sharp kink 
in the curve at # ~ / / c . This structure is much sharper than the width commonly 
found for the resistive transition of these wide and more or less granular films 
ABSOBPTON m Ih «ES H > - . - , A e W l O k AIKI Ar H E S - -
WAVE NUMBEfl l em ' I WAVE NUMBER l e m ' I 
Figure 2-7 Absorption А
ъ
(и))/А
п
 of film 6 (d=4 nm) as a function of 
frequency for different values of the parallel magnetic field, as indicated 
The arrows indicate the theoreticallv expected shift of the energy gap 
(*°*2μ0μΒΙΙ) The measured absorption at H=0 is indicated for reference 
( lower curve m every plot) 
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See for example the resistive transition shown in Fig 2-6, which is broadened by 
sample inhomogeneities or fluctuation effects We have shifted the /?j
c
/^
n 
versus H curve along the horizontal axis, to avoid confusion. In reality, the 
steep portions of all three curves coincide The AG theory (dashed line) also 
gives a sharp transition at //
c
, but one usually finds that this transition is 
significantly rounded due to fluctuations of the orderparameter above H
c
. The 
fact that no such rounding off is found might indicate that there is a first order 
transition at the Clogston field, but this can not be established with certainty 
from the present measurements 
In Fig 2-7 we present the FIR absorption spectra of film 6, which had a normal 
state resistance of 11U Ω This resistance is very close to the optimum value for 
an ideal matching to the vacuum impedance for a film on a quartz substrate. 
The agreement with the BCS theory of the H=0 curve has already been 
discussed in Ref. 18. With an increasing magnitude of the parallel magnetic 
field, we find the following qualitative changes in the absorption spectrum· We 
find an additional absorption below the gap, which increases in magnitude with 
increasing field The onset of this shoulder shifts to a lower frequency 
approximately linearly with the field 
ENERGY GAP I c m - ' l 1 
Figure 2-8 Spectroscopic gap (a) and position of the step in the 
absorption (b) as a function of the parallel magnetic field for film 6 Die 
solid lines indicate the theoretical^ expected relation tuo = 2Δ and 
tuo = 2Л-2^,Цв/7 
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In other words, we find a spectroscopic gap which decreases linearly with H. A 
second characteristic of the absorption spectrum is the presence of a distinct 
kink near the zero field gap. Only for very high values of the field this structure 
disappeared. For some films we also observed a less distinct structure above the 
gap, which shifted to higher frequencies with increasing field. However, this 
effect was not very reproducible and could not clearly be discriminated from the 
noise. The position of the characteristic structures in the absorption spectra is 
studied in more detail in Fig. 2-8, where we have plotted the spectroscopic gap 
and the position of the kink around 2Δ for film 6. The position of the kinks 
H5IE1 
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Figure 2-9: The Zeeman spinteci density of states for spin up and spin 
down quasipartides in the semiconductor model, for a magnetic field 
μ ,^μΐ)// = Δ/4. The horizontal arrow indicates the low-energy spin-flip 
transition 
were determined by extrapolating the linear parts of the absorption curves. The 
exact value of the structure at ίιω=2Δ was found to vary slightly (typically 
within 5%), due to long term temperature drifts of the H e 3 bath, and thus of 
the film, between successive measurement runs. In Fig. 2-8 we have corrected 
the data for these small changes, assuming that the gap had a similar 
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temperature dependence as Δ The solid lines in big 2-8 represent the simple 
relations: (ιω=2Δ and Ι ι ω = 2 Δ - 2 μ 0 μ Β / / , and are in very reasonable agreement 
with the experimental points This agreement strongly suggests that the 
additional absorption is related with the paramagnetic shift in energy of the 
singularity in the spin-dependent density of states for the quasiparticles 
2.4b Discussion 
In the following, we will construct a simple model which explains these 
qualitative changes in the absorption In a simple semiconductor model, we can 
picture the absorption of a photon and the resulting creation of two 
quasiparticles with an energy above the gap, as a one particle excitation from a 
state at £ = δ - Δ to a state at E' =E+\i(o^A. In a magnetic field the single BCS 
density of slates splits up in a spin up and a spin down branch, separated in 
energy by ЬЕ = 2 μ 0 μ Β / ί , as shown in Fig. 2-9 We now assume that the spin 
of the excited quasiparticle is flipped by the interaction with the electromagnetic 
field From Fig 2-9 it is clear that this enables a new transition with an 
excitation energy less than the original gap The new spectroscopic gap in a 
parallel magnetic field is now given by: tiQ g = 2 Δ - 2 μ 0 μ Β / ί From this simple 
model we may also expect a characteristic structure at frequencies where a new 
transition channel becomes available. That is at ίιω=2Δ and at 1ί(ΐ)=2Δ + μ 0 μ Β # , 
corresponding to a transition where the total spin is conserved and to a spin-flip 
anti-parallel to the field. The theoretical predictions from this simple model are 
represented by the solid lines in Fig. 2-8. We find a good agreement for the low 
energy transitions. This is also indicated in Fig 2-7 where we have marked the 
predicted shift of the spectroscopic gap with an arrow The predicted structure 
at 2 Δ + 2 μ 0 μ Β / / appears to be smaller than the noise level and could not be 
determined for this film With this simple model, we were able to describe 
qualitatively all absorption spectra of the films with a thickness of 5 nm or less. 
The only exceptional behavior was observed tor him 3, which had a thickness of 
only 3 nm (Fig. 2-10) This film had a significantly higher resistivity (R
n
 = 2.1 
kQ), which indicates a more granular structure A problem which complicates 
the absorption measurements on Si substrates (films 1 to 3) is the rather high 
refractive index of η =3.4. This leads to an interference pattern with a period of 
about 8 cm"1. However, the interference effects cancel in the ratio of the 
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absorption and transmission, which gives the real part of the conducivity, and 
we found a good agreement with the Matlis and Bardeen calculations for 
frequencies above the gap. Due to this interference effect, we were not able to 
correct the spectra for the background absorption due to direct absorption in the 
bolometer, but we clearly observed the field dependent structure described 
before. More specifically, we again found the field dependent shift of the 
spectroscopic gap (Fig. 2-11). 
ABSORPTION AIHI/An RES M H —, 
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WAVE NUMBER (cm"1) 
Figure 2-10 Absorption of film 3 (d= Зпт) ая a function of frequency 
for different values of the parallel magnetic field The theoretically 
ixpected energy gap Ι Δ ^ μ μ μ ^ and of the steps at hü) = 2Δ and at 
hu) = 2Α
ο
+2μ0μαΗ are indicated. 
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In this particular case, we also found some structure on the absorption edge 
shifting upward with increasing field Ϊ ιω~2Δ+2μ 0 μ Β /7 A peculiar 
phenomenon for this film was that tor the higher fields of 1 5 and 1.9 Τ 
{Н/Н^=0 39 respectively 1)50), we found that the shoulder shifting to low 
frequencies developed into a narrow peak (see Fig 2-10). The edge of this peak 
still shifted linearly with the field, according to 1 ί (0=2Δ-2μ
ο
μ
Β
Η, but the 
absorption maximum increased to about twice the normal state absorption. This 
absorption peak was clearly visible in the absorption spectrum before it was 
normalized by the normal slate absorption We believe therefore that this 
anomalous absorption is experimentally significant 1 his was confirmed by a 
reference measurement of the absorption at a fixed frequency of 40 GHz, while 
sweeping the field We found again near μ 0 μ Β # ~ Δ / 2 an absorption which was 
considerably higher than the normal stale absorption. 
We will discuss the possible origin of this anomalous absorption in more detail 
after we have developed a more firm theoretical basis for the description of FIR 
absorption in films in the paramagnetic limit. 
ENERGY GAP (cm"1) 1 
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0 I • • • • • • • • • J 
0 0 5 1 0 1 5 2 0 2 5 
MAGNETIC FIELD { T ) 
Figure 2-11 Spectroscopic gap Ω,, and position of the steps as a function 
of the parallel magnetic field for film 3 The solid lines indicate the 
theoretically expected values given by ϊιω=2Δ and 'ί\<α = 2^±2\ι„\ί%Η 
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2.5 Theory 
2.5a Electromagnetic response in the paramagnetic limit 
In this section we will calculate the complex conductivity of a superconducting 
film in the presence of a parallel magnetic held and in the paramagnetic limit. 
Mattis and Baгdeeπ2' , and Bardeen and Schriefler"1 have evaluated the 
conductivity in the extreme anomalous limit, where the penetration depth of the 
field is small compared to the superconducting coherence length 1 heir 
approach is also valid in the dirty limit, where the mean free path is smaller 
than the coherence length We will first summarize the MB results, and 
subsequently develop an equivalent scheme to calculate the conductivity in the 
presence of a parallel field 
In the paramagnetic limit, where we neglect the effect of the field on the 
electron orbits, the time reversal symmetry of the Cooper pairing is not broken 
and we can describe the electromagnetic properties entirely within the 
framework of the BCS theory 
In order to calculate the transition probabilities between the energy levels E and 
E+tm) we have to consider the coherent nature of excitations from a state (ks) 
to (k's') and from (-к-ч) to (—k'—s') We use the notation s for the spin to 
avoid confusion with the conductivity α The evaluation of the transition 
probabilities can be done most easily by introducing the so called coherence 
factors F(E,E' , Δ ) = £ ( £ , £ + ί ι ω , Δ ) These coherence factors take into account 
that the matrix elements governing these excitations must be added with a 
proper phase factor and squared before summing over all к states As shown by 
Bardeen and Schneffer'' these coherence factors do not depend on the 
interaction of the external perturbation with the spin, but are solely determined 
by the even or odd nature of the perturbation under time reversal of the 
electronic states. For electromagnetic absorption the so-called 'case ΙΓ 
coherence factors are appropriate. F={ukuk +vkvk ) 2 in the case of scattering of 
quasiparticles, and F = (vkuk — ukvk<)2 in the case oi creation or annihilation of 
quasiparticles 
If one adopts a sign convention such that the excitation energy Ek and the 
kinetic energy ξ^ have the same sign, the coherence factor for both scattering 
and creation/annihilation is given by a single expression: 
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Р(Е,Е'Л) = \(ì+ - ρ ^ - ) 2.9 
where ^ ^ ( Δ ^ + ξ , 2 ) ^ 
The net probability for a transition from E to E+tico is then proportional to: 
сц = J {F(£,£+fitü,A)yV,(£)yVs(£+tuü) (/(£)-/'(С+Гш)))} àE 2.1Ü 
— χ 
where Λ\ denotes the superconductive density of states for the quasiparticles, 
and ƒ ( £ ) is the density of occupied quasiparticle states at energy £ . 
In the extreme anomalous limit this leads to the famous Mattis-Bardeen 
expressions for the complex conductivity2'': 
X 
— = — - Г {£(£,£+tHo,A) /V
s
(£) yV
s
(£+tuo) (ƒ(£)-ƒ(£+tm)))} d £ 
σ
η
 tuo J 
. -Δ 2.11 
+ τ - ί { £(£,£+ϊιω,Δ) /V(£) /V(£+tuo) (1-2/(£+П(о)) }d£ 
ftt0
 Δ-tuo 
where the first term represents the contribution connected with quasiparticle 
scattering and the second term gives the pairbreaking contribution, σι Follows 
directly using the Kramers Kronig relations26 and the Tinkham-Ferrell sum 
rule2 7: 
02 2 r Οη-θι(ω') to r θ|(<"') 
— = dœ - 2— — da) 2.12 
σ
η
 πω
 (f ση π ^. ω ' 2 - ω
2 
In the absence of spin-orbit or spin-flip scattering, we may write the 
Hamillonian of a superconductor in a magnetic field as2 8: 
H = Σ^Α OA + s«-A.-s«-A'.-s '«r.s · 
к, s 
2 13 
- 2μ 0 μΒΣ
 ak.<;aks s . H 
Ал 
where ξ
λ
 denotes the orbital energy of an electron in a state with wavenumber 
A:. 
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In an anti-parallel pairing scheme, the field does not affect the superconducting 
groundstate, and we may rewrite this Hamiltonian in terms of the elementary 
excitations: 
H = μΝ\
ίρ
 + Eg + Σ Ekyjtyk - 2 2 μ0μΒ s.H 2.14 
A , 
where the summation over /' runs over all occupied quasiparticle states, μ is the 
chemical potential, N
a
 the number operator, Eg the energy of the 
superconducting groundstate, γ
λ
. are the well known Bogoliubov operators 
describing the elementary excitations from the groundstate and s, denotes the 
expectation value of the quasiparticle spin along the field direction. 
If we take the excitation energies relative to the Fermi energy (μ=0) then both 
electron-like and hole-like quasiparticles have an excitation energy given by: 
E(k,s) = £
Α
- 2 μ 0 μ Β sH = Ek ± μ0μΒΗ = ( Д Ч с ^ ) ' - ± μ 0 μ Β // 2.15 
where the ± sign depends on the direction of the quasiparticle spin. 
The simplest excitation process that involves the absorption of a photon, is 
described by the creation of an electronlike and a holelike quasiparticle with the 
simultaneous annihilation of a Cooperpair. The energy of a Cooperpair does 
not depend on H, due to the antiparallel spin pairing. The total excitation 
energy of this process is: 
tuo = Ek + Ek· - 2(5+. ΐ ' )μ 0 μ Β Η 2.16 
If the spin is conserved during the pairbreaking process, then s = —s' and the 
excitation energy does not depend on the value of the field. 
Let us further assume that the intrinsic spinflip scattering time ( due to magnetic 
impurities or due to the static field) is long compared to the Cooperpair lifetime, 
which is of order fi/Δ · Then we expect that the spin polarization of the 
thermally excited quasiparticles is zero, and the occupation numbers ƒ •¡•(E) and 
f l(E) of respectively the spin up and spin down quasiparticles are equal, but 
shifted in energy: 
/ î ( £ ) = 1 
1+(?(/:-μ„Μ„Η)ΛΓ 
j 2.17 
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The densities of states for spin up and spin down can be calculated using the 
relation 
MEI
 =
 υ 
/V(()) d £ 
In the semiconductor sign convention we obtain : 
2
 {(ΖΓ-μ,,μβ//)—Δ-1 
1
 ч
 ^ " Ц о ^ в ^ І 
ι |£ + μ 0 μ Β Η| 
N UE) = ±N{0) ^ T F 
И
 2 {(Ζ: + α 0 μ Β //) 2 -Δ 2 } ' / ' 
2 19 
The coherence factors follow immediately, using Eq 2.9. 
F t t = l l +
 Δ 2 
T
 2 J (Ε-μ
ο
μ
Β
Η)(Ε'-μ0μϋΗ) 
=
 1 L Δ^  
U
 2 (£ + ц
и
и
в
Н ) ( £ ' + и 0 ц в Я ) 
2.20 
With these ingredients, we can now calculate the conductivity similarly as in Eq. 
2 11, but now the integration must be done separately for the two spin 
directions Substituting the relevant expressions for £ , ƒ(£) , £(£,£+1ιω,Δ), 
and N(E) in Eq 2 11 and changing variables, we find that, when the total spin 
is conserved in the absorption process, the complex conductivity is independent 
of the field and: σ = σΜ Β 
With similar arguments it can be shown that also no changes occur in the tunnel 
current between two paramagneticaliy limited superconductors in an magnetic 
field, by virtue of the fact that the spin of a quasiparticle is not flipped in the 
tunneling process In a electromagnetic field however, there is a finite 
probability of a spin-flip, as for example in a Conduction Electron Spin 
Resonance (CESR) experiment. If one assumes that only the //-component of 
the electromagnetic field perpendicular to the static field flips the spin, then an 
upper limit of 0.5 is obtained for the spin-flip probability in unpolanzed light, 
directed along the axis normal to the film This spin-flip probability has a 
remarkable effect on the absorption spectrum This can be shown schematically, 
using the semiconductor model, which pictures the pairbreaking process as a 
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one-particle scattering from a state below the Fermi energy to a state above the 
Fermi energy Let us look for example at a transition trom a spin up state to a 
spin down state The minimum excitation energy for this spin-flip scattering 
process is given by 
Ш,, = 2Δ - 2μ0μΒΗ 2 21 
We come to the rather surprising conclusion that, although the field has no 
influence on the superconducting groundstate, it does have a strong effect on the 
spectroscopic gap, which shifts linearly with the field strength Го our 
knowledge, this effect is not described in the literature Using the 
semiconductor model, one can easily predict the qualitative characteristics of the 
absorption spectrum In addition to the spin-flip absorption branch starting at 
2Α-2μ0μΒΗ, mentioned above, we expect a second branch to appear at 2Δ. 
This branch corresponds to the two transition channels where the total spin is 
conserved. Finally, a third branch is possible, starting at 2 Δ + 2 μ 0 μ Β Η , which 
corresponds to a spin-flip anti-parallel to the field. If ΤΦΟ we may even expect 
a fourth characteristic structure in the absorption spectrum at Λω=2μ 0 μ Β //, 
corresponding to a quasiparticle scattering from a spin down state to a spin up 
state. 
In the following we will examine these additional spin-flip transition processes in 
more detail and calculate the total conductivity, which determines the 
electromagnetic properties of the sample. 
In addition to the coherence factors F T j and F l j , we must now also consider 
the coherent nature of all the possible excitations which involve a spin-flip: 
U
 2 } (Ε-μ0μΒΗ){Ε·+μ0μΒΗ)\ 
Í 1 2 2 2 
F = ι
 1+ Δ : I 
^ 2} (£ + μ0μΒ//)(£'-μ0μΒΗ){ 
The net transition rate between E and E+fico is proportional to |Л
А
д.Л„. | 2 , the 
squared matrix element connecting the initial state with energy E(k,s) and the 
final state with E' =E(k' ,s'). \Α„·\2 denotes the probability that the spin of the 
excited particle is changed from s to s' by the interaction with a photon 
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To get the net rate ot absorption of energy, one must take the difference 
between direct absorption and emission, and sum over all initial states. We 
CONDUCIIVIIY σ , 
FREQUENCY | h u / u 0 l 
Figure 2-12- Low frequency part of the real conclut tu it\ θι(ω) as a 
function of frequency for a superi onductor in the paramagnetic limit. 
(ΆΛ^Η = ().4Δ, r / T t = 0.7). a), spin flip contribution σ τ ¿ b)· Total 
conductivity. Dashed line, real part of the conductivity at 4=0. 777
 c = 
0.7. 
finally get for the scattering of quasiparticles: 
σ
ι/ση = Σ Τ- Í dE {\AsA2 FW(E,E+\KOA) NS(E) М,.(Е+\Ш) 
x[ƒ,(£) - fAE+fua)] 2.23 
For the creation of quasiparticles (pairbreaking) we find by generalizing the 
Mattis-Bardeen equation: 
σ
' / σ " = Σ' ¿J dE Κ Ί 2 /ν(£,£+ϊιω,Δ) ^ ( £ ) NAE+lua) 
χ[1-2Λ(£+Ιιω)] 2 · 2 4 
tuo 
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In practical cases we will always measure the absorption at the lowest achievable 
temperature, where the occupation numbers of quasiparticles are negligible and 
we only have to consider the pairbreaking term. 
In Fig. 2-12 we have calculated the low frequency (Ικο<2Δ) part of the 
conductivity; at these low frequencies, only quasiparticle scattering takes place, 
and the integral 2.24 is zero. The total conductivity is found by summing over 
the four transition channels. All transitions give a contribution to the 
conductivity which monotomcally decreases with frequency, except for the 
contribution related with the scattering of a spin down particle to a spin up 
state. This spin-flip transition gives rise to a singularity at Ϊιω=2μ ( )μΒ# . This 
peak can be observed only at moderately high temperatures, where the number 
of quasiparticles is large. 
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 
FREQUENCY Ιϋω/Δ,,Ι 
Figure 2-13: Complex conductivity of a superconductor in the 
paramagnetic limit, assuming a spin flip probability of 0.5 and 
ΜΟΙ
Α
Β" = Δ/2. The separate contributions to the real part of the 
conductivity о, are indicated. The imaginary part of the conductivity was 
calculated using the Kramers Kronig relations The dashed lines represent 
the weak coupling Mains Bordeen results for H=0. 
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In Fig. 2-13 we have plotted the high frequency (ίιω^2Δ) conductivity at Γ = 0, 
which is determined by pairbreaking only, and the integral 2.23 is zero. In these 
calculations we have assumed a spin-flip probability of 0.5. The most interesting 
result is the fact that σ f | is the most prominent contribution to the total 
conductivity. For a spin-flip probability of 0.5 we find that the o f ! branch 
goes through a maximum before reaching the high frequency limit of 0.25. This 
is a consequence of the fact that the Tinkham-Ferrell sum rule only applies to 
the total transition probability, but is not valid for the individual spin dependent 
channels. The 02 curve in Fig. 2-13 was calculated using the Kramers Kronig 
relations. With these results for the complex conductivity, we have all the 
ingredients we need to calculate the absorption, using Eq. 2.8. 
Figure 2-14: a) Real part of the conductivity of a superconducting film in 
the paramagnetic limit for different values of the magnetic field; 
μ0μΒΗ/Δ= 0, 0.2, 0.4, 0 6, 0.8, 1.0, and at T=0. Successive curves have 
been displaced vertically for more clarity, b). Absorption A^ (H)/A„ of a 
superconducting film in the paramagnetic limit for the same values of the 
magnetic field. (T=0, R
n
 = 110 Ω and n=2.1) 
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In Fig 2-14 a) we have calculated the real part of the conductivity tor different 
values of the magnetic field, assuming a spin-flip probability of 0 5 In Fig. 2-14 
b) we have plotted the corresponding absorption curves for the same values of 
the magnetic field and for a film with a normal resistance of 110 Ω on a quarz 
substrate ( /i = 2 1). The theoretical absorption according to this spin-flip 
model appears to be in reasonable agreement with the experimental results 
shown in Fig. 2-7. 
More specifically, the experimentally observed spectroscopic gap at 
ΐ ι ω = 2 Δ - 2 μ 0 μ Β / / and the kink at 1ιω=2Δ is reproduced by the theory. The 
theory also predicts a small kink at 1 ιω=2Δ+2μ 0 μ Β Η, but this is not always 
found experimentally. 
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Figure 2-15 Comparison of the experimental absorption / l
s
M
n
 ( curve 
a) as a function of frequem \ for film 6 (μ^^^ΗΜ) 45Δ)- η uh theor\, 
using Oj as i/ioiv« in Fig 2-13 Curve c) represents the zero field 
absorption, chicli is indicated for référence 
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Despite this rather good qualitative agreement between theory and experiment, 
we still find some rather intriguing deviations A major discrepancy with the 
theory is the unexpectedly large contribution of the low energy spin-flip branch 
in the experimental result 
For example, in Fig 2-15, we have compared the experimental result for the 
absorption in a field //~0 5Δ/μ
ο
μ
Β
 (curve a) with a theoretical calculation 
according to Eqs 2 23, 2 24 and 2 8 (curve b) The theoretical absorption for 
zero field (curve c) was added for reference 
The unexpectedly high value of the absorption could indicate a larger spin-flip 
probability, than assumed in the theory However, it seems unlikely that the 
spin-flip probability could be larger than 0 5 for an unpolanzed FIR beam For 
the experimental set up we may expect the radiation to be incident on the film 
within a cone with a top angle of 20' normal to the film For this situation, we 
find an electromagnetic Η component perpendicular to the static field which is 
slightly larger than 0 5, but it is not large enough to explain the relative 
magnitude of the low energy branch A possible anomalously low value of the 
imaginary part of the conductivity o^ (for example due to pairbreaking) might 
explain the absorption curves at weak magnetic fields, but it cannot explain the 
large absorption observed at higher fields One expects from the calculations of 
Engler and Fulde29, that for a small pairbreaking effect of the magnetic field the 
density of states for spin up and spin down quasiparticles is still displaced by 
μ 0 μ Β Η, but also the field smears out the singularity at ΖΓ = Δ This results in a 
broadening of the characteristic structures in the absorption spectrum, rather 
than to an increase in magnitude 
However, the presence of spin-orbit scattering may also affect the 
electromagnetic properties This will be evaluated in the final part of this 
chapter 
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2.5b Spin-orbit coupling 
In this part we will evaluate the effect of spin-orbit coupling and of (magnetic) 
spin-flip scattering on the density of states and calculate the complex 
conductivity for that case. 
In the presence of a spin-flip mechanism the BCS approximation of a simple 
s=o and k=0 pairing is no longer valid and the superconducting groundstatc 
results from a more general pairing between time reversed electron states. With 
spin-orbit scattering we will denote all nonmagnetic interactions that may flip 
the quasiparticle spin. The quasiparticle density of states of a superconductor in 
the presence of spin-orbit and spin-flip scattering can be calculated using the 
more general Green's functions formalism as developed by Abrikosov and 
Gor'kov31 and extended by Keller and Benda31. 
The density of states of quasiparticles with a specific spin direction is obtained 
from the one particle Green's function Gç(k ,ω)29·-10: 
Ν,(ω) = -^-sg(ta) Im J ( ^ - ) W Gç(k ,ω) 2.25 
¿Л ¿71 
Gs(k ,ω) is generally of the form: 
G,(k,(o) = —5 -^ j T 2.26 
ω- - ξί - Δ4" 
Bruno and Schwartz3" have solved the generalized function oi, and Δ
ν
 for a 
scattering potential with respectively a spin independent, a spin-orbit and a 
spin-flip part: 
V(k,k') + —ψ- (kxk') .s + w
sf(A:,A:')s.S, 2.27 
A compact formulation can be given in terms of the scattering times: 
-Ь- = 1 m /V(0) JdQ'|V
s0 |2sin2e 
— = и2, (0)5(5 + 1) jdQ' |w s f (k,k ') | 2 | k ' | = * F 
"tsf 
2.28 
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where Λ'(0) is the electron density of states of one spin direction on the Fermi 
surface and «j and tij are the densities of nonmagnetic and magnetic scattering 
centers 
The final result for the density of states can now be written as 2 9 4): 
п+ = п* (E) = N(0) Re , И ± .. 2 29 
Т
 * ( « i - i ) 
where the functions м = м ± are solutions of the coupled equations: 
Ε +μ0μΒΗ ft «a - »τ 
1 = и и + : ГТ7 
Δ - TSÜA ( ΐ - ι , 2 ) 
2 30 
ft U+ M + + M -
" З^Тд^і-,,!)^ " (l-H2)fc } 
When both TS O and Tsf go to infinity, м5 is real and Eq 2.29 is identical to the 
Zeeman sphtted BCS expression for the density of states of Eq. 2.19 
We have numerically solved the coupled Eqs. 2 30, using an iterative procedure. 
Fig 2-16 shows some representative results for the densities of states for x
s
f = » , 
μ
ο
μ
Β
# = 0 . 5 Δ and for relatively low spin-orbit scattering rates, а)· т
а д
=эс, b). 
ti/T
so
A=0 1 and c): ti/T
so
A=0.2 This calculation of the densities of states 
reproduces the results of ref. 29 and 30 and shows that the effect of a small 
spin-orbit coupling can be described with a simple mixing of the quasiparticle 
states for both spin directions. 
The most interesting effect of the spin-orbit coupling is a shift of some of the 
spin up states to lower energies. In addition, we find that the singularity in the 
density of spin-up states at Ε=Α + μ0μΒΗ is strongly smeared out The density 
of states for spin down quasiparticles is less affected, the most important effect 
being a shift of the onset to an energy slightly higher than Δ - μ 0 μ Β / / . 
From this solution for the density of states, we can predict some of the 
qualitative changes in the complex conductivity: 
We expect a shift of the spectroscopic gap to an energy slightly higher than 
2 Δ — 2 μ 0 μ Β Η . An even more interesting effect is the fact that a new transition 
channel is now possible, where one of the quasiparticles is excited to the 'mixed' 
spin state at low energy. This new channel enhances o
x
 for low frequencies, 
thus leading to an increased absorption below the equilibrium gap 2Δ 0 A third 
effect which is expected from this solution of the density of states is a smearing 
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out of the structure in the absorption at tuo=2A and at ϊιω=2Δ+2μ0μυ//, duc 
to the rounding of the peak in the density of spin up states. 
A rather naive approach to calculate quantitatively the contribution of this extra 
channel to the total conductivity would be to use the BCS equation 2.9 with the 
appropriate values for the density of states in the presence of spin-orbit 
coupling. Such an approach would indeed give an increase of O] for the lowest 
frequencies. However, in the presence of spin-orbit coupling, we can no longer 
use the simple BCS description. Using the Green's functions formalism 
developed by Nambu32 and by Keller and Benda-13, Skalski et al.2u were the first 
to calculate the electromagnetic response of a superconductor in the presence of 
magnetic spin-flip scattering. 
For our purpose, wc will generalize the Skalski results for the case of a more 
general ( magnetic and nonmagnetic) spin-flip scattering in the limit where the 
spin paramagnetic contribution is not negligible. The most important difference 
with the Skalski approach is the fact that we now have to solve the Green's 
functions for both spin directions separately. 
We finally get: 
σ
η
 tuo £ 
-Δ + μ„μ
η
Η
 2
-
3 2 
J dE Κ(Ε)/ν(Ε+ϊιω) + ms(E)ms>(E+\uü)] 
Δ-μ,, μ,)//-tun 
where: 
η5(Ε) = Re 
шДЕ) = Re l
 2.33 
(и,2-1Г 
and u
s
 are the solutions to the coupled Eqs. 2.30. 
The function n¡(E) is again the density of states for quasiparticles with spin s, 
and is an even function of E. The function m,(£) is odd with respect to E, and 
has no direct physical meaning. 
The solution for m ^ and for m
 i is plotted in Figs. 2-16d), e) and f) for the 
same parameters as in Figs. 2-16 a), b) and c). 
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Figure 2-16- Zeeman spìmed deiism of slates n(F.) foi spin up and spin 
down quasiparucles for a film in the pai cimagliene limit and the solution 
for the function m(E) for both spin directions a) and d) for т
 ) =0, b) 
and e) for a small spin orbit coupling Ιι/τ41Δ = O.I, c) and f) for 
т
а д
Д=0 2, μ„μ
Β
// = Δ/2 
An interesting result is that m ^ is practically zero near Ε=Δ—μ0μΒ#. This 
means that the new transition channel in Of | ) where one of the quasiparticles is 
excited to the mixed spin state obeys a coherence factor F~l , which is more 
familiar to a case I perturbation. For comparison; on evaluating the spin-flip 
transition rate Of j for frequencies near ΐι~2Δ-2μ 0μΒΗ one finds that both 
terms in the integrand of Eq. 2.32 have a different sign and approximately 
cancel against each other. That is, it obeys a typical case II coherence factor 
F~0 at frequencies near the gap. In Fig. 2-17 we have calculated the full 
conductivity al according to Eqs. 2.29, 2.30 and 2.32, for the same parameters 
as in Fig. 2-16 b) and e). We find an almost constant level of al * ^ = σ ι i ^ ί°Γ 
the transition to the mixed spin state, due to the fact that F = l . A similar 
plateau is also observed for the reverse spin-flip excitation О] ^ -j. For the total 
conductivity Oj we find an enhanced value at low frequencies, a slightly 
increased gap and a smoothing of the structure near tuo=2A, the structure at 
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Figure 2-17. Real part of the conductivity, calculated according to Eqs. 
2.32, 2.33 and 2.30 for a spin flip probability 0.5 and Ϊι/τ4) Δ=()../. a). 
The contributions a\\ ^, <3\ · \ = <Ί и · an^ σ ι i Î corresponding with 
the different channels, b). The total conductivity o,, which is a 
summation of the four contributions shown m a). 
2Δ-Ι-2μ0μΒ# has almost disappeared. 
In Fig. 2-18 we have plotted the experimentally observed absorption of film 6 in 
a field μ0Η= 2.24 Τ ( μομΒΗ=0.45Δ) together with a theoretical calculation, 
using ti/T
so
A=0.1, h/xtf Δ=0 and an electromagnetic spin-flip probability of 0.5. 
In accordance with Ref. 18, we further assumed an additional clectron-phonon 
coupling which reduces the imaginary part of the conductivity O2=0.7o2(MB ). 
We conclude that the inclusion of spin-orbit scattering improves the agreement 
between theory and experiment, but the strong absorption below 2Δ0 can only 
be understood quantitatively if we assume an additional electron-phonon 
coupling of the same size as was reported in Ref. 18. 
In Fig. 2-19 finally, we have calculated the density of states, the function m(E) 
and the real part of the conductivity for a film with both spin-orbit and spin-flip 
scattering (Vr
so
A=0.1 and h/T
siA =.06). These values correspond with the 
experimental parameters for the absorption of film 4 in a field H/H
c
 = 0.36 
Щіу^ 
r . ^ 
O l i ^ - -
<*2^-^-^~~ 
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Figure 2-18 • Experimental result for the absorption of film 6 for 
μ„Η =2.247" and T/Tz=0.2 compared with a calculation using the 
conductivity о, ihown in fig. 2-17, assuming a spin flip probability of 
0.5 a spin orbit coupling η/τ^Δ of O.l and an ad hoc value of 
σ,=0 7σ,ΜΒ. 
(Fig. 2-5). From this calculation it is clear that even in this (pairbreaking) 
situation, we can clearly distinguish spin dependent properties. However, the 
total conductivity is approximately equal to the result obtained by Skalski, which 
includes only pairbreaking effects, and with our model, which includes also 
paramagnetic effects, only a slightly better fit to the measured absorption (Fig. 
2.5) can be achieved. 
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Also, the absorption measurements on the 3 nm thick film shown if Fig. 2-10 
remain essentially unexplained. The inclusion of spin-orbit scattering and 
electron-phonon coupling gives a much stronger absorption at frequencies just 
above the spectroscopic gap, but it cannot explain the presence of a pronounced 
peak. The calculations in Section 2.5a, which included the contribution of the 
quasiparticle scattering term, predict the presence of a peak in the real part of 
the conductivity when ТФ0 and ΐΊω~2μ0μΒ// as is the case in the upper curve 
of Fig. 2-10. However, it seems unlikely that this quasiparticle scattering term 
gives an appreciable absorption at the presently used temperatures (777",. —0.3. 
:
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Figure 2-19: a) Density of states for a film with both spin orbit coupling 
and spin flip scattering (h/τ^Α =0.1 and h/x^ Δ=0.06, μ
ο
μΒ//=0.1Δ. 
b) The function m(E) for both spin directions with the same parameters 
as in a), c): The complex conductivity for this film assuming a spin flip 
probability of 0.5. 
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Conclusions 
We have presented FIR absorption measurements on thin and ultrathin 
superconducting Al films in a parallel magnetic field. For films with d^W nm 
we find a shift of the energy gap which is in good agreement with the AG 
theory of pairbraking. However, the full absorption curves show an 
experimentally significant deviation from the calculations of Skalski et al. These 
deviations are probably related to the non-negligible spin paramagnetic 
contribution to the excitation energy. 
For ultrathin film we observed a linear shift of the spectroscopic gap according 
to 1 : ιω=2Δ-2μ 0 μ Β /ί which is attributed to a photon absorption process where 
an antiparallel Cooperpair is broken up into two spin down quasiparticles. 
We have developed a theory within the BCS framework which gives the 
complex conductivity of a superconducting film in the paramagnetic limit and 
which includes the effect of photon induced spin-flip processes. 
The effect of spin-orbit and (magnetic) spin-flip scattering on the complex 
conductivity is evaluated using a Green's function formalism. 
We find a good quantitative agreement between the experimentally observed 
FIR absorption of a 4 nm film and the present theory, assuming that U / T S O A = 0 . 1 
and that 02 is reduced because of an enhanced electron phonon coupling. 
The observed anomalously high peak in the absorption of a 3 nm film is not 
understood. 
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CHAPTER 3 
ENERGY DISTRIBUTION OF 
EXCESS QUASIPARTICLES IN 
SUPERCONDUCTING Al FILMS 
INDUCED BY OPTICAL 
AND FIR RADIATION 
Abstract 
Measurements are presented of the excess tunnel current induced by optical and 
far inlrared radiation in superconductive Al-I-Al )unctions The high frequency 
data can be described very well by a Τ model for the distribution function of 
the excess quasiparticles In contrast, the FIR excitation leads to a 
nonequilibnum distribution function which can not be described in terms of 
quasi-cquilibnum μ or Γ models These FIR measurements indicate a relative 
decrease of the quasiparticle density near the gap edge Δ and a relative increase 
for energies between 3Δ and 4Δ 
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3.1 Introduction 
Nonequilibrium effects in superconductors, induced by the absorption of 
incident photons, has attracted an increasing interest of both theorists and 
experimentalists because of the richness of phenomena that may occur1·2. Most 
of the experimental work was concentrated on either the low frequency 
(microwave) limit ( ί ιω^ϋ.ΙΔ), where no pairbreaking takes place and only 
redistribution of quasiparticles has to be considered, and on the high frequency 
(optical) limit with photon energies far above the gap (1κι)~1()4Δ). 
Research in the area of laser excited nonequilibrium effects in superconductors 
was initiated by Testardi3 in 1971, with a study of the resistive transition of 
superconducting films irradiated with a pulsed optical laser. The relaxation of 
the excited quasiparticles at these very high energies occurs very fast, and 
induces a cascade of excited quasiparticles and phonons at more or less random 
energies with no direct relation with the original photon energy. As a 
consequence, optical excitation usually leads to a nonequilibrium distribution 
function which can be described by quasi-phenomenological theories. The two 
most famous theoretical models describing the distribution function of excess 
quasiparticles induced by laser light are the Τ and μ model. Owen and 
Scalapino4 assumed that the created quasiparticles thermalize rapidly to the 
temperature of the lattice, but that the recombination to the superconducting 
groundstate occurs at a much longer time scale. This 'bottleneck' leads to a 
nonequilibrium distribution function which can be described by a change μ in 
the chemical potential of the quasiparticles, with respect to the chemical 
potential for the pairs in the groundstate: / (£ ' ) = ( 1 + ε χ ρ ( £ - μ )/kT)~l. 
Parker5 assumed that the quasiparticles were in thermal equilibrium with the 
phonons of energy above 2Δ and at an effective temperature Τ above the bath 
temperature: /(£, ')=(1+ехр£/А:Г ) _ 1 , while the low energy phonons were 
assumed to remain in thermal equilibrium with the bath temperature. 
Smith, Skocpol and Tinkham6 studied experimentally the distribution function of 
excess quasiparticles in optically illuminated Al-I-PbBi tunnel junctions, 
(h(iy~lQ4A) and found excellent agreement with the Τ model. Jaworski and 
Parker7 have done an analogous experiment on symmetric Sn-I-Sn tunnel 
junctions and found a reasonable agreement with the T' model. However, an 
even better agreement was found with a numerical solution by Chang and 
Scalapino8 of the kinetic equations for the quasiparticle relaxation. This 
approach was further elaborated by Elesin, Kondrashov and Sukhikh9, who 
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solved the coupled kinetic equations for both quasiparticles and phonons for a 
superconductor irradiated at a moderately low frequency (1ίω~10Δ). The 
numerical result can be approximated by a Fermi function 
/ ( £ ) = ( 1 + ε χ ρ ( £ - μ )lkT ) _ l . where Τ is higher than the bath temperature 
but μ is negative, in contrast to the original μ model of Owen and Scalapino4. 
An interesting consequence of the result of Elesin et al. is that for a large pump 
power the solution for Δ becomes double valued and the superconductor will 
undergo a first order transition to the normal state. Some of these predictions 
are confirmed by a tunnel injection experiment by Willemsen and Gray 1 0, which 
shows an increase of Τ with increasing injection voltage and a decreasing value 
for μ . For very high injection voltages they indeed find a negative μ . 
Up till now, however, there have been no experiments that study the 
distribution function of excess quasiparticles generated by low frequency 
radiation with a photon energy comparable to the gap (Л(о=2Д). This is 
probably due to the low power output of FIR sources which makes it difficult to 
measure the induced excess quasiparticle density against a thermal background. 
In this paper we will discuss the experimental results obtained by irradiating 
very thin Al junctions with a C 0 2 pumped FIR laser with photon energies 
ΐΊω~4Δ and ΐιω~9Δ. For reference purposes, we have also measured the excess 
current induced by an optical HcNe laser (ΐιω~104Δ). The distribution function 
of the excess quasiparticles is obtained by a deconvolution procedure suggested 
by Jaworski and Parker7 and will be compared with quasi-equilibrium models. 
3.2 Experimental 
The samples were fabricated by evaporating the Al onto a single crystal sapphire 
substrate, using a conventional rotatable mask. The films were 10 nm thick, 100 
μιτι wide and 5 mm long, forming a square junction of 0.01 mm2. The films 
were made this thin to improve the coupling of the FIR radiation to the film, 
while simultaneously reducing the effect of photon assisted tunneling. Also 
phonon escape times will be reduced for thinner films and as a result it is 
expected that multiple phonon cascade processes are suppressed so that more 
detailed information about the relaxation process can be obtained. Finally, the 
critical temperature of very thin Al films is enhanced ( Г
с
 ~ 1.5-1.7 K); this 
allows measurements at a reduced temperature 7/Г
с
~().8 in a simple H e 4 
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cryostat On the other hand, this thickness is still large enough so that the 
critical temperature TQ is onlv shghtK enhanced and the relevant 
superconducting properties are expected to be comparable to those in the bulk 
The samples were mounted in a quasi optical svstem. which consists of a 
parabolic cone connected to an oversized waveguide The entire svstem was 
immersed in a pumped He"4 bath al a temperature of approximate^ 1 25 К The 
bath temperature was regulated using a shielded Carbon thermometer and a 
conventional feedback circuit The radiation was generated in a FIR molecular 
gas laser (CH-,ΟΗ) pumped with a 35 W continuous wa\e C O
:
 laser We used 
only the longest wavelength laser lines λ = 1 22 mm and λ = 571 цгп since we 
are interested in excitation energies not too far above the gap The output of 
the FIR lasei in this frequency range is estimated to be about 1 mW For a 
typical junction with a 7\ of 1 6 К these frequencies correspond with fi(o/2A0~ 
2 for λ = 1 22 mm and 1ιω/2Δ0~ 5 for λ = 571 um, which is at least 3 orders of 
magnitude lower than used in previous laser experiments With Δ 0 we denote 
the value of the orderparameter at 7 = 0 For comparison we also used a small 
10 mW HeNe laser as an excitation souice with ίιω/Δ0~1()4 for λ = 0 63 μιτι 
The I — V characteristics of the junctions were measured by sweeping the 
current, while measuring the voltage on an * —ν recorder We were able to 
determine the impact of the cw FIR laser input by comparing successive sweeps 
A more sensitive determination of the radiation induced excess current can be 
obtained by chopping the CO, laser beam and measure the voltage changes bV 
at a constant current bias with a lock-in amplifier However, in order to 
compare the results directly with theory it is much more advantageous to 
measure the photon-induced change Ò/ in the tunnel current In principle, this 
can be achieved by successive measurements of the derivative aV/dl and Ь , 
and evaluating Ы = ô V ( d V / d / ) _ 1 However, since this introduces additional 
inaccuracies we preferred to measure ò/ directly using a somewhat 
unconventional feedback loop to stabilize the voltage bias across the junction 
A block diagram of the experimental set-up is shown m Fig 3-1 The essence ot 
the electronic feedback circuit is that it feeds an ac current to the junction, in 
phase with the chopped FIR radiation, in such a way that the dc-bias voltage 
remains constant, ι e it regulates the ас-component of the voltage across the 
junction to zero This is achieved with a phase sensitive amplifier in the 
feedback loop (lock-in amplifier 1), which measures the amplitude of the 
modulation voltage The dc-output was coupled to one input of a multiplier An 
electrical signal at the chopper frequency was obtained from a photo diode and 
fed to the other input of the multiplier The total gain m the negative feedback 
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Figure 3-1: Experimental set-up for the measurement of the photon 
induced excess tunnel current. The feedback loop regulates the ac-voltage 
modulation, in phase with the chopper frequency, to zero The current 
flowing in the feedback loop is then directly the photon-induces excess 
tunnel current. 
loop was of the order of 107, which effectively stabilizes the voltage modulation 
to zero in a narrow bandwidth around and in phase with the chopper frequency. 
The current flowing in the loop was measured with a second lock-in amplifier, 
and is a direct measure of the photon induced changes in the tunnel current, 
while the ac voltage modulation was typically less than 5 nV. The total wide 
band noise which is not coherent with the FIR chopper frequency might be 
considerably larger (~1 μ V). The minimum current that could be detected with 
this set-up was typically of the order of 2 nA. Even though the power output of 
the FIR laser was rather low (^10 μνν/πιπι2), we were able to measure the 
photon induced tunnel current {Ы( ) ~ 10-300 nA) with a quite acceptable 
signal to noise ratio. 
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3.3 Experimental Results 
3.3a Optical and FIR photodetection 
In order to check the quality of our junctions and to be able to compare our 
results with simple phenomenological theories and other experiments, we first 
measured the changes of the voltage across the tunnel junction at constant 
current bias, induced by optical HcNc laser irradiation In Fig 3-2 wc show the 
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VOLTAGE ImV) 
Figure 3-2 Current - voltage characteristic of ¡unction 1. the solid cunes 
are measured without radiation, a) at 1 = 1 31 Κ (T/T, = 0 82) and b) at 
T=l ?5 К <T/TC «* 0 84) The dashed nine represents the IV 
characteristic at T=l 31 K, but now with approximateh 1 mWImm2 
optical irradiation (1=0 Ы\хт) 
de I-V tunnel characteristic of junction 1. The thickness of the films was 8 nm, 
the critical temperature about 1 7 K. Curve a) was measured at a temperature 
Τ = 1.31 К with no radiation present. The dashed curve gives the I-V 
characteristic at the same bath temperature, but when the lunction is irradiated 
with approximately 1 mW/mm2 of HeNe laser radiation (λ=0.63 μιπ). The 
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major effect is a decrease of the orderparameter induced by the excess density 
of quasiparticles. Curve b) was measured with the laser switched off and at a 
bath temperature Τ', carefully adjusted to give an equivalent gap depression as 
observed with laser irradiation (Γ '-Τ=37 mK). This curve almost exactly 
reproduces the results obtained with optical laser irradiation. Hxcept for a small 
region near the gap, we could not distinguish between the two curves within the 
line width of the recorder pen (όΚ^Ιμ V). The close agreement suggests that 
simple heating of the electrons takes place. However, dc measurements are not 
accurate enough to draw very detailed conclusions and a comparison with the 
theoretical models is postponed to section 3.5. 
LASE« DitECIION -OV 
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Figure 3-3. Photodetedion voltage -bV of tunnel junction 1 as a function 
of bias voltage for different navelengths of the radiation, ¡he dynamic 
resistance dV/dl, meaiured m the absence of radiation, is shown for 
reference (lowest curve) 
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In Fig. 3-3 we have plotted the photodetection voltage —bV of the slightly 
nonsymmetric (Δ 1 ^Δ2) junction 1 as a function of the bias voltage. This ôV 
represents the shift in voltage at a fixed current bias from curve a) to the dashed 
curve in Fig. 3-2. The upper three curves in Fig. 3.3 represent the laser 
induced voltage modulation, mea.sured at a constant current bias. The large 
peak of the photodetection voltage at frequencies below the gap is associated 
with the peak in dV/dl. The FIR photodetection voltage differs from the result 
at optical wavelengths for low bias voltages, where the structure at (Δ 1-Δ2)/^ is 
washed out, and for bias voltages just above the gap where an intriguing 
LASER DETECTION -bV 
0 6 0 7 
VOLTAGE lmV| 
Figure 3-4- Optical photodetection voltage -bV of tunnel ¡unction 2 as a 
function of the bias voltage for different values of the bath temperature. 
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additional bump is observed Unfortunately, a direct comparison of the data 
with theoiy is difficult because of the difference in Г
с
 for both films, forming 
this junction. In the following we will only consider the data obtained for the 
nearly symmetrical junction 2, with Δ|~Δ2=0 228 mcV and Г
с
 = 1 65 К We 
have measured the photodetection voltage in this junction for three wavelengths· 
λ = 0.63μ m, λ = 1 22 mm and λ = 571 μνη These wavelengths correspond 
with an energy of respectively 1 97 eV, 2 17 mcV and 1 02 meV 
USER DEIECIION - Ò V -
Figure 3 5 FIR photodetection \ollage -bV of tunnel junction 2 as a 
function of the bias voltage, for different ι allies of the hath temper шш e 
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At the lowest measurement temperature T= 1.31 К the gap energy 2Δ is 
reduced to 0.32 meV. Thus the incident photons create quasiparticles with an 
energy up to 6 ΙΟ3 Δ, 12.6 Δ and 5.4 Δ. In Fig. 3-4 we show the 
photodetection voltage of junction 2 for λ=0.63 μιη, and for different values of 
the bath temperature. The general behavior of junction 1 is reproduced and the 
only relevant temperature dependent effect is a reduction of the gap for higher 
bath temperatures. In Fig. 3-5 we show the photodetection voltage of junction 2 
at different temperatures and for a wavelength of 1.22 mm. A remarkable 
feature of these curves is again the large bump for voltages just above 2A/e. The 
minimum of ÒV measured near the gap is a measure of the gap reduction 6Δ. 
The value of bV at the maximum below 2A/e can be considered as a measure of 
the total number of excess quasiparticles bN, induced by the laser. From a 
comparison of Figs. 3-4 and 3-5 we conclude that öA/6/V(FIR)<OA/ÖN(opt). 
This indicates that the optically excited quasiparticles are more effective in 
reducing the gap. In view of the Eliashberg gap equation, this indicates that the 
optically excited quasiparticles are on the average at an energy more close to the 
gap edge than in the case of FIR excitation. A second characteristic is that the 
photodetection voltage directly above the gap is larger for FIR frequencies. 
3.3b Excess current 
Using the electronic configuration shown in Fig. 3-1 we have directly measured 
the photon induced excess tunnel current at a constant voltage bias, which 
allows a more direct comparison with theory. The excess current at the lowest 
temperature T/Tc = 0.80 and for three different wavelengths is shown in Fig. 
3-6. The dashed parts of the curves represent the excess current δ/ in a small 
magnetic field, used to suppress the dc Josephson effect at low bias voltages. 
However, since this field also smears out the singularity near the gap, we 
preferred to measure the high voltage part in a zero magnetic field. The general 
shape of the response can be understood qualitatively in the following way: At a 
bias voltage below 2A/e we find a gradually increasing tunnel current due to the 
excess number of quasi particles that can tunnel through the oxide barrier. The 
level of the plateau reached just below 2A/e is roughly proportional to the total 
number of excess quasiparticles. The large peak at V=2A/e is a consequence of 
the decrease in Δ which, due to the steepness of the I — V curve, leads to a large 
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maximum. The response decreases at higher bias voltages and eventually 
becomes zero. 
For the FIR induced excess current we observe a large shoulder at bias voltages 
between 2Д/е and ЗД/е. If we take the value of δ/ just below the gap as a 
measure of the total number of excess quasiparticles, then we observe in the 
FIR results the following differences with a simple Τ distribution: The excess 
current is lower at bias voltages below Δ/e, there is a large increase of the 
excess current between =2А/е and 3A/e, and the singularity at V=2b./e is 
somewhat smaller. 
EXCESS CURSEN! δ / 
HD 0 ? O l ОБ 
VOLTAGE I mV ) 
Figure 3-6· Excess tunnel current δ/, measured as a function of bias 
voltage for three different wavelengths of the laser radiation at 
T/T
c
=0.80. 
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I hese changes can again be explained in a qualitative way it we assume that the 
average density ot excess quasiparlides has shilted to higher energies First, such 
a shift will reduce the number of quasiparticlcs that can tunnel into the large 
density of (empty) states near the gap edge, and consequently the excess tunnel 
current at low bias voltages will be lower than with the same number of 
quasiparticlcs distributed according to a / Fermi tunction Secondly, the 
current directly above the gap will increase because there are less quasiparticlcs 
near the gap edge that, due to the involved coherence factors, can effectively 
block the pairbreaking tunnel current And thirdly, because quasiparticlcs near 
the gap edge are most effective m suppressing the orderparameter the gap 
reduction will be smaller when the quasiparticlcs are shifted to higher energies, 
EXCESS CURREN! Ò / 
VOLTAGE ImV) 
Figure 3-7 Measured excess current Ы induced b\ FIR radiation of 
wavelength (λ=!)71μηι) for different \aluei of the bath temperature 
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and therefore the excess current at 2A/e will be effectively smaller than in the 
case of а Γ distribution of the same number of quasiparticles. In Fig. 3-7 we 
show the result for the FIR induced excess current for λ=571μπί and for 
different bath temperatures. The measurements at higher temperatures indicate 
that in that case the redistribution effect becomes relatively more pronounced, 
as is expected because then the direct absorption of the thermally excited 
quasiparticles becomes more important. Under appropriate conditions, like for 
example an improved acoustic matching to the substrate, it does not seem 
unlikely that even gap enhancement might be observed for frequencies larger 
than the gap frequency. 
3.4 Discussion 
3.4a Optical excess current 
As shown by Chang and Scalapino8 it is useful to introduce an excess current 
δ/ £ = І( Л ,ƒ"(£)) - /(Κ,Δ* ,ƒ(£)) 3.1 
where the asterisk indicates the laser-induced nonequilibrium value. We will 
assume that the distribution functions ƒ and ƒ " and the orderparameters Δ and 
Δ* are the same in both films. The junction was placed inside an oversized FIR 
cavity which ensures a homogeneous excitation of both films. The 
experimentally observed excess current, however, also depends on the change in 
the orderparameter Δ - Δ . The excess current δ/ £ can be extracted from the 
experimental δ/ measurements if we know the dependence of the tunnel current 
on Δ. 
ЫЕ = δ / - | ^ ( Δ * - Δ ) 3.2 
The functional dependence of the tunnel current on the value of the 
orderparameter can in principle be determined from the BCS model. However, 
this is not very appropriate for the analysis of the experimental tunneling 
characteristic because the singularity at V=2A/e is usually smeared out due to 
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gap anisotropy, sample inhomogeneities etc. Chang and Scalapino8 suggested 
the application of a magnetic field to simulate the effect of an orderparameter 
depression on the tunnel current. Unfortunately, the effect of the magnetic field 
on the shape of the conductance peak makes a detailed comparison somewhat 
questionable. 
The excess current ò//. can be written as a sum of three channels'1: 
ò/£ = olfr + bl¡* + δ/£, with 
' - ± ί ά Ε Ыаг = 
E(E+eV)Q(E+eV-A ) _ 
E2-A ^{{EïeVf-a2]}'* 
x\òf(E)-bf(E+eV)] 
eR
 А< {{E'-A'-mi-eVY-A2}^ 
x \bf{E)-bf{E-eV)\ 3.3 
ò/c = ^ . J d £ Еіе -ЕЩе -Е-А ) 
£
 eR I
 {iE
2
-A 2)[(eV-E)2-A Ί-]}'* 
x [bf(E)+òf(eV-E)] 
where òf(E)=f ' ( £ ) - ƒ ( £ ) , and θ(£) the heavy-side function. 
In Fig. 3-8 b) we have compared the experimentally determined optical excess 
current (upper curve) with a calculation of ò/E (lower curve) according to Eqs. 
3.3 and assuming a Τ distribution of the excess quasiparticles: 
ô/ (£) = f (Τ ,£) - f (Τ,E). The two curves coincide at low bias voltages, but 
deviate substantially at voltages above the gap due to the neglect of δΔ in Eqs. 
3.3. The experimental value for the excess current is slightly smaller than the 
theoretical result at very low bias voltages (not visible at this scale). This small 
deviation was also observed in previous experiments on Sn junctions and can be 
explained by a combined model where Τ -Τ is positive but the effective 
chemical potential μ is negative. 
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Figure 3-8 a) Distribution function of the excess quasiparticle^ foj, 
compared with a I Fermi distribution function; b) Excess tunnel 
current Ы(ехр) induced bv optical irradiation (upper curve) and 
compared with a Τ calculation ofblf. (lower curve). 
3.4b Deconvolution procedure 
In this section we will use a method proposed by Jaworski and Parker7 to 
calculate the excess quasiparticle distribution function from the excess current 
measurements. The integral equations 3.3 can be rewritten as a matrix 
multiplication when wc divide the energy scale in N equal intervals £,, and 
evaluating for each interval the integral expressions of Eqs. 3.3 while assuming 
that the distribution function of the excess quasiparticles does not change 
appreciably for each energy interval. The final result is then that the integral 
equations 3.3 are equivalent with the simple expression: 
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blF = G,óf 3.4 
where the elements of the matrix G | are given by: 
β^Ε,,ν) = - L ƒ d £ G(E.V) T ^ V — θ(/-2) 
1 r" £ i + | - ^ 
+ - - ] d £ G ( £ , V ) ' + ' Θ(Ν-|·) 
3.5 
and G(£,V) is defined by: 
G{E,V)- , _ , . , _ , . . _ , . ,
 / : 
£ ( £ + eK)(l+e(£+fV-A ) 
{(£ 2 -Δ ЩE+eVΫ-^ 2]}'^  
_ 2£(£-еУ)[ ( £ - е У - А ) - 9 ( е К - £ - А )] 
{(£ 2 -Δ 2)[{E-eVY-b 2]}^ 
3.6 
Jaworski and Parker treated this problem separately for voltages above and 
below the gap. However, with the above expressions we do not have to make 
this distinction, and the matrix equation is valid for arbitrary voltages. 
We have computed the integral equations for G|(£, ,V) numerically, except 
near singularities in the G-function that result from the singularities in the 
densities of state; there we solved the integrals analytically. The deconvolution 
of the excess tunnel current is now a straightforward matrix inversion: 
óf = Gf 'ó l 3.7 
As a first step we have analyzed the accuracy of the present method. This is 
particularly important because of the ill-conditioned nature of the matrix G \. 
Because the matrix elements of G), close to the original singularities of the 
function G will dominate the matrix multiplication, any noise on the measured 
Ы is considerably amplified in the result for δ/ . However, for various 
computer simulated spectra with deliberately added random noise we always 
recovered the essential features of the initial excess distribution function with a 
random noise of approximately the same order of magnitude, except near 
multiples of the gap: £ = (2η-Ι-1)Δ where the result for ô / (£) was not reliable. 
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3.4c Energy distribution function with optical laser excitation 
In Fig. 3-8 a) the result of the deconvolution procedure for the excess current 
induced by the optical HcNe laser excitation is given. The solid curve 
represents bf = f(T )—f(T), using the same Τ as in the calculation of ò/f in 
Fig. 3-8 b). The results for ò / ( £ ) , indicated by open circles are calculated using 
the experimental Ы data for V<l.5A/e and a theoretical Τ extension of ò/ for 
higher bias voltages. The results for bf at lower energies do not depend 
strongly on the high voltage assumptions for Ы and are in good agreement with 
the simple Τ model. 
EXCESS CURRENT (Δ -Δ) 
3Δ 
Figure 3-9- The contribution to the exeas tunnel current induced by a 
change in the orderparameter, calculated by subtraction of Ы/. (Ί ) from 
the measured bl(exp) in Fig. 3-8. 
To conclude this section on the HeNe optical excitation, we find that the 
experimentally observed excess current in Al-I-AI junctions can be described 
very well with a simple Τ model. This conclusion is based on the comparison 
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of the de [ — V characteristics as in Fig. 3-2, on a comparison of the directly 
measured Ы( ) with the calculation using the integral Eqs. 3.3 as in Fig. 3-6 
and finally on a direct comparison of the low energy of results from a 
deconvolution of the measured Ы with a Fermi distribution f(T )-f(T) as in 
Fig. 3-8 a). This conclusion confirms the results of Tinkham obtained for 
asymmetric Al-I-Pb(Bi) junctions. 
A useful secondary result of the HeNe measurements is that we are able to 
determine experimentally the excess current due to the change in the 
orderparameter Δ. If we assume that the quasiparticles are distributed 
Э/ 
according to a 7 model then we obtain the function -^ -τ-(Δ -Δ) by subtracting 
σΔ 
the calculated curve for ÖIF from the measured curve of Ы. The result of this 
subtraction is shown in Fig. 3-9. 
3.4d Energy distribution function with FIR excitation 
In Fig. 3-10 b) we show the experimental FIR induced excess current Ы? (open 
circles) for Г/Г
с
=0.80, where we have subtracted the contribution due to the 
change in the orderparameter as in Eq. 3.2: 
δ/ £ = δ/ - Λ^ί-(Δ -Δ) 3.8 
ь
 ЗА 
using the result of Fig. 3-9 and with a constant A chosen to obtain òIE~0 at 
eV=4A. The solid line in Fig. 3-10 b) represents a T' fit to the data at 
A<eV<2A, using Eqs. 3.3. The experimental values 6/^ are clearly below the 
T* prediction at low bias voltages, indicating a net shift of the quasiparticles to 
a higher energy. 
In Fig. 3-10 a) we have indicated with open circles the distribution function of 
the excess quasiparticles, obtained from the deconvolution procedure described 
in section 3.4b. It is clear that the excess current below the gap voltage is no 
longer a good measure of the total number of excess quasiparticles. It turns out 
that the total number of quasiparticles, which can be determined by integrating 
the distribution function times the density of states, is approximately twice the 
number of quasiparticles contained in the Τ distribution shown in Fig. 3-10 a). 
If we compare the distribution of FIR induced excess quasiparticles with a Γ* 
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Figure 3-10: a) Distribuitoli function of the excess quasiparticles (o), 
compared with a T' Fermi distribution function (solid line), b) Measured 
excess tunnel current, induced by FIR irradiation of wavelength 
λ=571μ^ι, after correction for the change m the gap (o). The solid Ime is 
a fit according to the Τ model. 
distribution of the same total number of excess quasiparticles (that is, a Of 
about twice as high as the indicated Τ distribution function in Fig. 3-10 a ) then 
the following observations can be made: The density of quasiparticles is reduced 
in the region between Δ and 2Δ and in the region between 3Δ and 4Δ. At the 
same time shoulders of excess density larger than in the corresponding T' 
distribution are found in the region between 2Δ and 3Δ and in the region 
between 4Δ and 5Δ. Although the result of this deconvolution procedure is not 
very accurate, especially for the distribution at higher energies, we nevertheless 
believe that the above mentioned qualitative features are experimentally 
significant. With the present method a more accurate deconvolution is not 
possible, due to the fact that the large singularities in the tunnel equations 
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(related with the singularities in the densities of states) lead to an ill-conditioned 
nature of the matrix G ,. Small inaccuracies in the data manipulation, especially 
in the correction for the change in the gap, are strongly amplified and lead to 
meaningless results for bf. However, the above mentioned qualitative features 
in bf were always recovered for different measurement runs of Ы and for 
different values of the correction parameter A in Eq. 3.8. 
Detailed calculations of the distribution function of the excess quasiparticles, 
induced by tunnel injection or by electromagnetic radiation with a photon 
energy comparable with the gap energy, were carried out by Elcsiny. For a wide 
range of the relevant parameters such as pump power, phonon escape times and 
phonon reabsorption times, he finds a distribution function which can be 
approximated by a combined Τ and (negative) μ Fermi function. Attempts to 
fit the experimental òl curve with a phenomenological μ ,7 ansatz for bf were 
not successful, nor was it possible to reproduce the measured Ó/ with a trial 
function with ò / = 0 for energies above 3Δ. 
The relative decrease of the quasiparticle density just above the gap edge (E~A 
can be understood if one assumes that the thermally excited quasiparticles are 
pumped to higher energies by the FIR radiation, as in the model for microwave 
pumping in Refs. 8 and 11. The qualitative features in the excess current 
(smaller than Ы
Е
(Т ' at low bias voltages, and an excess shoulder at bias 
voltages above 2Δ/β) are in good qualitative agreement with the calculations by 
Chang and Scalapino8 for the case of microwave irradiation. The structure in 
Of at higher excitation energies remains somewhat puzzling. The approximate 
periodicity of the relative maxima and minima in bF suggests an additional 
effect of the 2Δ recombination phonons. 
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Conclusions 
The measured excess tunnel current, induced by optical radiation with a photon 
energy much larger than the gap, can be described very well in а Γ model, 
where the excess quasiparticles arc distributed according to a Fermi distribution 
function with an effective temperature above that of the lattice. 
The measured excess tunnel current, induced by FIR radiation with a photon 
energy of approximately 2 and 5 times the energy gap 2Δ, can not be described 
in a simple semi-equilibrium Γ or μ model. The observed distribution of the 
excess quasiparticles shows characteristic minima at energies near the gap 
(£' = Δ) and between £=3Δ and £=4Δ. Additional shoulders in the excess 
quasiparticle distribution occur for excitation energies between £ = Δ and £=2Δ 
and between £=4Δ and £=5Δ. This distribution function shows considerably 
more pronounced structures than predicted by kinetic theory. The relative 
decrease of the quasiparticle density at low excitation energies can be 
understood in a simple FIR-pumping model, as was developed earlier for the 
case of microwave pumping. The structures at excitation energies above £=2Δ 
are essentially not understood. 
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CHAPTER 4 
A MICROWAVE INDUCED RESISTIVE STATE 
IN THIN SUPERCONDUCTING AL FILMS 
Abstract 
We have performed resistance and tunneling measurements on very thin 
superconducting Al films, irradiated with 45 GHz microwave radiation. For 
microwave powers above a critical value we observed a phase transition to an 
inhomogeneous resistive state. The orderparameter in the superconducting 
regions of the inhomogeneous state is slightly lower than the value at zero 
microwave power. The experimental results cannot be explained with 
theoretical models based on a nonequilibrium distribution function of the 
quasiparticles. An alternative model is proposed, based on phase slip processes 
induced by the microwave current, which is in qualitative agreement with the 
observations. 
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4.1.1 Introduction 
One of the many interesting phenomena in nonequilibrium superconductivity is 
the possibility of a phase transition to a spatially inhomogeneous state. 
Inhomogeneous states have been observed under various experimental 
conditions, such as tunnel injection and optical laser excitation. Testardi1, Sai 
Halasz et al.2 and Golovaskin et al.* observed a gradual transition to the 
normal state, induced by laser irradiation (1 ιω»2Δ). More recently. Gray and 
Willemsen4, and Igushi and Langenberg-S reported a transition to an 
inhomogeneous state with multiple values of the orderparameter, using a 
quasiparticle tunneling injection technique. Theoretically, Eliashberg'1 showed 
that a redistribution of the quasiparticles to higher energies may lead to an 
enhanced orderparameter. Such an enhancement was indeed observed 
experimentally, for example by irradiating a superconducting tunnel junction 
with microwaves7·8 (ftto « 2Δ). Ivlev9 finally examined theoretically the 
possibility of a phase transition for very large values of the microwave intensity. 
A subsequent analysis by Ginzburg and Spivak10 showed that above a critical 
microwave power, the superconducting state becomes unstable, and they predict 
a phase transition to either the normal slate or some inhomogeneous state. 
Several authors11·12·1-1 have reported an anomalous transition to the normal 
state, induced by a large microwave field. However, it remains unclear whether 
this can be attributed to an extreme nonequilibrium distribution of the 
quasiparticles. 
In this paper we report the results of an experimental investigation of the effects 
of high intensity microwave radiation on very thin superconducting Al films and 
on Al-I-Al superconducting tunnel junctions. 
4.1.2 Experimental 
The investigated Al films were 5 mm long, 100 μτη wide and 5-10 nm thick, 
evaporated onto single crystal sapphire substrates. The junctions described in 
this report were evaporated in a conventional cross-geometry with a contact area 
of 0.01 mm 2 The films were made very thin for a number of reasons: First, the 
impedance of these films is well matched to the vacuum, which ensures a good 
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and uniform coupling with the microwave held, while the films are still thick 
enough (normal state sheet resistance /?
n
~5-20 Ω) so that the microwave field 
can be considered as a simple current source Secondly, the enhanced T
c
 of 
these films (typically 15-17 K) allows the use of a simple pumped He 4 bath 
And thirdly, measurements on superconducting tunnel junctions in a strong 
microwave field can be rather troublesome because fine structure in the 
observed I-V characteristic can hardly be distinguished against the background 
of photon assisted tunneling (PAT) effects Also, the PAT currents heat up the 
films, which leads to an additional depression of the orderparameters By 
making the films thin and almost transparent for the microwaves the ac potential 
difference across the oxide layer will be reduced and thus the PAT current will 
become small compared with other radiation induced structures in the tunnel 
current 
The samples were mounted in an oversized cylindrical cavity, which was 
immersed in a temperature regulated He 4 bath The maximum available 
microwave power from the different klystrons was approximately 300 mW in a 
frequency range from 25 to 70 GHz We measured both the dc resistance of 
wide films and the tunneling I-V characteristics of symmetric Al-I-Al tunnel 
junctions as a function of microwave power and temperature. The resistance 
measurements were performed by passing a small current (typically 1 μΑ) 
through the film. The voltage across the film was measured on an x-y recorder, 
using a 4-point geometry 
In Fig. 4-1 we have plotted the dc resistance of a typical 10 nm thick him as a 
function of the applied microwave power Ρ Above a relatively small critical 
power P
c
 of approximately 1 mW we observed a phase transition to a new state 
with a nonzero dc resistance A rather surprising phenomenon is the fact that 
even for the largest microwave power (Л/Р
с
>100) we still find a resistance 
which is about 10% lower than the normal state resistance A 
phenomenological relation which fits the power dependence of the observed dc 
resistance quite well is 
^P-{l-[-£-f> 4 1 
This relation is indicated with a solid curve in Fig 4-1 P c was treated as a 
parameter to obtain the best overall fit to the data. Near Pc the resistance 
shows a small hysteresis upon increasing or decreasing the microwave power 
At a fixed microwave power we measured a perfectly constant resistance which 
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Figure 4-1 
Dc resistance of a 10 nm thick Al film as a function of the 45 GHz 
microwave power, normalized to the normal state resistance R„ The 
open circles represent the experimental results, measured at Г/Т
с
=0 79 
the solid curve represents the phenomenological relation R/R
n
(P) = 
\-(PjP)' with a best fit of ΡL 
did not show large scale fluctuations for frequencies up to 200 MHz 
In order to study the temperature dependence of this anomalous resistive state 
we have measured the dc resistance as a function of temperature for several 
fixed values of the microwave power The result tor a typical intermediate 
power level is shown in Fig 4-2, together with the resistive transition at /ero 
power We find a nonzero resistance over the entire temperature range, which 
decreases linearly with decreasing temperature for T«TC A similar behavior 
was observed for all power levels The steepest portion of the R versus Τ 
curves was always close to Г
с
 (ЬТ/Т,. ^ 0 02) 
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In Fig. 4-3 we have plotted the tunneling I-V characteristics for a symmetrical 
junction between two 10 nm thick Al hlms. Both films had a dc resistance as 
pictured in Figs 4-1 and 4-2, although the value of the critical power P
c 
differed by as much as 50%. The absence of PAT steps at V= 2Δ±«ΐιω 
indicates that photon assisted tunneling is effectively suppressed tor these thin 
film junctions. With increasing microwave power we observe a very gradual 
transition from the ordinary S-I-S characteristic to a normal state characteristic. 
A more or less surprising feature of these tunnel curves is the fact that the 
orderparameters of both films, as determined from the tunneling characteristics, 
remain approximately constant In the inset of Fig. 4-3 we have plotted the 
position of the maximum of the derivative d I/d V, which is a measure lor 
1 Б 1 7 
TEMPEDATUREIK) 
Figure 4-2 
Resistance of the 10 nm thick Al film as a function of the temperature a) 
without radiation and b) with microwave radiation of 45 GHz, at a fixed 
power level The dashed curve c) indicates qualitatively the resistive 
transition in case of homogeneous heating 
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Δι + Δ2~2Δ. as a function of the microwave power. For a moderately high 
power level P/P
c
=2(), where the resistance of both films and the tunnel 
characteristic are close to normal, we still find a clearly resolved gap structure at 
only 10% below 2 Δ 0 . 
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Figure 4-3 
Experimental l-V characteristics for a symmetric Al-I-Al tunnel ¡umtion 
at 7~/7"c = 0.79 under the influence of microwave radiation at 45 GHz. 
The relative microwave power (m arbitran units) is indicated near each 
curve. The inset shons the dependence of the orderparameter on the 
microwave power 
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4.1.3 Discussion 
It is well known that the acoustic matching is usually very poor for an Al film to 
the substrate and to the liquid He The microwave radiation may therefore lead 
to a considerable heating of the tilms with respect to the surroundings. 
However, when the quasiparticlc density can be described by a quasi-thermal 
distribution at an effective temperature Τ , we expect a homogeneous 
depression of the observed 7\ and Δ. in contradiction with our experimental 
findings For example, in Fig 4-2 we have indicated schematically the influence 
of uniform heating on the R versus Τ transition A large homogeneous heating 
can never explain the almost constant intermediate resistance at lower 
temperatures The absence of hysteresis effects in Figs 4-1 and 4-2 indicates 
also that heating is not dominant 
Skocpol, Beasley and Tinkham1 4 proposed an mhomogeneous hot spot model, 
where the normal areas are heated above Г
с
 by Joule heating. However, such 
a model predicts that the hot spots are diffusive and tend to grow until the 
entire film is normal For microwave currents we do not expect an 
mhomogeneous heating, since near TL we may expect that the microwave 
heating of the superconducting areas is only slightly smaller than the heating of 
normal areas (σ^ω) ~ σ
η
) Ivlev9, and Gmzburg and Spivak10 have shown that 
for a strong nonequilibrium distribution of the quasiparticlcs the superconductor 
becomes unstable against small fluctuations of the orderparameter. In that case 
it is not possible to find a homogeneous solution of the orderparameter, which 
leads to a transition either to the normal state or to an mhomogeneous 
nonequilibrium state. Except for very specific conditions, such an 
mhomogeneous state is nonstationary and can only be observed under dynamic 
conditions. 
We conclude that none of the existing theories, based on a nonequilibrium 
distribution function of the quasiparticlcs, is capable to explain the observed 
mhomogeneous state In addition, the tunneling measurements also do not 
show a structure that is characteristic for such a nonequilibrium distribution. 
In the following wc will develop heunstically an alternative approach, essentially 
an ac analogue of the well known model of phase slip centers driven by a dc 
current1'' 
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4.1.4 Microwave induced phase-slip. 
The microwave field strength E, inside the superconducting film can be 
calculated by solving the Maxwell equations with the appropriate boundary 
conditions For the induced microwave current density /(co) one obtains 
/(ω) = σ Ε » = . 2 ^ " — - σ £ 0 e " " 4 2 
ζ σ/ο
η
 + η + I 
where ζ = 377/R
n
 is the vacuum impedance divided by the normal state sheet 
resistance of the film, σ = σ,-ιστ is the complex conductivity, ¿ 0 is the 
amplitude of the microwave field inside the cavity and /j is the refractive index 
of the substrate For films with a sheet resistance much less than the vacuum 
impedance this reduces to 7(ω) = Α λ/Ύ с" ' " where Ρ, is the applied 
microwave power and A a constant For the present experimental arrangement, 
we estimate £ „ at the maximum klystron output of 300 mW to be of the order 
of 103 V/cm For a typical 10 nm thick film, this leads to a current density of 
the order of 5 l()6A/cm2, which is much larger than the observed dc critical 
current density at 1 2 K. 
Let us now assume that the induced microwave current exceeds a critical value 
]
c
 at some weak point of the film and that there the orderparameter is locally 
depressed This critical value is not necessarily the Ginzburg Landau value, and 
might be considerably smaller For the films presently used, with a width w of 
100 μπι we find that ι ν » ξ and w = λ±, where ξ is the coherence length and λ 1 
is the perpendicular penetration depth This indicates that the current density is 
nearly homogeneous, but increases slightly towards the edges of the film 
Microscopically we expect that this weak spot develops either into a "phase slip 
line" where the orderparameter becomes momentarily zero over the full width of 
the film or into a vortex-antivortex train traveling perpendicular to the current. 
Both phenomena lead to the same macroscopic behavior The phase of the 
superconducting state 'slips' by 2π every time a vortex passes from one side of 
the film to the other, or when the orderparameter goes to zero in the dynamic 
core of the phase slip line The steplike structure that is typical for the 
existence of phase slip processes is often also observed in experimental situations 
where ^ » ξ 1 6 
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For simplicity we will use the one dimensional model for phase slip centers, 
which can be considered as the one dimensional limit of the more general case 
of vortex motion17. An effect of the phase slip process is the induction of a 
charge imbalance which leads to a depression of the supercurrent near the weak 
spot. The phase slip center is therefore self stabilizing and the next phase slip 
center will develop at some other place in the film. The magnitude of the 
microwave supercurrent can be evaluated using the phenomenological charge 
imbalance equations introduced by Kadin et α/.18 The general solution of these 
equations for the supercurrent /
s
 in the neighborhood of a phase slip center is 
given by 
ІЛх)-Ш = (7'sH-/s(0))(l-e-'u) 4.3 
where /
s
(0) is the average supercurrent amplitude in the heart of the phase-slip-
center: We make the assumption that /
s
(0) = ß/c , where β is a constant of 
about 0.5 and /
c
 is the critical current density discussed before. The constant к 
is determined by 
- Л k2 = (1+ΐωτ 0)(1+ϊωτΕ) 4.4 
where Λ is the dc charge imbalance decay length, x£ the inelastic scattering time 
and τ 0 the supercurrent response time. For the microwave frequency used in 
the present experiment we have \/τ
Ε
«ω<\/χ0, which leads to a solution for к 
which is not purely imaginary, and therefore the amplitude of a supercurrent 
will not decay exponentially, as in the simple dc case. However, we may still use 
the very general argument that the density of phase slip centers (or vortices in a 
strictly two dimensional case) adjusts in such a way that the space averaged 
amplitude of the supercurrent does not exceed the critical value /
c
. We thus 
find a self stabilizing inhomogeneous state, consisting of randomly distributed 
phase slip centers that fixes the space averaged amplitude of the micro wave 
supercurrent to some constant, power-independent value у/
с
: 
<y'
s
>av = — \j%{x)dx = v/c 4-5 
where L is the length of the sample and γ is a constant of order unity. The 
effective high frequency resistance of the film can now be expressed as: 
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«eff = ^ n / = ^ n { l - [ - ^ - ] } 4 6 
where we used that P = {i/A)2 and Р
с
 = (/
С
/Л)2 
It is not immediately obvious that the dc resistance should depend on the 
microwave power in a similar way since A d t » Л<1С ; however, a dc charge 
imbalance cannot develop if the distance between the phase slip centers is much 
smaller than Л ^ and the net voltage drop across the film is then a time 
averaged value of the fields associated with the ac charge imbalance at 
microwave frequencies A similar conclusion holds for a close-packed array of 
phase slip centers where the ac Josephson tails overlap In that case one also 
finds that the effective dc voltage is a time average of an ac charge imbalance at 
the Josephson frequency 
In contrast, for a microwave driven phase slip center, we do not need the 
Josephson effect and the oscillation of the orderparameter at the heart of the 
phase slip center is locked to the driving microwave frequency or some harmonic 
thereof. The tunneling curves can be understood if we assume that the order 
parameter in the core of the phase slip center (or vortex tram) is zero in a 
region of the order of the coherence length, while it remains unaffected in the 
bulk of the film The changes in the tunneling characteristics suggest that the 
distance between the normal cores becomes very small for large microwave 
power 
To conclude, we suggest that the stationary inhomogeneous state consists of a 
regular array of microwave induced phase slip centers The exact nature of the 
oscillation process at the heart of the phase slip center is not known and could 
be of an entirely different kind than in the model constructed by Skocpol, 
Beasley and Tinkham1 5. The microwave power dependence of the dc resistance 
of the inhomogeneous state is m good qualitative agreement with this phase slip 
model. The tunneling experiments can be understood if one assumes that a 
normal tunnel current flows between the cores of two adjacent phase slip 
centers, while the orderparameter in the bulk of the superconducting films 
remains unaffected 
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CHAPTER 4.2 
MICROWAVE-INDUCED INSTABILITY 
OF ULTRATHIN 
SUPERCONDUCTING Al FILMS 
Abstract 
Ultrathin superconducting Al films show a transition to a microwave-induced 
inhomogeneous state, with a power-dependent dc resistance and a tunneling 
characteristic which can be understood assuming the presence of normal regions 
(Δ=0) and superconductive regions with an almost unperturbed orderparameter 
(Δ~Δ 0 ) The properties of the inhomogeneous state is studied for a wide range 
of experimental parameters, temperature, frequency, phonon-escape time, 
sample dimension and magnetic field Existing instability models do not give an 
adequate description of the various phenomena Although the microwaves do 
cause a redistribution of the quasiparticles, with the consequent enhancement of 
the orderparameter, no indications are found for a direct correlation of this 
redistribution with the observed instability A model is developed, based on the 
assumption that the instability is caused by the large microwave supercurrent 
density, and this model is in good agreement with the observed effects. 
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4.2.1 Introduction 
A fascinating aspect of nonequihbnum superconductivitv is the possibility of a 
phase transition at high powers of the external perturbation source The new 
phase may either be the normal state or some spatiallv inhomogeneous state 
with multiple values of the ordei parameter Transitions to various 
inhomogeneous states have been reported as a result of dittercnt Upes of the 
external perturbation, pulsed laser irradiation ' \ tunneling injection of excess 
quasiparticles 6 7 and high power microwave irradiation 8 l l 
Stimulated by these experimental results, a large number of theoretical studies 
have been initiated to evaluate the stability of nonequihbnum superconductive 
stales (See for example Ref 12 for a review ) Up till now however, the 
existing theories have only been partially successful in predicting the detailed 
nature of possible inhomogeneous states They do not explain why the 
inhomogeneous stale should be stationary as is observed expenmenlally, and the 
more microscopic properties are unknown 
We recently reported the observation of a microwave-induced transition of very 
thin Al films into an inhomogeneous resistive state n Above a critical power of 
the 45 GHz microwave radiation a nonzero dc resistance was measured, which 
gradually increased to nearly the normal state resistance at verv large microwave 
intensities The l-V characteristics of a tunnel junction between two thin films 
also changed gradually to the normal state characteristic with increasing 
microwave power From these tunneling measurements we concluded that the 
inhomogeneous state contained normal regions of yet unknown size, while the 
orderparameter in the superconductive regions of the film remained essentially 
unperturbed I he temperature dependence of the microwave-induced resistance 
also indicated that ohmic heating effects were not very strong, and the critical 
temperature of the superconductive regions was essentially the same as in zero 
microwave power The observed microwave-power dependence of the dc-
resistance could be explained semi-quantitatively by a model based on 
microwave-induced phase-slip processes In this paper we will discuss in more 
detail the properties of the inhomogeneous state, and compare these with the 
various theoretical models that have been proposed to explain radiation induced 
instabilities in superconducting films 
In Section 4 2 2 we will describe the set-up of the present experiments 
Detailed measurements of the phenomena that point into the direction of 
phase-slip effects are presented in Section 4 2 3 1 hese properties of the 
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inhomogencous state will be studied for various sample geometries and for 
different values ot microwave power, bath temperature and magnetic field In 
Section 4.2.4 we will elaborate on the microwave-induced phase slip model that 
was presented earlier1. The agreement between the experimental observations 
and the predictions from this model will be discussed In Section 4 2 5 we will 
discuss the various mechanisms that have been proposed to explain the 
experimentally observed instabilities. The possibility of an instability induced by 
an extreme nonequilibnum of the energy distribution of the quasiparticles will 
be examined in detail Final conclusions will be drawn in Section 4 2 6. 
4.2.2 Experimental 
The samples used in this experiment were ultrathin Al films (d~5-10 nm), 
evaporated in a clean vacuum (P=10 _ 7 Torr) and at a rate of 2 nm/sec onto 
sapphire, silicon or BaF-, single crystal substrates The thickness of the films 
was determined from the reading ot a quartz crystal monitor, which 
automatically closed the shutter at the desired thickness Wide films 
(vv l^OU μτη) were evaporated through a conventional mask This permitted us 
to evaporate different patterns without breaking the vacuum The tunnel 
junctions were fabricated in the conventional cross geometry, with a contact 
area of O.Olmm 2, while the first film was oxidized in a pure От atmosphere of 
10"4 torr with a mild glow discharge. After depositing the thick Al contact films, 
we covered the contact area of the junction with an evaporated Si layer to 
prevent further oxidation in the air. In order to check for possible effects of the 
edges of the him some reference measurements were done on microstrips with 
well defined edges and with a width of 5 to 10 μιτι For this purpose the desired 
pattern was made in the photoresist on the substrate and then the thin film was 
evaporated on top of it. Since the ultrathin hlms were not continuous across the 
edges of the photoresist pattern, no further etching procedure was necessary. 
The samples were immersed in a temperature regulated He4 bath with a 
radiation shielded carbon thermometer 
The microwave radiation from the reflex klystrons was fed to the samples inside 
a nonresonant cylindrical cavity, using oversized circular waveguides ( 0 15 mm). 
This assembly permitted the use of several klystrons in a frequency range 
between 25 and 70 GHz. The relative microwave power was determined outside 
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the cryostat with a diode detector. We assumed that the microwave intensity 
inside the cavity was directly proportional to the measured output (P 0 ) of the 
klystron for a specific experimental arrangement and for a fixed frequency. 
However, this proportionality constant could vary considerably for different 
frequencies due to differences in efficiency of the coupling to the cavity. 
Some of the narrow samples had voltage leads along the length of the strips, and 
this allowed us to monitor the effects of the microwave radiation on different 
parts of the film We always observed that the effects on different parts were 
quite similar, which shows that the microwave field is approximately 
homogeneous along the long axis of the cylindrical cavity 
The electrical measurements were done in the usual 4-point geometry, and the 
current through the sample was supplied by a battery powered current source. 
The experimental set-up is in general quite similar to the set-up used in various 
other experiments, where microwave stimulation of superconductivity was of 
principal interest In the present experiment we have measured the microwave-
induced effects at somewhat higher microwave frequencies (at~ 4Ü GHz, instead 
of the more usual 10 GHz) and at microwave intensities higher than in most gap 
enhancement experiments The most essential difference with other experiments 
is probably the use of ultrathin samples (5 to 10 nm thick, instead of the more 
usual 30 to 100 nm) I his specific range of thicknesses was chosen for a number 
of reasons: Firstly, the homogeneity of the current is much improved for very 
thin films, even for the rather wide films with и>~100 μιτι we find a nearly 
homogeneous current distribution, since the perpendicular penetration depth λ ± 
for these films is typically of the order of 50 to 500 am A second reason for 
the reduction of the thickness is the fact that the microwave absorptivity is 
optimized for films with a sheet resistance approximately equal to 377/(η-Ι-1) Ω, 
where η is the refractive index of the substrate Ultrathin Al films with a 
thickness of about 5 nm have a typical normal state sheet resistance of the order 
of 100 Ω, and are therefore well-matched to the vacuum A third advantage of 
using very thin films is the fact that the effective phonon escape time is reduced, 
and ordinary heating and second order phonon reabsorption are effectively 
reduced. From a detailed theoretical analysis of the photon assisted tunneling 
(PAT) effect we find that the heating related to the microwave-induced tunnel 
current can be considerably larger than the dissipation of the microwave currents 
in the films. One of the major reasons why it is difficult to measure a 
microwave induced gap-enhancement is probably related to this PAT heating. 
By making the films much thinner than the penetration depth of the 
electromagnetic radiation, we reduce the microwave potential across the 
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junction and thus reduce the PAT related heating. A final advantage of using 
ultrathin films is the fact that T
c
 is enhanced which enables us to use a simple, 
pumped He4 cryostat. 
4.2.3 Microwave-induced phase-slip 
4.2.3a Power-dependence of the induced dc-resistance 
In a previous paper1, we proposed a model based on microwave-induced phase-
slip processes to explain the properties of the observed resistive state. However, 
no discrete phase-slip steps were observed on the R versus Ρ transition for the 
wide (^ІОО μιτι) and very long (~4 mm) films, evaporated onto sapphire 
substrates. To clear this point, we have performed some additional 
measurements on samples with different sizes and on different substrate 
materials. 
In Fig. 4.4 a) we have plotted the microwave-induced dc-resistance of a narrow 
Al strip, 100 μιη long, 10 μτη wide and 10 nm thick, as a function of the 
microwave power, for two different temperatures T/T
c
=0.97 (solid curves) and 
Г/7,
с
=0.91 (dashed curves). Qualitatively, these results confirm the 
measurements on wide films. More specifically, we find a gradual increase of 
the dc resistance for microwave powers Ρ above a critical value P
c
 according to 
R/R
n
 = l~(PjP)l/2. A difference with the results for wide strips is the indicated 
hysteresis. When increasing the power we observe a sudden jumplike transition 
to a state with nearly the full normal resistance. The hysteresis was more 
prominent at temperatures near Г
с
, which indicates that the hysteresis is not a 
simple heating effect but is probably caused by microwave enhancement of the 
critical current. 
An interesting feature of these R versus Ρ curves is the existence of more or 
less regular steps. It is tempting to associate these steps with phase-slip 
phenomena. Fig. 4-4 b) gives a typical I — V characteristic of the same narrow 
film, at a temperature Г/Г
с
~0.98, showing approximately 5 dc phase-slip steps. 
From the similarity between the dc and microwave-induced resistance steps in 
narrow strips, we conclude that the cause of the observed instability is most 
probably related with the fact that the induced microwave current exceeds a 
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Figure 4-4 a) Resistance of a narrow Al strip (100 am long. 10 μιπ wide 
and ¡0 nm thick) as a function of the nmrowave power, solid line for 
T/T, =0 97, dashed line for T/T, =0 91 The horizontal scale has to be 
multiplied bv 0 4 for the dashed curve 
b) Current-Voltage characteristic for the same strip, at a temperature 
T/Iç=0 98 
critical current density and that then microwave-induced phase-slip centers are 
formed. The fact that in previous experiments we did not observe discrete steps 
in the resistance of the wide and long films13, can be explained by the iact that 
for films much longer than the charge imbalance decay length, the height of the 
individual resistance steps is very small compared with the total resistance of the 
film. Also, the steps might be rounded off, due to additional heating effects. 
This heating can be considerably reduced by improving the acoustic matching of 
the Al film to the substrate. It is well known that the acoustic matching of Al 
films to BaF, substrates is nearly optimal. Thus we expect, that for these 
substrates the escape times for phonons from the ultra thin films will be very 
RESISTANCE R/Rn 
0 S 10 lb 20 Й 
MICROWAVE POWER ΙΡ/Ρ,,Ι 
Figure 4-5 Resistance as a funaioli of the nuciowave powei foi one of 
the wide films that formed the jtiiution described m fig 4-13 film 
dimensions L=4 mm. \v=100 μπι and d=l<) nm T/1\=0.77. The mset 
shows the low resistance part of the curve on a larger scale 
short and heating effects may be neglected. In Fig. 4-5 we have plotted the R 
versus Ρ transition, at a temperature Т/Т
с
=0Л, for a 100 μιτι wide, 5 mm long 
and 10 nm thick Al film. As shown in the inset, we indeed find clearly resolved 
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resistance steps for low microwave intensities, even though the width of the film 
is not small compared with the perpendicular penetration depth λ, Apart from 
this fine structure, we again find a microwave-induced resistance, which 
increases according to the relation R/R
n
 = \-\/P^/P If heating itself were to 
play a more prominent role in evoking the inhomogeneous state, far more 
drastic effects would be expected when we switch from sapphire to BaF., 
substrates. 
A further indication of the possible interaction of the microwave currents with 
phase-slip processes is the fact that step structures in the ¡ — V curves of these 
strips appeared at temperatures far below Г
с
, when irradiated with microwaves. 
No clearly resolved step structures were observed in zero microwave field For 
example, in Fig 4-6 a) we have plotted the l-V characteristics o( the same strip 
as in Fig. 4-4 for different values of the microwave power, at T/T
c
=0.92 and 
v=25 GHz. A distinct steplike structure is observed. For reference we have also 
shown the I — V curve of a 100 μιη wide, 10 nm thick film on a sapphire 
substrate (Fig. 4-6 b), without microwaves (steep transition) and in a microwave 
field of arbitrary power above the critical value. In zero power we observe an 
essentially discontinuous step to the normal state with some small structures, 
that can be associated with phase-slip centers. In a microwave field, the 
resistance remains perfectly constant tor low dc currents. Only when the current 
level is comparable with the critical current, the resistances shows an upward 
curvature. This type of I — V curve can be understood very well within the 
Skocpol-Beasley-Tinkham (SBT) model14 with a large amount of dc heating. 
The results of Fig. 4-6 a) arc very similar to those obtained by Dmitriev and 
Kristenko8, who observed a steplike change in the dynamic resistance at zero dc 
current with increasing microwave power 
From these measurements on narrow strips and on relatively wide films with 
improved cooling we conclude that the microwave field induces resistance steps 
very similar to the steps associated with phase-slip centers induced by large dc 
currrents. The slip of the macroscopic phase may be the result of a local 
orderparameter oscillation, as in the SBT model, but may also be produced by 
two dimensional 'phase slip lines' where the phase-slip is produced by moving 
vortices. That no discrete steps were observed in Ref. 13 is probably due to the 
fact that heating plays a more prominent role in films deposited on sapphire 
substrates. 
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Figure 4-6 a) Current-voltage characteristic of the narrow strip as in Fig 
4-4 but now at T/T
c
=0 92, for different values of the microwave power 
P/F„ is, from top to bottom 22 5, 18 8, 14 2 and 12 5 respectively b) 
Typical current-voltage characteristic of a wide Al film (w=100 μιτι, d= 
10 nmj on a sapphire substrate, without (steep transition) and with 
applied microwave power 
4.2.3b Temperature-dependence 
Possible effects of heating due to the microwave radiation can be studied more 
directly by measuring the R versus Τ transition for different values of the 
microwave power. Therefore, in Fig. 4-7 we have plotted the R versus Τ 
transition of a 10 nm thick and 100 μτη wide Al film om a BaF-, substrate. 
These R vs Τ transitions arc very similar to those reported previously for films 
RESISTANCE R/Rn , 
13 Η 15 1 6 1 7 I B 
TEMPERATURE (K) 
Figure 4-7- Resistance as a function of temperature for a Hide A! film on 
BaF^ (L=4 mm, w= ¡00 μιη and d=I0 nm) and for difjerent values of 
the microwave power, as indicated 
on sapphire substrates with a quite different acoustic matching. Even for very 
high microwave powers, where the resistance of the film is approximately 90% 
of the normal state resistance we still find that the steepest part of the resistive 
transition is close to the transition temperature at zero microwaves power, 
indicating that no strong ohmic heating takes place. 
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To summari/e the experimental observations with respect to heating, we 
conclude that in most cases the ohmic heating of the microwaves is small and is 
not able to induce the observed instability, e.g , in Ref 13, the orderparameter 
of a film in the inhomogeneous state decreased only a few percent, of the same 
order of magnitude as the observed decrease in 7\ This heating is already small 
and becomes negligible when we use a substrate material with good acoustic 
matching to the film A more detailed discussion of the temperature 
dependence of the induced dc-resistance will be given in Sections 4 2 5 and 
4 2 6 
4.2.3c Magnetic field dependence 
A further clue to the origin of the resistive state might be found with a study of 
the magnetic field dependence of the microwave-induced resistance In Fig. 4-8 
we have plotted the dc resistance of a 5 nm thick and 100 μιτι wide Al film as a 
function of the magnetic field parallel to the film 
RESISTANCE |R/Rn) 
P o H I T e s l a l 
Figure 4-8 Resistance of a 5 nm thick film, as a function of the parallel 
magnetic field, with (cunei с and d) and without muremoves (curves a 
and b) T/T, =0 17 for л) and <J. and T/TL =0 80 for Ъ) and a) The 
arrows mark the field value μ0Η,„ of the local maximum m the 
resistance 
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Curves a) and b) are measured with zero microwave power and at a temperature 
7"/Г
с
 respectively 0.57 and 0.80. Curves c) and d) are measured in a microwave 
field of arbitrary value at these same temperatures. The first conclusion that 
can be drawn is that the critical field, taken as the field value where the R 
versus H curve is steepest, is nearly independent of the microwave intensity. A 
more peculiar phenomenon is the appearance of a local maximum in the 
resistance at some intermediate value of H. The position of ihis local maximum 
MAGNETIC FIELD p0H IT) 
L 
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PA 1« GHz I V 
P A 170 GHz) 
05 10 15 2 0 2 5 
TEMPERATURE IK) 
Figure 4-9 Parallel critical field (·) and position of the local maxima in 
the resistance (45 GHz (ш), 70 GHz (*•)). The solid curve is a fit to the 
critical field data and is meant to guide the eye. 'Ihe dashed curves 
indicate the phenomenological relation μ0//,η = μ,,/Λ -Λω/2μΒ. 
shifts approximately linearly with the temperature dependent critical field. This 
becomes clear from Fig. 4-9 where we have indicated the parallel critical field 
#
c
 and the position of the local maximum H
m
 for two values of the microwave 
frequency and as a function of temperature. The dashed lines are drawn 
according to the phenomenological relation: 
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μο^Γη = Цо^с - ^ω/2μ
Β
 4.7 
The fact that the position of the local maxima appears to scale with 2μ
Β
 suggests 
the presence of spin paramagnetic effects1^. A local maximum was only 
observed for films with a thickness d about 5 nm or less. Films with a thickness 
d~lO nm did not show a local maximum in the field dependent resistance. For 
these films, the resistance remained almost constant for low values of the field, 
increased slowly at intermediate fields and the full transition to the normal state 
occurred again near the unperturbed value of the critical field. For these 
moderately thick films, paramagnetic effects are indeed negligible and the 
transition at H
c
 occurs for a magnetic field where μ0μΒ# is small compared 
with tía) for the presently used frequencies. 
We conclude that the magnetic field does not have a strong effect on the 
microwave-induced resistive state. The 'bump' in the resistance of ultrathin 
films is curious, but does not seem to be related with the fundamental 
mechanism which induces the instability, leading to the resistive state. 
4.2.4 The microwave phase-slip model 
4.2.4a Induced microwave current 
In this Section we will evaluate the microwave phase-slip model in more detail, 
and compare the theoretical predictions with the measurements presented in the 
previous section and in Ref. 13. 
In order to be able to calculate the amplitude of the induced current in a 
microwave field we first have to solve the impedance matching problem, which 
gives the magnitude of the electromagnetic field inside the film. Let us assume 
that the film is thin enough so that the amplitude £, of the electric field inside 
the film is constant. 
By solving Maxwell's equations inside the film with the appropriate boundary 
conditions we find: 
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h.
 = —J-V» 4 8 
L0 ìi(ìeda+n + l 
where η is the refractive index of the substrate . σ the complex conductivity of 
the film, d the thickness of the film and E0 the amplitude of a plane wave, 
incident along the normal to the film The term Ццсс/о can be rewritten as 
μ0(do=-—-- 4 9 
Κ»
 α
π 
where R
n
 = l/o
n
d is the normal state sheet resistance and / 0 the vacuum 
impedance (377 Ω) The complex conductivity σ/α„ oí a superconductor can be 
calculated from a microscopic theory We will assume further the local relation 
j=oEl for the current density j in the film, which inserted in Eq. 4 8 yields 
/«..(') = - 2 ^ T " , £oe,",' 4 10 
U 0 Í Í / O + « + 1 
Except for extremely thin and dirty films with a normal state sheet resistance 
larger than 377 Ω, we may approximate this expression by 
TV/— 
ι (t) = - v / 1 E e u o ' 4 11 
which is independent of the (complex) conductivity The films used in this 
experiment ( Í Í = 5 - 1 Ü nm) all have a sheet resistance less than 100 Ω and we 
may assume that the microwave source simply acts as a current source, where 
the proportionality constant 2\7~ñl\i0cd accounts for the impedance mismatch 
For our experimental geometry, consisting of an oversized cylindrical cavity with 
the film parallel to the long axis, we estimate that the microwave field £ 0 at the 
surface of the film is typically of the order of 104 V/m for a klystron output of 
100 mW. The corresponding microwave current density in a 5 nm thick film will 
then be of the order of 2 l()y Am'2 Experimentally, we find for these thin films 
(d~5 nm, T/Tc=0 8) a typical critical dc current density ; c of the order of 
2 108Am ~2, which is well below the estimated microwave current density. This 
measured value for the critical current density is only about 10% ot the 
predicted Ginzburg Landau value This is probably due to sample 
inhomogeneities or edge effects. For similar films with a thickness of 10 nm wc 
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obtained a much better agreement and iound a value of about 50% of the 
predicted GL value 
We thus conclude that in the present arrangement we may expect some sort of 
instability, induced by the large microwave currents In order to reach the 
Ginzburg Landau critical current dcnsitv we need a microwave power 
1 /—τ- Uní τ -, 7 ,44 -, (.кТ. ) , . 
PQ = c\V^{-^-Ycf-{^±Y-±-^l{\-TTcY 4 12 
2 2V;;
 e
 tu,Q-
where С is a coupling constant which depends on the O tactor and geometry of 
the cavity, ρ the normal state resistivity, v
r
 the Fermi velocity and / the mean 
free path 
The critical microwave power, that has to be generated by the klystron in order 
to exceed the critical current density is approximately 1 mWatt, according to eq 
4 12, in reasonable agreement with the observed critical power above which the 
resistive state is observed. I he predicted value tor this critical power increases 
rapidly for thicker films. /\ depends on the sample thickness approximately 
according to PL
xd2l^d^, assuming that the mean free path is thickness limited 
This strong thickness dependence probably explains why such a resistive state is 
not observed for thick films For example, tor a 100 nm thick film with d=l 
and ]
c
 = 7C(GL) mounted in the same set-up, we expect that the critical value 
of the microwave power to be generated by the klystron is of the order of 100 
W. In addition, for thick films we expect that the heating increases considerably 
and the critical temperature of the film is exceeded long before Jin~jc. For 
example, the temperature rise of a film with an effective current density ]
c
 is 
given by 
δ Γ = -
1
- — d oc d2 4.13 
Υ ρ 
where l/Y is the Kapitza resistance to the surroundings (substrate and He bath) 
For a 5 nm thick film in a typical intermediate microwave field we observed an 
ohmic heating of the order of 20 mK With the above thickness dependence we 
expect a typical heating of the order of 10 К for a 100 nm thick film with the 
same current density j/]
c
. The homogeneity of the current distribution along 
the width of the film can be evaluated by calculating the perpendicular 
penetration depth 
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Μμπι) = 0.83 Rn (Ω) Jfc-T)(K) 
For a typical value of Λ
η
 = 1()Ω (d~l0 nm) and of T
c
-T=0A К we obtain a 
penetration depth of the magnetic field perpendicular to the film XL = 80 μιτι. 
We conclude that the current distribution in all our samples is nearly 
homogeneous, except for the thickest films ( d=10 nm, ιν = 100 μπι) where small 
corrections are necessary. We may therefore approximate the current induced 
phenomena by an essentially one-dimensional model. 
In the following we will treat the samples as quasi-one-dimensional for greater 
transparency of the discussion. However, one must keep in mind that the 
coherence length is much smaller than the sample width and this simple 
approximation may not be valid as far as microscopic phenomena are concerned. 
In the last part of this chapter we will discuss the various aspects relevant for a 
two-dimensional treatment. 
4.2.4b Microwave-induced phase-slip 
In the previous section we have shown that for ultrathin films an instability may 
arise, induced by a large supercurrent density. In this section, we will show that 
the formation of localized phase-slip centers (or of current induced vortex trains 
in a strictly two-dimensional case) will lead to a stationary inhomogeneous state, 
in which the space averaged supercurrent density ;'
s
 is stabilized at some critical 
value /c. In other words, the superconducting film does not necessarily become 
normal when the critical current density is exceeded. The possibility of forming 
an inhomogeneous state provides an additional degree of freedom, which allows 
the film to obey the stability criterion; д < /
c
, while simultaneously minimizing 
its free energy. 
Let us now start with the assumption that the current density /
s
 exceeds a 
critical value /
c
. This is not necessarily the Ginzburg Landau value but may be 
considerably smaller, due to weak spots in the film. According to Baratoff16, 
phase-slip structures may be stable in a wide current range both above and 
below the GL critical current. Once this critical value is exceeded, the 
superconductive orderparameter will be locally depressed until it becomes zero. 
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The supercurrent in the Ginzburg Landau theory is proportional to the 
superfluid density η ^ Δ 2 for temperatures close to Г
с
. Thus we find that the 
supercurrent density will also be depressed locally and when Δ=0, the full 
current will flow as a normal current. In the direct vicinity of the normal core, 
the superconductor will be out of equilibrium due to the injection of 
quasiparticles through the Normal-Superconductor (N-S) interface. 
In order to study the rate at which the injected normal current carried by the 
quasiparticles is transferred into a supercurrent carried by the condensate, we 
will first solve the more simple problem of an N-S-N structure, which carries a 
microwave current. Close to Г
с
 we may neglect Andreev reflections since the 
average energy of the electrons is much larger than Δ. Inside the 
superconducting region we can describe the ac phenomena in terms of the 
charge imbalance equations17: 
το Л - У η =
 v ô 
· . UBT . , 4 · 1 5 
where Q* is the charge imbalance, τ 0 the supercurrent response time 
(τ0 =2kBTch/πΑ2 in the dirty limit, and near T c), j s is the supercurrent density 
carried by the condensate, ƒ„ the normal current carried by the quasiparticles, 
D = {l/3v£/}'/2 is the diffusion constant in the normal state and TQ* is the charge 
imbalance decay time (TQ* =4Ι(
Β
Τ/πΔτ
Ε
, where τ
Ε
 is the inelastic scattering 
time). 
These charge imbalance equations can be solved numerically to give the space 
dependent amplitude of the normal current and supercurrent in the 
superconductive region of length L sandwiched between the two normal regions. 
In Fig. 4-10 we have plotted the result for the supercurrent amplitude y
s
 as a 
function of the distance x/L for different values of L/A and for ω = 2.5 IO11 
rad/s. With Λ we will denote the dc charge imbalance decay length 
Λ=\/βτς>* . Other parameters used in this plot are: τ £ = IO"
8
 s and τ 0 = 1.6 
10-12s. 
Curve a) represents the solution for an infinitely long superconductor. The total 
current is almost entirely carried by the condensate. Curve f) represents the 
solution for the effective supercurrent when the length of the superconductive 
region is small compared with the dc charge imbalance decay length L/A=0.05. 
This curve is nearly identical with a simple hyperbolic cosine. It indicates that 
in this limit, the microwave charge imbalance decays simply exponentially with a 
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decay length Λ
υ
, of the order of Л \/т0/тЕ. For intermediate values of A/L we 
gel a more oscillatory result for the supercurrent amplitude, and the 
supercurrent may even exceed the total current at some point in the 
superconductive region. 
If we now consider again the case of an infinitely long superconducting strip 
with a current density slightly above the critical value д., then we expect an 
instability which will depress the orderparameter. This reduction of Δ will occur 
most rapidly on a length scale of the order of the coherence length ξ. Once this 
normal core is established, the supercurrent in the superconducting regions next 
to the core will be reduced over a distance of order Λ
ω
, because the induced 
charge imbalance potential will generate a quasiparticle current and the total 
current must remain constant to conserve overall charge neutrality. The 
nucleation rate of such normal cores will saturate when /
s
 < /
c
 for the entire 
film, that is when the average length of the superconducting regions has become 
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of the order of Λ
ω
 In the absence of heating, one expects that the 
orderparameter in the normal cores will be reestablished, since the instability 
criterion ; 4 > j c is no longer satisitied As a result, the inhomogeneous state 
will be of a dynamic nature, with a local oscillation of the orderparameter which 
is probably locked to the microwave frequency This dynamic behavior can be 
represented by a continuous flow of current induced vortices that travel from 
one side of the film to the other It is not clear whether these vortices move fast 
enough to provide the necessary phase-slip 
In the following, we will therefore prefer to use a more transparent one-
dimensional model where the dynamic orderparameter oscillation is confined to 
specific regions, the so-called phase-slip centers. In the core of such a center, 
we will assume a time-averaged supercurrent density 7
s
~(fy t, where β is a 
constant of order unity. The inhomogeneous state may now be represented as a 
close-packed array of phase-slip centers, with an average distance such that the 
average supercurrent amplitude does not exceed the critical value д in any part 
of the film. 
In other words, we will assume that the average distance L between two 
adjacent phase-slip centers is given by the equation 
1 L 
< A > a v = -j-jjsWdx « yj
c
 4 16 
L
 0 
where γ is again a constant of order unity. 
The effective high frequency resistance can be defined as the normal state 
resistance times the ratio of the time and space averaged amplitude of the 
normal current to the amplitude of the total current-
Я off ω = Rn J ~ < h > = *
n
 {1 - [~\'/2} P>Pc 4.17 
where we used that the total microwave current density j is given by ] =A \^P, 
and further defined the critical power by P
c
 = ( yjjA)2. If γ is less than one, 
a hysteretic jump might occur to the resistive state at P=(]
c
/A)2 If we now 
apply a small dc current, we will measure a nonzero resistance due to the 
presence of the phase-slip phenomena Every time the orderparameter becomes 
zero at the heart of a specific phase slip center, the dc current can only flow as a 
normal current locally. If we now assume that the orderparameter oscillation is 
locked to the microwave frequency or to some harmonic thereof, then the dc 
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voltage across the sample will be a time averaged value of an ac charge 
imbalance potential at the driving microwave frequency. 
As a first approximation, we expect that the dc resistance also has the functional 
dependence on the microwave power of Eq. 4.17. However, some deviations 
may occur at low values of the microwave power, where the phase-slip centers 
are far apart and the tails of the dc charge imbalance dominate. This will give 
an effective dc resistance which is somewhat larger than predicted by Eq. 4.17. 
Also, at very high values of the microwave power, the width of the normal cores 
of the phase slip centers (~ξ), may become comparable to the average distance 
between the phase-slip centers, and again the effective dc resistance will be 
somewhat larger than predicted by Eq. 4.17. 
4.2.4c Temperature dependence 
A further check of the present phase-slip model can be provided by comparing 
the critical power predicted by this model with the observed temperature 
dependence of the microwave-induced resistance. 
In Fig. 4-11 we have plotted the experimentally observed resistance in a fixed 
microwave field for different values of the temperature (solid dots). The solid 
line is a calculation according to Eq. 4.17. where we have used for л/Р^ the 
function shown in the inset. \/JP7 depends on temperature as (l-T/T
c
)3''2 for 
0.9 < T/T
c
, while for lower temperatures the dependence is nearly linear. With 
this ansatz for y/P^ a good fit to the experimental data is obtained. This 
functional dependence of y/P^ is in reasonable agreement with the measured 
temperature dependence of the dc critical current. More specifically, the dc 
critical current showed a deviation from the (\-T/T
c
)3'12 law for temperatures 
below T/T
c
 =0.8, in agreement with the fit function for y/P^. A more direct 
comparison is not very useful since a considerable part of the microwave current 
near T
c
 is carried by the quasiparticles and does not contribute to the critical 
term in the Ginzburg Landau theory. Nevertheless, we believe that the 
qualitative agreement y/P^ °^j
c
(dc) is a strong indication that the instability is 
current-induced, as is assumed in the present model. 
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Figure 4-11: Resistance as a function of temperature of a wide Al film 
(w=WO μτη, d=10 nm) on a sapphire substrate, with (*) and without 
microwaves (solid curve a). The dashed curve indicates schematically the 
transition m the case of uniform heating. The solid curve b) is calculated 
from Eq. 4.17, using the ansatz function for '\/T\ shown in the inset. 
4.2.4d Tunneling measurements 
In Fig. 4-12 we have reproduced the experimental results for the tunnel 
characteristic from Ref. 13. Curve a) gives the unperturbed characteristic at zero 
microwave power, curve b) for an intermediate microwave power P>PC and 
curve c) for the maximum power Ρ » P
c
. For curve b) both films are in the 
resistive state with a resistance of respectively 70 and 85 % of the normal state 
resistance. The tunnel characteristic does not show structure due to photon 
assisted tunneling at bias voltages of 2Δ±ηίιω, nor is there any indication of a 
nonequilibrium energy distribution of the quasiparticles. In the latter case we 
would expect a relative decrease of the current at low bias voltages, and an 
excess current at voltages just above 2A/e. Instead, the tunnel characteristic can 
be simulated very well if we assume that the total current is a weighted 
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Figure 4-12: Funnel characteristic of a 0 01 mm2 junction between nvo 10 
nm thick Al films on sapphire and foi F/F
c
=0.79. a) without radiation 
b)· at an intermediate power level Р>Р^ and c) for the máximum power 
P»PC. Fhe dashed curve is a calculation, assuming the presence of 
normal regions m the film, and assuming that the orclerparameter m the 
superconducting regions is unperturbed. 
superposition of the normal current ln (curve c) and an unperturbed tunnel 
current ls (curve a). The dashed curve was calculated by taking the geometric 
mean value: / = / s + a(/n —/s), where the constant α was treated as a fit 
parameter. Apart from a broadening of the gap singularity in the experimental 
characteristic, a good agreement is found with this simple model. We therefore 
conclude that the tunneling measurements indicate the presence of normal 
regions in the film. It is not clear whether also N-S tunneling takes place. 
Although no structure is observed near Δ/e, this could also be due to the fact 
that the N-S tunnel current has a more smoothly varying nonlinearity than the 
corresponding S-S tunnel current. For curve b) the fraction α of normal area is 
of the order of 50%. In a phase-slip model, this would mean that the average 
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distance between two adjacent centers is of the order of the core dimension, 
which we assume to be approximately 2ξ This is in good agreement with a 
rough estimate of the average distance from the measured resistance For 
example, at Г/Г
с
=0 8, the coherence length ξ and the high frequency charge 
imbalance decay length Λμ, are both of the same order of magnitude (about 
0.2 μιπ, for / = 10 nm, Tf = 1.3 10
 H
s and τ0 = 1 6 IO"
12). By solving Eq 4 16 
to obtain the average distance L, we get a typical dimension of an isolated 
phase-slip center of the order of 1 μιτι. The R versus Ρ curves in Fig 4-4 
indicate a somewhat larger size about (5μ/?ϊ) but still of the same order of 
magnitude. Assuming that ξ—Λ ,^, the normal fraction α is expected to increase 
in proportion with the dc resistance of the films. Qualitatively, such a 
proportionality was indeed observed A more quantitative analysis does not 
seem useful, due to the fact that in most cases the critical power P
c
 differed 
substantially for the two films that formed a tunnel junction 
4.2.5 Quasiparticle redistribution 
In this section we will shortly summarize some of the theories that have been 
suggested to explain the observed anomalous transitions under external 
perturbations, as laser irradiation, tunnel injection or microwave irradiation, and 
compare these with the experimental results In general, three types of 
instabilities have been proposed for superconductors with excess quasiparticles, 
the so-called threshold instability, the coherent instability and the diffusion 
instability. 
The threshold instability18 19 2 0 may occur for tunneling injection with eV^2A0 
or for electromagnetic absorption with 1κϋ^2Δ0. Elesin
1 8 1 9 2 1
 assumed that 
fluctuations in the density of quasiparticles « may produce a decrease of the 
orderparameter such that 2Δ<1ιω The pairbrcaking effect of the incident 
photons will then further increase η and a transition will take place, either to 
the normal state or to some inhomogeneous state. However, in the present 
experiment we used photon energies far below the pairbrcaking threshold 
(ϋω«2Δ), and the resistive state was observed for a wide range of frequencies 
(20 GHz < ν < 70 GHz) and for a wide range of the reduced temperature (0.6 
< T/T
c
 < 0.95) Therefore it seems unlikely to assume a strong dependence on 
threshold parameters, where it is essential that ϊι~2Δ in all cases where the 
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instability is found In addition, we did not observe a stiong hysteiesis upon 
increasing or decreasing the temperature tiom below or trom above ¡L, as 
would be expected in a threshold pumping model 
The coherent instability model-- -1 was developed to describe the observed 
resistive transition of a superconductor iniectcd with quasiparticles at very high 
energies The instability arises because ot the tact that the recombination rate 
of quasiparticles is governed by the coherence tactor /· =(1 ±\2/ЬЕ' ) This 
relation indicates that the recombination rate will decrease when the 
orderparameter becomes smaller due to Hucluations Then the number ol 
quasiparticles will increase, causing a further depression oi Δ and so on, until 
the normal state or some mhomogeneous state is established However, the 
coherent instability model is not appropriate to describe the present microwave-
induced effects since the photon energy is too low to create excess 
quasiparticles Also, the tunneling characteristics indicate a phase separation 
into normal and superconducting areas, rather than a large excess density of 
quasiparticles 
The diffusion instability was proposed by Chang and Scalapino24 and by Baru 
and Sukhanov2 5 They argued that it, tor some reason a gradient oí the 
orderparameter develops in the superconductor, the quasiparticles show a 
tendency to diffuse into regions ot low Δ. thereby further decreasing the 
orderparameter and so on However, the diffusion instability does not produce 
a stationary mhomogeneous state as observed in the present experiment 
Ivlev26, and Ginzburg and Spivak27 have examined the stability of a super 
conductor in a microwave field, starting from the Eliashberg theory2 8 of 
stimulated superconductivity. They conclude that the superconductor may 
become unstable for fluctuations with frequencies ^ ' « ω « ! , ^ ' , where τ/, and 
τ,,,, are the energy and momentum relaxation times of the quasiparticles. 
Ginzburg and Spivak showed that even for relatively low microwave powers, the 
superconductor becomes unstable for small fluctuations of the order parameter. 
An essential condition to obtain such an instability is that a large portion of the 
quasiparticles is redistributed to higher energies. Chang and Scalapino29 showed 
that for such a redistribution the tunnel current at low bias voltages is reduced, 
while an additional current flows for a bias voltage eV^2A. Tunneling 
measurements on substrates with a rather bad acoustic matching such as 
presented in Ref 13 ( see also Fig 4-12) do not indicate an extreme 
nonequilibnum distribution of the quasiparticles. This might be due to the fact 
that ohmic heating by the microwaves induces an excess density of quasiparticles 
that overshadows the redistribution effects Also, the expected enhancement of 
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the ordcrparamclcr due to the redistribution will be compensated by the 
decrease in Δ due to the presence of the excess number of quasiparticles. 
In this Section we will therefore examine in more detail the relative importance 
of microwave-induced quasiparticle redistribution and the associated gap 
enhancement, using an experimental configuration with improved cooling 
characteristics. 
In the last decade there has been a considerable confusion whether or not the 
observed critical current and 7\. enhancement was due to an increase of the 
orderparameter as was predicted by the Eliashberg theory2'4. A convincing 
experimental proof of the Eliashberg model was provided by Horstman and 
Wolter1", who measured the tunneling characteristics of a junction formed by 
two thin, narrow films. They proposed that the main reason for the negative 
results in other experiments was the inhomogeneous current distribution in wide 
films. In our opinion, however, a more important aspect of their experiment 
was that they coupled the microwave current only through one film, thereby 
reducing the photon assisted tunneling current across the junction. The 
microwave dissipation in the oxide layer otherwise heals up the junction and 
counteracts the gap enhancement related with the quasiparticle redistribution. 
Another way to reduce photon assisted tunneling is to make the films much 
thinner than the London penetration depth λ^. In Fig. 4-13 a) we have 
reproduced the tunneling I-V curves of a square 0.01 mm2 area junction. The 
substrate was а ВаРт single crystal to minimize heating effects-". As is clear 
from this figure, the application of the 40 GHz microwave radiation enhances 
the energy gap of both films. The decrease of the tunnel current at low bias 
voltages indicates that a net shift of the quasiparticles to higher energies has 
taken place, in agreement with the Eliashberg theory. The results of a more 
detailed study of the gap enhancement are given in Fig. 4-13 b), where the 
conductance is shown as a function of bias voltage and for different values of the 
microwave power. The small structure at high bias voltages in Fig. 4-13 b) is 
probably due to edge effects or due to some weak spot in the film where the 
critical current is surpassed. The position of the conductance peaks is plotted as 
a function of the microwave power in Fig. 4-14. The solid line is a linear fit 
according to the Eliashberg theory for a negligibly small phonon escape time. 
We conclude that a clear gap enhancement is induced by the 40 GHz microwave 
radiation, for a conventional large area junction. However, there appears to be 
no direct correlation with the observed resistive state. 
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Figure 4-13 a) Current-Voltage characteristic of a s\nvneirical tunnel 
junction (/,.i=T t2=l 60 K) at //7\ =0 91, with and without microwcne 
irradiation b) Conductance dl'diV foi the same junction, at 
T/T¡.=0 928 for different power lei eli (as indicated) The small stiucture 
at high bias voltages \s probabh due to some weak spot m the film, 
where the critical ciirrenl is exceeded 
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Figure 4-14 Energ\ gap Δ as a junaion of the relative microwave powei, 
foi the juiKtion described in tig 4-13, at a hath tempeiature 
T/T^ =0.928. The solid Ime ι\ a linear fit to the data. 
For example, in Fig. 4-15 we show a set of I — V tunneling curves for different 
values of the microwave power where all microwave induced effects, as photon 
assisted tunneling (PAT), gap enhancement and a transition to the resistive state 
appear simultaneously. The microwave power is indicated in relative values 
P/PQ. PQ is a measure of the klystron output power, but bears no direct 
relation with the microwave intensity inside the cavity. The tunnel current at 
low bias voltages is much less than the unperturbed value for moderately low 
microwave powers (P/P0~3), indicating a strong nonequilibrium distribution of 
the quasiparticles29. As a result of this redistribution, a clear gap enhancement 
of the order of 3% is found. Because of the PAT effect, one would expect a 
decrease in the tunnel current at biasvoltages just above 2A/e. Instead, the 
tunnel current increases, due to the decrease of the quasiparticle density at 
energies E just above Δ, which otherwise blocks the pairbreaking tunnel 
current. At intermediate microwave power (P/P0~15), both the quasiparticle 
redistribution and the PAT effect becomes less prominent, and the tunnel 
^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^± 
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characteristic is dominated by the presence of normal areas in the thin 
superconductive films. At the highest microwave powers. (Ρ/Ρ0>3ΰ) in Fig. 4-
15, the tunnel characteristic cannot be distinguished from the normal state 
result, although the resistance of both films was still significantly less than the 
о 200 m 
VOLTAGE Ι μ V] 
tigure 4-15. Current-Voltage characteristic of the same junction as in Fig. 
4-13, ίΤ
ς
 = 1.60 К) but now at T/1L=0 756, and with a slighllv different 
coupling of the 40 GHz miemwaves. At P/P^ =15, the ga/) η still 
slightly (aj)proxiinately 1%) enhanced, where P0 is an arbitrary value of 
the microwave intensitw The maximum enhancement at low microwave 
powers is of the order of 3%. 
normal state resistance. The theory of Ivlev26 predicts that for a relatively large 
enhancement of the order parameter the superconductor becomes instable and 
that a transition to the normal state or to some inhomogeneous state will occur. 
The fact that the gap changes only a few percent, even for microwave powers 
far above the critical value where the resistance first becomes nonzero, indicates 
that the probable cause of the resistive state is based on a different kind of 
instability, as for example presented in this paper. 
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Other lines, along which one might look for an explanation are for example a 
generalization of the hotspot model, as developed by Skocpol, Beasley and 
Tinkham1 2, or a generalization ot some inhomogeneous state of a 
superconductor containing magnetic field induced vortices. However, as 
discussed before, microwave heating of the films does not play a dominant role 
Also, for films ot the thickness used in the experiment described in this paper, 
the magnetic field at the edges of the film produced by the induced microwave 
currents is always less than the critical magnetic held, which rules out the 
existence of ordinary, magnetic held induced vortices 
A more subtle inhomogeneous state might be formed by a radiation induced 
Kosterhtz-Thouless^ transition, where the vortex-antivortex dissociation energy 
is supplied by the microwave photons However, tor the present films with a 
normal state sheet resistance of the order ol 10 to 50 Ω, this dissociation energy 
is much higher than tuo or kB Τ 
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4.2.6 Conclusions 
Ultrathin films show a transition to an inhomogeneous resistive state when 
irradiated with a microwave field of large intensity. The new state can be 
observed in the resistance and in the tunneling characteristic, and is found to 
exist for a wide range of frequencies (at least 20 - 80 GHz), of reduced 
temperatures (0.6 < Τ /Г
с
 < 1), of microwave powers, of phonon escape times 
and of sample dimensions (5-10 nm thick, 5-100 μιτι wide). 
Ohmic heating effect were shown to be negligible, and other theoretical models, 
based on diffusive, coherent, or threshold instabilities, do not give an adequate 
description of these phenomena. 
A redistribution of the quasiparticles, according to the Eliashberg mechanism, 
does take place and we observe a clear gap enhancement for the macroscopic 
tunnel junctions. An instability, induced by this quasiparticle redistribution, as 
predicted by Ivlev and by Ginzburg and Spivak is possible, but does not seem 
very likely. 
We have developed an alternative model, where the instability is caused by the 
large (microwave) supcrcurrent density. It was shown that such an instability 
generates an inhomogeneous resistive state of a dynamic nature. Apart from a 
fast local oscillation of the orderparameter, this model predicts a stationary 
resistive state where the fraction of normal regions is determined by a simple 
equilibrium condition. The microwave power and temperature dependence of 
the induced dc resistance was calculated in a simple one-dimensional model and 
is in good agreement with experiment. The R versus Ρ characteristics of narrow 
strips and of wide films with good acoustic matching to the substrate show 
steplike structures, that can be interpreted in terms of discrete phase-slip 
centers, in agreement with the presented model. However, on a more 
microscopic level, the present model will have to be extended to a more general 
2-dimcnsional case, for example based on the phase-slip produced by trains of 
moving vortices. 
The effect of a magnetic field on the inhomogeneous state is not completely 
understood. For moderately thick films (~10 nm), the dependence on Η is only 
very weak. For ultrathin films {d~5 nm), we observed a local maximum in the 
resistance at intermediate fields. This is tentatively attributed to the presence of 
spin-paramagnetic effects in these ultrathin films. 
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We propose that in the case of optically induced inhomogeneous states 
analogous processes may occur as in the model described in this work. 
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CHAPTER 5 
PHOTON ASSISTED TUNNELING 
IN A MAGNETIC FIELD 
Abstract 
Measurements are presented of the photon assisted tunneling effect in a 
situation where the nonlinearity of the tunneling I — V characteristic could be 
tuned with an external magnetic field parallel to the junction. With increasing 
field the responsivity of the junction changes from purely quantum mechanical 
(photon counting) to the classical limit (energy detection). From these 
measurements it is concluded that the model developed by Tien and Gordon 
provides an adequate description in the region intermediate between the 
quantum mechanical and the classical limit. The power dependence of the 
amplitude of the photon assisted tunneling structure deviates substantially from 
the predicted Bessel function. These deviations cannot be explained by a 
standing wave modification, nor by a nonequilibrium distribution function of the 
quasiparticles. An alternative modification is proposed, based on the ohmic 
dissipation of traveling waves in the junction, which is in good agreement with 
the present and other experiments. 
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5.1 Introduction 
At present there is a renewed interest, both theoretically and experimentally, in 
the effect of microwave radiation on the tunneling current of superconductor-
insulator-superconductor junctions This interest is related to the possible 
application of these junctions for superconductive devices such as millimetre 
wave detectors and heterodyne mixers with an unlimited gain' 
The Photon Assisted Tunneling (PAT) theory as originally formulated by Tien 
and Gordon 2 (TG) has proved to be extremely useful to describe the 
performance of highly nonlinear elements at high frequencies Recently this 
quantum mechanical approach has successfully been used to provide a 
unification with classical mixer theory3 From this analysis it turns out that the 
quantum mechanical description is essential when the nonlinearity of the current 
(ƒ) - voltage (V) characteristic varies rapidly on a voltage scale tico/e, where ϊιω 
is the photon energy and e is the electron charge In the present experiment we 
have performed detailed measurements of the PAT structure on high quality 
symmetric superconducting Sn-I-Sn tunnel junctions The magnetic field 
provides a means to tune the nonhneanty of the l —У characteristic and thus of 
the detection mechanism of the junction in a continuous way. 'I his enables us 
to check the validity of the TG model in both the quantum mechanical limit and 
in the intermediate regime where the nonhneanty of the tunneling characteristic 
vanes slowly on the scale of fiio/e, for one single junction and without altering 
the coupling of the microwaves to the junction 
In experiments on macroscopic low ohmic junctions one generally finds that the 
power dependence of the amplitude of the microwave induced current steps 
does not follow the Bessel function behavior4 5, predicted by the simple TG 
theory. To explain these deviations, Hamilton and Shapiro6 proposed a model 
in which the (microwave) field distribution is not uniform over the area of the 
junction, due to a standing wave pattern inside the oxide layer Entin-Wohlman 
and Yu7 , 8 suggested that the nonequihbnum quasiparticles, excited by the 
microwave radiation will lead to a structure in the l — V characteristics similar to 
that predicted by TG. This contribution was predicted to be as large as 10 times 
the TG current under appropriate conditions7 A subsequent analysis by Yu9 led 
to the conclusion that this nonequihbnum term dominates for low-ohmic 
junctions of weak coupling superconductors It is not clear, however, whether 
these modifications of the TG theory are appropriate to explain the 
discrepancies that are observed under widely varying experimental conditions. 
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In Section 5.2 we describe the experimental set-up and present the results of the 
conductance d //d V measured as a function of microwave power and magnetic 
field. These results arc analyzed in Section 5.3 and compared with the TG 
theory. In Section 5.4 we discuss the merits of the theories that have been 
developed to explain the generally observed deviations from the TG theory for 
large area junctions. It turns out that in the present experiment the conditions 
necessary to obtain a standing wave pattern with a sufficiently large voltage 
standing wave ratio (VSWR) were not met, nor does it seem reasonable to 
assume a strong nonequilibrium distribution of the quasiparticles. This led us to 
construct an alternative model, based on a large damping of traveling waves in 
low ohmic junctions, which will be presented in Section 5.5. 
5.2 Experimental 
The tunnel junctions were fabricated in a conventional way by evaporating the 
films through a rotatable mask. The junctions were made in a cross geometry, 
with an overlap of 0.01 mm2. The thickness of the Sn films was about 130 nm. 
The first film was oxidized in an oxygen atmosphere for 20 minutes, using a 
glow discharge. The junctions were immersed directly in a pumped He bath. 
The temperature of this bath could be regulated electronically, using a calibrated 
Allen-Bradley resistor. A parallel magnetic field could be applied using a 
superconducting coil. This coil was also used to apply a small field to suppress 
the Josephson effects. The 45 GHz microwave radiation, generated in a 
conventional reflex klystron was coupled to the sample using oversized 
waveguides. The junction itself was mounted in a non resonant oversized 
cavity. The exact microwave power reaching the sample was not known, but 
was assumed to depend linearly on the generated power. The relative power was 
determined using a diode detector. The conductance was measured with an 
electronic circuit based on a design by Hebard and Shumate10, who used a 
feedback loop to maintain a constant voltage modulation on the junction. A 
block diagram of this circuit is shown in Fig. 5-1. Using a lock-in amplifier in 
the feedback loop, we were able to measure the conductance d//dV, using a 
very small, constant modulation (6 <10ц ) The feedback geometry allows us 
to maintain a constant voltage modulation even when the ас-tunnel conductance 
increases considerably near the gap voltage, and becomes much larger than the 
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Figure 5-1 · Electronic circuit for high precision conductance 
measurements. The feedback loop with the lock-in amplifier is used to 
stabilize the modulation voltage 
conductance of the current leads. Using this system we were able to keep the 
voltage modulation approximately constant for conductances varying between 
103 and IO"5 ohm"1. The exact value of the voltage and current modulation was 
measured with two other lock-ins and was electronically divided to obtain the 
conductance al/aV. 
In Fig. 5-2 a) we show the I — V characteristic of a typical low-ohmic junction 
(Λ
η
=35πιΩ). The solid curve was measured in the presence of 46 GHz 
microwave radiation at an arbitrary power level. The dotted curve is a 
reference I — V curve measured in the absence of microwave radiation. A small 
magnetic field was applied to suppress the Josephson current. This I-V 
characteristic is in good general agreement with the original experiments by 
Dayem and Martin11, who observed these peculiar current steps with a voltage 
spacing of frco/e for the first time in 1962. The derivate d//dV of the I-V 
curve is given in Fig. 5-2 b), and it clearly shows a series of conductance peaks 
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Figure 5-2 a) Current-voltage characteristic of a superconductive Sn-I-Sn 
tunnel junction with (solid curve) and without (dotted curve) 46 GHz 
microwave irradiation b) The corresponding conductance curves 
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at eV = 2A±nh(a Every satellite in the conductance has the same shape as the 
original conductance peak at eV = 2A. The structure at low bias voltage is due 
to the structure in the I — V curve at еУ = А^Δ2~0. 
In Fig 5-3 we have plotted the conductance curves for the same junction as in 
Fig 5-2 for seven different levels of the microwave power A small magnetic 
field / i = # / H
c
= 0 047 was used to suppress the Josephson effects. The relative 
microwave power is indicated near each conductance curve With increasing 
power a number of peaks appear, shifted by nÌKo/e from the main conductance 
peak at V=2A/e. The amplitude of the higher order peaks increases with 
increasing microwave power 
The effect of a magnetic field on the tunneling conductance is shown in Fig. 5-4. 
The pairbreaking effect of the magnetic field results in a broadening of the 
singularity in the density of states for the superconducting films Thus the 
conductance peaks are progressively broadened with increasing magnetic field 
This means that the nonlmeanty of the I — V characteristic can be tuned by 
applying a relatively small magnetic field, while the effect on the gap is 
negligible. 
The detection mechanism of the junction changes from quantum mechanical at 
zero field to classical at high fields This is best illustrated in Fig 5-5 where the 
conductance is plotted at a fixed microwave power and for various magnetic 
field values. With increasing field the peaks are washed out At the highest 
field values the individual peaks are no longer resolved and the effect of the 
microwaves is merely a continuous broadening of the main conductance peak. 
This behavior is consistent with the analysis by Tucker3, who predicts a 
transition from quantum mechanical to classical when the dc nonlmeanty bV, 
which is taken to be the half width of the conductance peak at eV=2A, is large 
compared with the photon energy divided by the electron charge (о эИгю/е). 
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Figure 5-3. Conductance as a function of bias voltage for different values 
of the microwave power. 
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Figure 5-4 Conductance as a function of bias voltage for different values 
of the magnetic field and no microwave radiation 
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Figure 5-5: Conductance as a function of bias voltage for the same values 
of the magnetic field as in fig. 5-4, but now for a fixed nonzero level of 
the microwave power. 
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5.3 Discussion 
In their original formulation of the photon assisted tunneling theory, lien and 
Gordon2 assumed that the microwave field leads lo an adiabatic modulation of 
the energy of the single particle states in one film with respect lo the other film 
This leads to a modification of the time dependence of the wave functions The 
result of this modification is that an electron has a probability amplitude /
π
 (a) 
to be in a state with an excess energy nixw relative to its original state. J
n
 is the 
A7-th order Bessel function of the first kind and а.=е
 т(/к(х> , where г{ is the 
modulation potential induced by the microwaves The resulting tunneling 
current can be calculated in a straightforward way and one obtains the well 
known expression: 
I(V)= Σ Jt(a)I0(V + nbi»/e) 5.1 
where I0(V) is the tunnel current at a bias voltage V in the absence of 
microwaves. Taking the derivative of this expression, we find for the 
conductance: 
d/(V,a)
 =
 £ ,2,„ч d/^y+nfao/g) 
àV
 nhJ dV 
Fig. 5-6 shows the conductance calculated according to Eq. 5 2 for 7 different 
values of a. We used the experimental conductance measured at h =0.047 and 
a=0 to calculate d/0(V+nfiu)/<?)/d V. 
Figs 5-6 and 5-3 show that the TG theory qualitatively reproduces the I — V and 
d//d V characteristics. However, the power dependence of the amplitude of the 
peaks differs considerably from the predicted Bessel behavior For example: 
The TG theory predicts a zero amplitude of the zeroth order peak for a 
microwave field a~2.4, which is not reproduced by the experiment A more 
detailed analysis is performed in Fig. 5-7 where we have plotted a graphical 
reconstruction of the conductance in the presence of a microwave field for three 
different values of the dc magnetic field The curves labeled a) are the 
experimentally determined conductance curves at a fixed power level of the 
microwave radiation and at the indicated magnetic field. The dashed curves 
indicated with rc=0 represent the experimentally determined conductance in the 
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Figure 5-6 Conductance as a function of bias \oltage calculated 
according to the ГС theon, uung the experimentally determined 
d/0(K)/d V for diffeient values of the micro»ave poner 
absence of radiation This curve was multiplied by an appropriate weighting 
factor A
n
 and shifted by nfrco/e for the satellites n = ±l and и = ±2 These 
contributions arc also indicated with dashed curves in Fig 5-7 The total 
conductance was calculated by adding all the contributions and is plotted in Fig. 
5-7 by the curves labeled b) The weighting factors A
n
 were treated as the only 
fit parameters to obtain a good agreement between theory and experiment for 
///H
c
=0 047. It turns out that a very good agreement between experiment and 
theory is obtained using the same values for A
n
 for all three values of the 
magnetic field. 
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Figure 5-7: Decomposition of the measured conductance curves for a 
fixed microwave power for three values of the magnetic field, a) 
Measured conductance at a fixed nonzero microwave field, b) 
Superposition of the contributions indicated with dashed curves. The 
dashed curve indicated with n=0 is the experimentally observed 
conductance curve at VTf =0 The higher order contributions n=±\ and 
n = ±2 are identical to the n=0 curve, multiplied with a best fit weighting 
factor A
 n
 and shifted from 2Д/е by nticu/e. 
The quantum mechanical TG picture has generally been accepted as an 
adequate description of the observed effects for nonlinear elements where the 
nonlinearity varies rapidly on a voltage scale йш/е. Hamilton and Shapiro6 were 
the first to realize that the quantum mechanical description reduces correctly to 
the classical results for rf detection at very low frequencies. 
The present experiment shows that the quantum mechanical approach is also 
valid in the regime intermediate between the classical and the quantum 
mechanical limit. The good fit in Fig. 5-7 of the conductance for all three values 
of the magnetic field with the same set of parameters A
n
 provides conclusive 
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evidence that the QM picture can be applied when the nonlinearity varies slowly 
on a voltage scale Ιιω/ί". 
To illustrate the difference between the classical and the quantum mechanical 
description we have also calculated the conductance of a tunnel junction with a 
smoothly varying nonlinearity bV~h(x> for different microwave powers in both 
the quantum mechanical and in the classical theory. In Fig. 5-8 we show the 
result of this computer calculation for 7 different values of the radiation 
1 2 
VOLTAGE (mV) 
Figure 5-8: Calculation of the conductance at different values of the 
microwave power calculated according to the quantum mechanical TG 
theory (dashed curves) and the classical theory (solid curves). The 
function d /0/d V was determined experimentally at Vrf =0. 
intensity. The function d/0/dV was determined experimentally at zero 
microwave power and in a magnetic field h =0.107. The dotted curves were 
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calculated using the quantum mechanical TG expression Eq. 5.2, and the solid 
curves the classical expression: 
dV 1, dv d e · 5 3 
For low radiation intensities we find approximately the same results with both 
theories. 
STEP AMPLITUDE 
. h = 0047 
« h = 0077 
o h = 0 0 9 2 
N = -2 
Figure 5-9 Amplitude of the conductance peaks for n=0, n=-l and n = -2 
as a function of the microwave power е
 л
/\\ы for three values of the 
magnetic field, compared with the TG theory (dashed curve) and with the 
standing wave modification of the TG theory (solid curve) 
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From this calculation we conclude that neither the TG theory, nor the classical 
theory can describe the detailed shape of the conductance of our large area 
tunnel junctions in a microwave field. However, the success of the graphical 
procedure shown in Fig. 5-7, both in the quantum limit and in the regime 
intermediate between the quantum and classical limit, suggests that a quantum 
mechanical model should be developed that gives a modified power dependence 
of the magnitude of the various peaks in the conductivity. 
Using the same graphical decomposition procedure used in Fig. 5-7. we have 
determined the relative amplitudes A
n
 of the conductance peaks at ν = 2 Δ - « ί ι ω 
as a function of the microwave field for three values of the magnetic field. In 
Fig. 5-9 we present the results for the zeroth order peak and for the first and 
second order peak below the gap voltage V = (2A-\\(x>)/e and = (2А-21ио)/е. 
The horizontal scale of the measurements is rather arbitrary, since we do not 
know the exact value of the rf field inside the junction. The dotted curves in 
Fig. 5-9 are the Bessel functions predicted by the TG theory. The experimental 
results for the three values of the magnetic field coincide. This shows again that 
the photon assisted tunneling effect is not influenced by the magnetic field. The 
most prominent deviation from the TG theory is observed for the highest order 
peak. 
In the following we will discuss the possible causes of this deviation in more 
detail. 
5.4 Standing waves 
Cook and Everett4 were the first to examine the power dependence of the 
microwave induced current steps in detail. In order to account for the fact that 
their data did not follow a J ¿(a) dependence, they modified the TG theory in a 
rather arbitrary way by treating the zero of the electro chemical potential as an 
additional parameter. A more careful analysis by Büttner and Gerlach13, 
showed that the result should be independent of the zero of the potential. 
Sweet and Rochlin5 have performed an experimental study of the photon 
assisted tunneling effect at a comparatively low frequency. They found excellent 
agreement with the TG theory for junctions with a normal resistance larger than 
1 Ω. Low ohmic junctions, however, showed systematic deviations from the TG 
theory, which were not understood. Hamilton and Shapiro6 observed similar 
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effects at high frequencies Results on very small area lunctions proved to be in 
excellent agreement with theory, but again results on large, low-ohmic junctions 
were in considerable disagreement A similar conclusion was obtained by 
Tuhn 1 3 In order to resolve these discrepancies, Hamilton and Shapiro 
suggested that the microwave field was not uniform over the area of the 
junction, which results in an averaging of the Bessel function over several values 
of V
r
f More specifically, this nonuniformity will remove the zero's of the step 
amplitude A
n
 The physical origin of the nonuniformity was thought to be a 
standing wave pattern inside the oxide layer, generated by the high impedance 
mismatch between the boundaries of the junction and the surrounding structure 
Using this model, the tunnel current was calculated by an integration over the 
total area of the junction 
1 - Lr 
П ) = γ Σ J •/,?(<*(*)) ¡0( +пЫ/е) dz 5 4 
where the position dependent microwave amplitude a(z) is given by 
eV г 
α(ζ) = —-^-{(l + Q)2-4Q4m2(Kz/L)yA 5 5 
ηω 
L is the width of the junction and ρ is the reflection coefficient at the 
boundaries With this model, Hamilton and Shapiro obtained reasonable 
agreement with the experimental data, assuming a voltage standing wave ratio 
(VSWR) of 5 Such a pronounced standing wave pattern may result when the 
reflection coefficient is very high (ρΧ) 66), when the energy losses inside the 
junction are negligible and when the wavelength of the radiation in the oxide 
layer fits well on the dimensions of the junction 
The solid curves in Fig 5-9 above were calculated according to this standing 
wave model, assuming a VSWR of 5 The standing wave model describes the 
experimental results for the zeroth and first order peak values reasonably well 
In contrast, the second order peak amplitudes show a clear discrepancy with 
both the TG theory and with the standing wave model The relatively large 
values of the amplitude of the second order peak cannot be accounted for within 
the framework of the standing wave model, since the microwave field pattern 
does not depend on the dc bias voltage 
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Hasselberg14 made an attempt to explain the discrepancies for low-ohmic 
junctions (R <1Ω) as observed by Sweet and Rochlin5 He presented a 
generalization of the microscopic Wcrthamer1 5 theory by introducing higher 
order perturbation terms. These higher order terms were thought to be 
important for junctions with a high normal conductance However, in order to 
obtain a reasonable fit of the extended theory to the experiment, Hasselberg 
also had to include a standing wave pattern. The best fit was obtained with a 
reflection coefficient ρ of 1 (VSWR = ^c). Therefore, although the standing 
wave model is capable of explaining most of the experimental discrepancies with 
the TG theory, some questions remain First, one has to assume a very large 
VSWR This is only realized if the wavelength of the microwaves inside the 
junction matches the size of the junction. It is not clear why this requirement 
should be fulfilled for all experiments that have been performed in a wide 
frequency range (4 - 80 GHz) and for various sample sizes. For example, using 
the assumptions made by Hamilton and Shapiro, we calculate a reduced 
wavelength of 3.4 mm for the microwave field in the samples used by Sweet and 
Rochhn This wavelength is obviously very large compared to the junction size 
which was 0 16 mm. Further requirements to obtain a large VSWR is a large 
reflection coefficient (ρ=0.7-1) and a negligible loss factor. As will be shown 
in the next paragraph, this assumption is usually not correct in the case of very 
low ohmic junctions. Second, a serious problem of the standing wave model is 
that it does not explain the observed difference between low and high ohmic 
junctions. The nonequihbnum model by Entin-Wohlman7 does predict such a 
dependence on the tunneling resistance. But for strong-coupling 
superconductors such as Pb the nonequihbnum distribution of quasiparticles can 
not be observed, due to the short energy relaxation time τ ^ , except maybe at a 
very high pump power. For the intermediate-coupling superconductors such as 
Sn the energy relaxation is also too fast to observe well resolved peaks in the 
distribution function at multiples of the microwave frequency Also, the Entin-
Wohlman contribution would only be of some importance close to Г
с
 where the 
number of thermally excited quasiparticles is high 
Therefore we are forced to construct an alternative model: We have solved the 
Maxwell equations with the appropriate boundary conditions to obtain a 
dispersion relation for the traveling electromagnetic waves inside the junction, 
with the explicit inclusion of the dissipation of the microwave induced tunnel 
currents. We will show that for low ohmic junctions this dissipation will lead to 
a nonuniform distribution of the microwave field strength over the area of the 
junction. 
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5.5 The damped stripline model 
Hasselberg14 showed that the space independence of the rf voltage, which is a 
basic assumption of the TG theory, is in conflict with Maxwell s equations He 
solved this problem by treating the junction as a superconductive stripline l(S and 
calculated a dispersion relation foi the tiaveling waves inside the junction 
We will proceed in a way very similar to that of Swihart16 and of Hasselberg14, 
but will explicitly include the microwave-mduted tunnel current It will be 
shown that the ohmic losses due to this tunnel current will lead to a strong 
damping of the waves traveling through the junction The result of this damping 
is that the amplitude of the microwave field will decrease towards the center of 
the (unction The resulting inhomogeneity of the microwave field can explain 
the observed discrepancy with the original TG theory in a way similar to the 
standing wave model 
We will consider a junction with the films (and oxide layer) m the > —z plane, 
the tunnel current flowing in the ι-direction and electromagnetic waves 
propagating in the positive ζ-direction, with field components in the form 
F(xy,z,t) = F ^ e ' C " - ^ ' 5 6 
The relevant field components in this geometry are £ \ ( . Ϊ , Ζ ) , £ (ΛΓ,Ζ) and 
Η
λ
(χ,ζ) Inside the two superconducting layers we have to solve Maxwell's 
equations 
VxH = е0 Щ- + j 
VXE = -u 0 Щ-
οι 
where e 0 and μ0 are the dielectric constant and permeability of free space The 
current density ; follows directly from ]=o%E where o s is the complex 
conductivity of the superconductor Eqs 5 7 reduce to 
( σ , - ι ω ε 0 ) £ , = - - ^ 
( σ , - ι ω ε 0 ) £ \ = - ^ - 5 8 
ЪЕ
г
 ЪЕ
Х 
ι ω μ 0 Ή ν = 
дх dz 
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which can be combined into: 
З-7/i Э-Н, 
-ιωμοίσ,-Ηορ,,)//, = — ^ - + - — — 5.9 
Э. 3z-
Using the z-dependence of the field components of Eq. 5.6 one gets: 
à~H, ι
 Ί
 co -> ι 
/ — i ( 0 | i ( ) o s - ( — )-\H, 
' » -> . , C O 
— — = l·'— l H o ( ï   
Э. - Í' 
=*=//, 5 1 ( ) 
The general solution for the magnetic field inside the superconducting films will 
therefore be of the form: 
/ /V (JC,Z) = H,(z)c~k^ іот\х\^(і/2 5.11 
The situation is somewhat more complicated inside the oxide layer. Hasselbcrg 
treated the oxide as a simple dielectric medium. However this is not true in 
general because of the finite tunnel probability through the oxide barrier. 
We will treat the oxide layer as a one-dimensional conductor, where σ
η
 is given 
by σ
η
 = ;\(ω)/£, (со), ЕДсо) is the microwave field and 7\(со) the induced ac 
tunnel current density. 
The induced current density in the oxide layer depends in general on the 
amplitude of the rf voltage and on the dc bias voltage: 
/ν(ω) = "Σ Λ.(α)[Λ, + ι(α) + Λ,-ι(α)] І(к( 0 + п\ио/е) 5.12 
At low microwave powers ( a « l ) this reduces to: 
. , , „ \hk(Vo + Т ш / 0 - М ( У о -tuo/g){ 
Λ ( ω ) = v
* 1 2(wö 1 5 · 1 3 
Then the tunnel conductivity on depends only on the dc bias voltage. The 
Maxwell equations inside the oxide layer arc: 
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3W 
ί ω ε
η
£ , = 
Элг 
Эд: dz 
Combining Eqs. 5.14 and 5.6 we find: 
Э
2
Я, 
ЭН, ( σ
η
- ι ω ε 0 ) Ε ι = — — 5.14 dz 
BE. Э£. 
і ш ц 0 Я . = 
3χζ [ σ
η
- ΐ ( ι ) ε 0 с J 
5.15 
The general solution for the magnetic field inside the oxide layer is then given 
by: 
Hy(x,z) = Hy{z) cosh(knx) for|^|^rf/2 5.16 
Since both Ну and Ez are parallel to the x — ±d/2 planes we will require that 
these field components are continuous at x = ±d/2. Using Eqs. 5.8, 5.11, 5.14 
and 5.16: 
- 1 f 1 э я 1 l i l з я . ì 
I l i v i 1 1 1 v i
 5 Л 7 
σ 5 - ί ω ε 0 [Ну Эх \Xid/2 ίωε 0 [Hy Эх \xU/2 
and one obtains: 
* , 1 Â:ntanh(A:nd) 5.18 
To simplify this expression we will make the following approximations: 
A : n « l , σ 5 / ί ω ε 0 » 1 and ks = l/kL where \L is the London penetration depth. 
With these approximations Eq. 5.18 gives: 
γ
2
 =7?- |(l + ^ )(l+iMC)J 5.19 
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where R=d/o
n
A is the junction resistance, A is the junction area and 
C=E0A/d is the junction capacitance. 
The imaginary part of the complex propagation constant γ determines the 
damping for the waves traveling through the junction. One can calculate the 
"frequency dependent penetration depth of the microwaves in the junction, 
defined by λ(ω)=Ιπι(1/γ) from Eq. 5.19 
с AC Vld/Ki 
λ(ω) =- 1 + і + 1/((оЛС)2Г 5.20 
In the limit for very high frequencies this expression reduces to: 
λ = λ(ω -> oc) = 2c RC V ^ A L 5.21 
where we further assumed that d«\]_. 
To summarize, we find that waves propagating in the z-direction are attenuated 
according to F(z,t)=F0(t) e ^ A M 
In experiments on low ohmic junctions this attenuation factor is not negligible. 
For example, for the junctions used by Hamilton and Shapiro (Λ=0.1Ω) we 
calculate a penetration depth λ=0.3 mm where we assumed tí = 1.5 nm and 
ÀL=50 nm. The penetration depth is then comparable with the width of the 
junction (L=0.1 mm). This indicates that a standing wave pattern with a high 
VSWR is not possible for low-ohmic junctions because of the high losses inside 
the junction. On the other hand, the dispersion itself leads to an 
inhomogeneous distribution of the rf field over the junction area. 
The power dependence of the microwave induced current steps can now be 
calculated in a straightforward way by integrating the contributions over the 
total area: 
[_/2 
/dcC^o) = τ ϊ J Λ?(α(ζ))/ο(ν
ο
+/!ϋω)αζ 5.22 
where now: 
"'72 
a(z) = ^ ^ f f z A ) 5.23 
v
 ' tico cosh(L/2X) 
In Fig. 5-10 we have plotted the effect of the damping on the amplitude of the 
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Figlile 5-10 Amplitude of the mam conduttaiue peak at eV=2ù± as a 
function oj the microwave powei eVti/1u» and as a function of the 
damping facto/ //λ, according to the damped чіпріте model. The inset 
shows the space dependence of the microviave jield according to Eq. 
5 23 
zeroth order conductance peak, at a bias voltage V=2A/e as a function of 
microwave power and damping. With increasing damping (decreasing λ) the 
minimum in the step amplitude disappears. For very high damping there is no 
minimum and the amplitude decreases monotonically with increasing microwave 
power. The inset shows the space dependence of the rf voltage, according to 
Eq. 5.23. The real space dependence of the rf field in a macroscopic junction is 
determined by the details of the geometry of the junction and the incoupling of 
the microwave radiation. 
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Figure 5-11 Amplitude of the conductance peaks for n = 0, n = -l and 
n = -2 as a function of the microwave power eV,ffl\(o for tlvee valúa of 
the magnetic field, calculated according to the damped stnplme model 
with X/L=0 6 (wild curve) The dashed cunei repicent the TG theory 
The dash-dotted curve for the second order step amplitude is calculated 
according to the damped stnplme model using ïjL =0 8 
In Fig. 5-11 we compare the same experimental results as shown in Fig. 5-9 with 
this damped stripline model. The solid curves have been calculated using a 
penetration depth \/L=Q.6. Note that the scaling factor for the horizontal axis 
is different from that in Fig. 5-9. The average microwave field inside the 
junction is now always less than the applied field. We conclude that the 
damped stripline model can describe the experimental results very well. The 
first order peak values arc better described than in the standing wave model, but 
the second-order peak values still show a similar discrepancy with theory. The 
dash- dotted curve in Fig. 5-11, calculated with X/L=0.8 reproduces the 
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experimental values of the second order peak amplitudes somewhat better. 
Indeed, one expects that the attenuation of the microwave field is weaker (i.e. λ 
larger) at a bias voltage below 2A/e, because the induced ac currents through 
the oxide barrier are smaller due to the higher dynamic resistance at that bias 
voltage (cf. Eq. 5.13). 
The absolute value of the penetration depth can also be estimated directly from 
Eq. 5.21. Using the measured value at very high bias voltages Λ=Α
π
=35ιτιΩ, 
and C=E0A/d = lO~
u
 F we find a penetration depth l/L~l. Using the full 
expression of σ
η
 as in Eq. 5.13 instead of the above approximation we obtain 
λ/L —0.4 for the zeroth and first order peak values, in reasonable agreement 
with the value of λ/L =0.6 used in Fig. 5-11. We conclude that the simple one 
dimensional model of a superconductive stripline is in reasonable agreement 
with the experimental data. A novel consequence of the present model is that 
the amplitude of the satellite peaks in the conductance might be nonsymmetric 
for bias voltages above and below 2Δ/β. Some indications of this effect are 
observed for example in Fig. 5-7. 
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5.6 Conclusions 
We find that the quantum mechanical description developed by Tien and 
Gordon is also valid in the regime intermediate between the classical and the 
quantum mechanical limit. It is found that the application of a magnetic field 
affects only the density of states of the superconductors, but not the photon 
assisted tunneling effect itself. 
In agreement with various other experiments, we find that the amplitude of the 
conductance peaks does not follow the Bessel function dependence on the 
microwave power, predicted by the TG theory. A standing wave modification 
of the theory is able to describe the data somewhat better, but there are various 
reasons, why the basic assumptions of the standing wave model are not expected 
to be valid for low ohmic junctions. Also, no indications were found for the 
presence of the strong nonequilibrium distribution of the quasiparticles proposed 
to explain the observed deviation from the TG theory for low ohmic junctions. 
We present an alternative model, based on the strong attenuation due to the ac 
tunneling current induced in the junction. With this modification of the TG 
theory, we find a good agreement with the experimental results. The observed 
difference in the behavior between low- and high ohmic junctions, reported in 
the literature, and which was not understood previously, can also be explained 
on the basis of our model. 
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SUMMARY 
In this thesis we have studied several topics out of the held of nonequilibnum 
superconductivity with Far Inlraied speclroscopic techniques 
In Chapter 1 the excitation spectrum ol superconducting Al films was determined 
with the use of FIR radiation of frequency tuo comparable with the energy 
gap. The motivation tor this experiment is the long-standing problem of the 
enhancement of the superconductive properties of thin films, when the thickness 
is reduced to a tew nm I he radiation was generated with a conventional 
Michelson interferometer, optimized tor the extreme long wavelength regime 
(λ~Ι—5 mm) 'Ihe absorption and tiansmission measurements were performed 
with both the sample and the detectors at a temperature of 0 4 K, and in 
magnetic fields up to 8 Γ 1 he agreement ot the absorption results for moderately 
thick tilms, с/=1() nm, with the BCS calculations is excellent Interesting 
deviations from the BCS predictions were found for films with a thickness 
between 3 and 5 nm (about 15 to 25 atomic layers) Л possible cause tor these 
deviations is a change in the vibiation spectrum of ultrathin films, due to the 
appearance ot additional surface modes These low energy modes couple strongly 
with the superconductive groundstate, resulting in an enhancement of the 
superconductive properties Structures in the real part of the conductivity at 
tm>=4A indicate a stiong coupling with the 2Δ recombination phonons 
In Chapter 2 we have studied the impact ot a parallel magnetic field on the 
excitation spectrum of a thin superconducting film For thick films, the 
pairbreaking effect of the induced Meissner currents dominates, resulting in a 
reduction of the orderparameter; tor ultrathin films the expulsion ot the field is 
negligible and the effect of the field on the quasiparticle spins becomes dominant. 
The far infrared measuiements provide an independent proof tor the BCS 
prediction that in this paramagnetic limit, the quasiparticle density of states will 
be sphtted into two Zeeman spin branches. Although the orderparameter is not 
affected by the magnetic field, it turned out that the spectroscopic gap decreased 
linearly with increasing held The complex conductivity of a superconductor in 
the paramagnetic limit was calculated both in the BCS framework and m a more 
general Greens function formalism It we allow tor the possibility of spin-flip 
excitations, a good qualitative agreement is found between theory and 
experiment With a spin-orbit coupling parameter of the order of 0 2, and with a 
slightly enhanced electron-phonon coupling, we also lind satisfactory quantitative 
agreement. 
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In Chapter 3 the relaxation and recombination of excited quasiparticles is studied 
in detail. For this purpose, a superconducting film was excited into a 
nonequilibrium state by irradiation with an optical and with a FIR laser. The use 
of FIR radiation allowed us to study for the first time the relaxation and 
recombination process of excited quasiparticles, close to the energy gap. The 
energy distribution function of the created excess quasiparticles was determined 
from a deconvolution of the tunnel current in a symmetrical thin film junction. 
The FIR-induced distribution function of excess quasiparticles shows an 
interesting deviation from the theoretical (quasi-equilibrium) predictions. The 
presence of highly energetic monochromatic recombination phonons appeared to 
dominate the experimental result. 
In Chapter 4 we have performed a number of microwave absorption experiments, 
again on ultrathin superconducting Al films. We have shown that, when the films 
are acoustically well matched to the substrate, the orderparameter can be 
enhanced (stimulated superconductivity) by microwave redistribution of the 
quasiparticles to higher energies. These experiments confirm the results of other 
recent experiments, and extend the conclusions to a higher frequency regime. 
The main part of Chapter 4, however, deals with the problem of the stability of 
the superconductive state. We have presented a microwave induced transition to 
a novel inhomogeneous state, formed by normal-superconducting stratification. 
We have presented a model, based on microwave current induced phase-slip 
processes, that is able to explain the measurements semi-quantitatively. The 
power-, temperature-, and magnetic field dependence of the inhomogeneous state 
have been studied in detail. 
Finally, in Chapter 5, we treated the impact of a magnetic field on the photon 
assisted tunneling effect (PAT) for macroscopic junctions. It was found that the 
non-linearity of the tunneling characteristic decreases with the strength of the 
applied magnetic field and that the detection mechanism of the junction changes 
as a result. The Tien Gordon model was originally developed to describe the 
PAT effect in the pure quantum mechanical limit, where the nonlinear part of the 
I — V characteristic is confined to a voltage range that is small compared to tico/e. 
From the experimental results of Chapter 5 we concluded that this model can also 
be used to describe the nearly classical energy detection of junctions with a much 
broader nonlinear voltage range. A second conclusion from these measurements 
is that the generally accepted 'standing wave' modification of the Tien Gordon 
theory is not applicable for low-ohmic junctions. An alternative model was 
developed to include the attenuation of the microwaves inside the junction, and 
that model explains the present and other experiments reasonably well. 
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SAMENVATTING 
Dit proefschrift behandelt een vijftal onderwerpen uit de met-evenwicht 
supergeleiding, bestudeerd met ver-infrarood (VIR) spectroscopische technieken 
Het ver-infrarood excitatie spectrum van uiterst dunne supergeleidende 
aluminium laagjes, vormt het hoofdthema van hoofdstuk 1 De motivatie voor 
deze experimenten is gelegen in de nog onbegrepen versterking van de 
supergeleidende eigenschappen van deze aluminium "films", wanneer de dikte 
wordt teruggebracht tot enkele nanometers Het experiment zelf werd uitgevoerd 
met behulp van een zgn Michelson interferometer, die hiertoe werd 
geoptimaliseerd voor het frequentie gebied rond de energie gap van aluminium 
Zowel de absorptie als de transmissie werd gemeten bij een temperatuur van 0 4 
Keivin en in magneetvelden tot 8 Tesla De resultaten voor films met een dikte 
van ongeveer 10 nm bleken in uitstekende overeenstemming met berekeningen op 
basis van de Bardecn-Cooper-Schneffer theorie Interessante afwijkingen werden 
gevonden voor zeer dunne films met een dikte tussen 3 en 5 nm (15 tot 25 
atoomlagen) Een mogelijke oorzaak voor deze afwijkingen is een verandering 
van het vibratie spectrum van /eer dunne films ten gevolge van oppervlakte 
toestanden Deze laag-energetische roostertnllingen koppelen zeer sterk met de 
supergeleidende grondtoestand, hetgeen mogelijk de versterking van de 
supergeleidende eigenschappen verklaart 
In Hoofdstuk 2 werden de effecten bestudeerd van een parallel magneetveld op 
het ver-infrarood excitatie spectrum van deze dunne supergeleidende films Voor 
dikke films bleek het paarbrekende effect van het veld (resulterend in een 
verstoring van de supergeleidende toestand) te overheersen Voor zeer dunne 
films is dit paarbrekend effekt verwaarloosbaar en is het mogelijk om het effect 
van het veld op de electron spins te bestuderen De resultaten van Hoofdstuk 2 
vormen een onafhankelijk bewijs voor de BCS voorspelling dat de 
toestandsdichtheid voor spin up en spin down quasideeltjes een Zeeman splitsing 
ondergaat, en is daarmee een indirect bewijs voor een anti- parallelle spin paring 
in de grondtoestand De bestaande theorie voor het complexe 
geleidingsvermogen van een supergeleider werd uitgebreid voor het geval dat 
deze spin-paramagnetische energie opsplitsing groot is Uit de resultaten van 
Hoofdstuk 2 trokken we de konklusie dat een excitatie proces mogelijk is waarbij 
de spin van een der quasideeltjes omklapt ten opzichte van het magneetveld 
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In hoofstuk 3 werd in detail het relaxatie en recombinatie pioces van geexciteerde 
quasideeltjes bestudeerd Onder invloed van laserbestraling raakt de 
supergeleider in een met-evenwichts toestand waaibij de cnergieveidclmgsfunktie 
van de quasideeltjes afwi)kt van de gebruikelijke Fermi \erdcling Het gebruik 
van een ver-infrarood laser maakte het mogeliik om de genoemde processen te 
bestuderen voor excitatie energieën dicht boven de gap De verdelingstunktie van 
de quasideeltjes is bepaald door een zogenaamde deconvolutie van de 
veranderingen in de tunnelstroom tussen twee niet-evenwicht supergleiders 
gescheiden door een oxidelaag Voor optische excitatie vonden wc een goede 
overeenstemming met de fenomenologische theorie De gevonden 
verdelingsfunctie onder invloed van ver-infrarood excitatie vertoonde echter een 
interessante afwijking van de eenvoudige theoretische modellen 
Hoofstuk 4 behandelt een aantal microgolf experimenten aan dunne 
supergeleidende aluminium films Bij een optimale acoustische aanpassing van de 
metaal film aan het substraat materiaal bleken de supergeleidende eigenschappen 
effectief versterkt te worden (gestimuleerde supergeleiding) doordat quasideeltjes 
naar hogere energie niveau's worden gepompt 
De hoofdmoot van dit hoofdstuk woidt echter gevormd door de presentatie van 
een fase overgang onder invloed van hoog vermogen microgolf straling naar een 
nieuwe inhomogene toestand met een eindige weerstand Een theoretisch model 
werd ontwikkeld dat is gebaseerd op fase slip processen onder invloed van de 
super-cntische microgolf stroomdichtheid Dit model was in staat de 
meetresultaten goed te verklaren 
In hoofdstuk 5 beschrijven we tenslotte de invloed van een magneetveld op het 
zogenaamde Photon Assisted Tunneling etfect (PAT) voor macroscopische tunnel 
kontakten Als funktie van het aangelegde magneetveld verandert de niet-
lincanteit van de stroom- spannings karakteristiek en daarmee het detectie 
mechanisme van hel tunnel konlakt Voor lage velden bleek de foton detectie 
puur quantummechanisch en kon kwalitatief verklaard worden in termen van het 
zgn Tien-Gordon model We konkludecrden uit de experimentele resultaten van 
Hoofdstuk 5 dat dit model eveneens in staat is de klassieke energie detectie te 
beschrijven van tunnelkontakten met een relatief zwakke niet lineanteit Een 
tweede konklusie uit de metingen was dat de algemeen geaccepteerde staande 
golf modificatie van de Tien Gordon theorie niet van toepassing is op de 
experimenten mei laag-ohmige tunnel kontakten Een alternatief model werd 
ontwikkeld dat gebaseerd is op de electnsche verliezen van de geïnduceerde 
tunnel stroom Met dit model konden de waargenomen afwijkingen van de Tien-
Gordon theorie goed worden verklaard 
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Stellingen 
I 
De sterk afwijkende ver-infrarood absorptie van suspensies van submicron metaal-
deeltjes in experimenten van Granqvist et al. en van Carr et al. is waarschijnlijk 
niet te wijten aan absorptie in de deeltjes, maar aan dissipatie ten gevolge van 
geïnduceerde tunnelstromen tussen naburige deeltjes. 
C.G. Granqvist, R.A. Buhrman, J. Wyns en A.J. Sievers, Phys. Rev. Lett. 37, 625 
(1976), G.L. Garr, G.C. Garland en D.B. Tanner, Phys. Rev. Lett. 50, 7607 
(1983). 
II 
Het is mogelijk om levensduren van aangeslagen toestanden in supergeleiders te 
bepalen met behulp van een microgolfbron, gepulst in het subnanoseconde 
tijdsdomein. 
(P.J. M van Bentum, J. W. Gerritsen en P. Wyder, to be published) 
III 
De onverwacht lange relaxatie tijd van aangeslagen electronen in GaAs-AlGaAs 
quantum put structuren, zoals blijkt uit experimenten van Göbel et al. en van 
R.W.J. Hollering et al., wordt waarschijnlijk veroorzaakt doordat de acoustische 
fononen gevangen blijven binnen het GaAs. 
E.O. Göbel, H. Jung, J Kuhl en K. Ploog, Phys. Rev. Lett. 51, 1588 (1983) en 
R.W.J. Hollering, T.T.J.M. Berendschot, H.J.A. Bluyssen en P.Wyder, to be 
published. 
IV 
De verhoging van de recombinatie snelheid van electron-gat paren in GaAs-AlGaAs 
quantum put structuren is niet zonder meer toe te schrijven aan localisatie van de 
ladingsdragers. Recombinatie processen aan de grensvlakken worden hierbij ten 
onrechte verwaarloosd. 
EO. Göbel, H. Jung, J. Kuhl en K. Ploog, Phys. Rev. Lett. 51, 1588 (1983). 

ν 
Het Peltier effect verklaart de veelvuldig waargenomen asymmetrie in de stroom-
spannings karakteristiek van een puntkontakt tussen twee verschillende materialen. 
VI 
Het verwaarlozen van de randvoorwaarden loodrecht op de stroomrichting, zoals 
geïmpliceerd in de aanname van een konstant Hall-veld in de 'stratified medium 
theory' van Herring, leidt tot foutieve conclusies ten aanzien van de 
magnetoweerstand van inhomogene preparaten. 
С. Herring, J. Appi. Phys. 31, 1939 (1960). 
VII 
De grootte van de 'phonon drag', d.w.z. de mate waarin electronen worden 
meegesleept door de roostertrillingen, kan worden bepaald door het meten van de 
e . т . к . die ontstaat wanneer een warmtestroom wordt gestuurd door een 
puntvormige constrictie. 
O.I. Shklyarevskii, A.G.M. Jansen en P. Wyder, to be published 
Vili 
Metingen van de lijnverbreding in individuele overgangen naar upper (J=N + 1/2) en 
lower (J=N-1/2) ρ-doublet toestanden binnen de C 2 Z + toestand van het CH 
molecuul kunnen uitsluitsel geven over de kontroverse ten aanzien van de dissociatie 
snelheid van deze toestand. 
James E. Hesser en Barry L. Lutz, The Astrophysical Journal 159, 703 (1970), J. 
Brozozowski, P. Bunker N. Elander en P. Erman, The Astrophysical Journal 207, 
414 (1976). 
IX 
In de interpretatie van abnormale temperatuur- en veldafhankelijkheden in de 
eigenschappen van materialen met een hoge susceptibiliteit wordt het effect van een 
fijne structuur in de toestandsdichtheid van de electronen vaak over het hoofd 
gezien. 
J.J.M. Frame, P.H. Frings, F.R. de Boer, A. Menovsky, C.J. Beers, A.P.J, van 
Deursen, H.W. Myron en A.J. Arko, Phys. Rev. Lett. 48, 1749 (1982). 

χ 
Het kernfusie onderzoek concentreert zich op een type reactor (Tokamak met D-T 
cyclus) dat op het vlak van gevarenpotentieel, nucleaire afvalproductie en 
grondstoffen voorraad nauwelijks voordelen heeft ten opzichte van een 
kernsplijtingsreactor. Deze prioriteitsstelling binnen het kernfusie onderzoek is 
daarom alleen te verklaren vanuit het oogmerk van nationaal wetenschappelijk 
prestige en semi-militaire toepassingsgebieden. 
Joan L. Bromberg: Fusion, science, politics and the invention of a new energy source 
(MIT press, 1982). 
XI 
De onderwijswet van Thorbecke in 1863 (o.a. instelling van de Η.В.S.) is van 
doorslaggevende invloed geweest op de bloei van de natuurwetenschappen in 
Nederland rond de eeuwwisseling, hetgeen onder andere resulteerde in nobelprijzen 
voor van 't Hoff (1901), Zeeman en Lorentz (1902), van' der Waals (1910) en 
Kamerlingh Onnes (1913) en in een gestegen internationale belangstelling voor de 
nederlandse taal. 
Gezien de kruideniersmentaliteit bij recente onderwijsvernieuwingen is een 
herhaling van dit verschijnsel onwaarschijnlijk. 
H.A.M. Snelders, Tijdschrift voor de Geschiedenis der Geneeskunde, 
natuurwetenschappen, wiskunde en techniek, jrg. 7 nr. 1 en jrg. 7 nr. 3 (1984). 
XII 
Bij de invoering van nieuwe kerncentrales in Nederland zal de democratie een niet 
geringe tol moeten betalen. Deze post komt in de kostprijsberekeningen van het 
ministerie van economische zaken onvoldoende tot uiting. 
XIII 
De pacifistische 'grond'houding van veel fysici blijkt uit de tolerantie ten aanzien 
van het onderzoek naar ruimtewapens. 

XIV 
Gezien de omvang van de bodemverontreiniging is struisvogelpolitiek in Nederland 
af te raden. 
XV 
De vertaling van het engelse begrip 'allround' met het nederlandse equivalent 
'veelzijdig' duidt op een gebrekkig meetkundig inzicht van de samenstellers van 
woordenboeken. 
o.a. Wolters-Noordhof Engels Woordenboek (Tjeenk Willink bv, Groningen 1974) 



